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up tall and the branches are
The Good By.
but if they are kept
Como into tlie garden and walk with me
closely sheared, the growth may be so
While dancers whirl to that dreamy tune,
close and line that a bird can
the moonlight silvers the sleeping sea,
j
hardly find SeeAnd
the world is fair as a night in June.
entrance.
So grass, closely fed or sheared, grows thick and line, and although, to Lei me hold your hand as I used to do,
This is the last, last time you know,
the casual observer, it makes less show, For
and is naturally adapted
to-morrow a wooer comes to woo,
And win you, though I love you «o.
yet it really produces more nutriment to
a Mil
supply ol feed in pas- the acre than if left to run up to seed. The Oh ! is it because we must part to-night
lawn mowers, which have come into such
That the music seems so sad? Ah me!—
:_h the season, have as many
You are crying, love, and your lips are white,
g’ni'Scs -.litable for pastures
general use in villages within a few years
Oh! the waves of life are a mystery.
make grow. More feed can be past, have proved the advantage ot close
you, love, with a love so true,
and treouent cutting for producing a line, 1 love
,n a no si-oin ten varieties than
That in coining years I’ll not forget
°
thick turf.
The beautiful form and face I knew.
im ( :.i variety, even if
And the thought will always hold regret.
"in at the same lime,
just as
fCONCLUDED NEXT WKEK.J
1 shall stand by the sea, as I stand to-night,
\
grow more wood and timAnd think of the vision whose brightness died
'cvera
varieties growing toWhen winter frosts fell chill and white
A Drunken Farm.
l
in
;t
wholly devoted to one
On the fairest flower of the summer tide.
Oltcn anil oltcn, while
passing through They are calling you. Must I let you go?
the country, have we passed farms whose
Must I suy good-by and go my way?
ilimans the only social boyou must go, it is better so,
• art h
flic trees, tile grass, history we could read at a glance. The door IfGood
by’s such a sorrowful word to say.
fence
had
an iin— ami inserts are all betyard
disappeared—burnt up in
the shiftlessness born of drink. The house Give me m'ainie, one last sweet kiss,
.i ami provided lor, as
bo we kiss our d* ar ones and see them die.
species,
was unpainted and
tv:tit
irh other, than it' each
battered; broken panes Death holds no parting so sad as this;
bless and keep you, and so—Good by.
God
,1 p.i-s,--ion .'I the world alone, ot glass were stopped with rags or old
irii ies < t grasses di > best on low, bats; tiie chimney stood in a tottering at-loiiml. while others thrive only on titude ; the doors swung in a creaking condition on one hinge; tile steps were unA Bit of Lace.
isono- no best in Hie shade;
steady like its owner; everything was dilI 'lily ia tlm open sunlight
“It’s a perfectly exquisite piece of lace,
0
o'
incline to run up straight apidated, decayed, untidy, cheerless. A
papa.”
"in
"tilers creep low and hug single look showed that its owner traded
“I dare say, Flor.”
I he coarse varieties, grown too much at one shop—the rum shop.
“But I want you to look at it.”
The spirit ot thrift had been killed by the
■a
u. ! leave main
vacant spaces.
“1 shouldn’t know any more about it if
Fresh paint, repairs,
-mailer and finer sorts would spirit of the still.
I did.”
.■
ball a crop; but, when many improvements, good cheer and beauty for
“\Yrell, then, 1 want you to buy it .”
Out side matters
O'
grown together, the land is the farmer’s throat
“Buy it? What for?”
The barn-yards were
ield all it i' capable of proilue- were the same.
“Why, for me.”
1'! ere i-. however, a great deal of wretched stys; the doors were otl.tlie roofs
“Pay live hundred dollars for a handwere leaky, Lhe
ict
in the comparative value of ditgates down, the carts kerchief for you ?”
the
tools
tlie
fodder scarce
ot grass, both for pasture crazy,
broken,
'i1 c11 ic
“Yes, indeed. Why, papa, 1 should
n
wings, and tanners should lie and the stock poor and wretched. Neg- think it was something atrocious. All
with a greater variety of the na- lect. cruelty, wastefulness, ruin—all had the other
girls have them, although cercome from drink,
l he farm showed the
.1 cultivated grasses
this is a little, the least little, nicer
tainly
seeding down a pasture, one trail of the same serpent The straggling than theirs. 1 don’t know why Lucy
and tumbled stone wall, the rickety tences,
w all tin- varictiesoi
should have a handsomer handkerchief
grass he can
01 l Mica wateli
the growth and the weed grown fields, the sparse and half
than I, just because she is married. Anyheaded crops, the dying orchard, all said
I each kind t" learn which to
give to the
body else would say it was enough to be
■■ next time
Hut don’t grow
passer-by, Whiskey did it.” Drink married, and so let me have the handkera
experiment—they have been had given the plaster of a mortgage instead chief. Married women have everything
ot a coating of fertilizer; sloth, instead of
i.g enough already.
love and lace and diamonds. Now,
a
trip through a portion of your labor; unthrilt in the place of care, and papa, just take out your boekeibook.” It
The was a
ast tall, much of which 1 enjoyed demoralization in lieu of system.
coaxing voice.
farm w as di ink-blighted, amt advertised
vi-t when 1 saw, in almost
“Do you suppose I carry live hundred
its condition as plainly as its owner did
oi". mowing or grain field, the
dollar bills in my pocket book ?”
-’
ia 1
mil uagined how I would when he came reeling home from the town.
Your check-book,
“It makes no odds.
One
of
the
most impressive temperance
•
lying lor a moment
then. I've set my heart on it, it’s such a
these hateful lectures, for young farmers especially, is
grass with
beauty. If you will only look at it—look
mpsiiioiis, I was almost a good look at a drunken farm. [Golden at that wreath of tlowers, all so delicately
uk
f r turning to my own Rule.
shaded; here the close work in the light,
It mi.
where the land is
you see, there the open work in the shade,
.a lor thistles to
pi
News Items.
so perfect you can quite fancy the colors;
grow,
good Vermont farm, inand ail done in this one thread.
See,
A
ol
llood
is
thrown
the
conlight
thistles, 1 would spend all my
upon
there’s a dew-drop, that round hole
papa,
dition
ol
at
the
National
society
if necessary, the first two
tail",
Capital in the mesh.”
under the present Administration by the
•ig the thistles, for I believe it
“Nonsense, Flor; I can’t see anything
! .■
It very abundant, 1 would
Washington correspondent of the New ot the kind there.”
wo
ol the tick Is and pastures with a York Herald, which lays bare the true in“That’s because your eye isn’t educatwardness ot the anonymous letters written
ag machine or scythe before the
sir. Mine is; for I have studied other
the wife of ex-Attorney-General Wil- ed,
: el time to
by
seeds
If
perfect
only liams
people’s laces tiil I could almost work
to
the
members
of
the
"
w.
Cabinet
and
scattered here and there, I
them. That's a good man ! I knew you
I get a light, sharp hoe, with a blade even to Mrs.Grant, .just prior to his taking
You always do.
would.
One, two,
leave
ot
the
Cabinet.
In
tiie
a or two inches wide, and before a
Spring ot three!” And then there was a shower of
lS7b
several
Cabinet Ministers and their
i 1st e w ent to seed. 1 would just
kisses and tinkling laughter. And that
families and the President's family receivHi
ti "■ under the lowest leaf and
was the conversation of a millionaire and
ed anonymous letters which excited a
-'.ail-, at a
agio blow, and then go
his daughter that Lucicn Malvin heard
mother, for no plant can live long great deal ol curiosity on the part of those over the
open transom of the next room
lit .cates
i'hi- course followed up receiving them, it was some time before to his in the hotel where he staid overtiie different ones became aware that
r three >* ars. 1 liiink, would
any
give other than their own
a year or two ago, seeing neither
families had received night
:
d
gr: in, a hay mow that
nor handkerchief, and aghast at
people
these
but
a
reference to the
attentions,
1 :
my hand into, and a spot ol
the thought of a handkerchief costing the
matter
one
soon
by
1 "oni l sit upon, if 1 chose
Hi l
brought out tiie fact awful
price of live hundred dollars, which
that the others bad also received these letHi"
eating my lunch
was one third of the mortgage on his little
ters.
One of the letters charged SecreIs eli :t good deal of discus*
that lie was trying to pay off. heart
tary Belknap and his family with improp- place
tanner* is to whether an old
and soul—a conversation that now recurer connection with the French arms
11 i In- jilnuglit 1 and re seeded,
sales, red to him in a moment of real agony, as
while others contained threats of a serious
!•• tii im-iitly in grass without
the house-maid stood before him holding
character.
The
letters
to
are
de- a little
1'n.s t|uestinn, like' that of
ig
Belknap
limp rag in her hand that she had
scribed
Solicitor
Bluford
Wilson as
by
piniighing, seems tn he
snatched out of the wash-tub, and
just
infamous
and
such
as would provoke muranswered according to
that last night was a dainty bit of lace
der if the author was a man.
There is that Miss Rosa Mercier had called her
.!
oils and cireumstanees
said to have been truth at the bottom of
iMi’ll individual
ease.
handkerchief, and had given him to hold
most ot tiie charges, and this iact made
iMi
i' i-tiue land. may. undoubt*
the galop.
Good heaven, how
the work of discovery of the author of the during
u grass all the time, if it is
kept
was he ever to restore it!
a delicate matter,as
letters
its
treatI
have
seen thousands
upon
-.naged.
lie was a young lawyer, just entering
n
”1
and i
New England. ment, in a measure, depended the reputaupon what in time would probably be a
tion
of
the
Cabinet
as
well
as
of
the
Ad'■'.
in
i■
11, \ i•*. even inch id the
fine practice, but which was now rather
ministration -itself. Should the author be
tuples i> envered 11\ nutritious
lie had started in the race for
empirical,
it
*. i■ \ia
might lead to an open wealth and honor with good legal ability,
jit eg where those pernicious publicly exposed
If sties
other weeds, have been scandal, and a secret investigation was set
good name, and good morals, and with
1 to get a oothold. Sm h pastures, on foot by some members of the Cabinet. no other
impediments than a little patriThe result of (lie investigation was the
r
verted ti”r underleil. will last
mony in the shape of a modest dwelling
that
Mrs.
Williams
was the audiscovery
time,
ami
for
all
we
know,
ug
in the suburbs, which he had been obliged
:
without requiring the use of the thor o! the letters, and as a final result the to
mortgage for the means to get a part
was
dismissed
from
the
Attorney-General
I’iollgll.
of his education and his profession, which
Cabinet
without
been
intormed of
''vi -{••••king
having
pastures, as usually praemortgage ho was striving to pay off, that
1. (enils tn run them out. The grass the reasons for it. The facts revealed not lie
might begin the future clear of the
gnawed down close, the hot sun hums only the oflieial and personal corruption world. He was a handsome fellow, this
d dries the soil, and the roots are either which underlies public life at Washington, Lucien
Malvin, an ambitious one too, in
but also the social ambitions and
r
jealousies some degree, and very nearly as proud as
seriously enfeebled Overstock- which form
so
an
element
in
Wash.i"l
u
strong
draught generally work together,
Lucifer. He used to feel many a pang in
t
usually only during dry seasons ington society nowadays. Mrs. Belknap the association with those so much wealthand
Mrs
Williams
and
Mrs.Itobeson
wore
i. pastures are overstocked,
in seasons
ier than himself to which certain circumir.night the grass ceases to grow, but rivals in tiie ball-room and at receptions, stances had subjected him. He had had
and
each tried to crush the other. In these
attle don't cease to teed, and so the
an
important case accidentally thrown
■! the grass is often sacrificed to save rivalries Mrs. Williams was detected, and
into his hands and had acquitted himself
in consequence the
lives id the animals.
Attorney-Generel lost so well that the wealthy client took him
Another theory
i'iiii. Imwcver injurious the practice ol’ his place in the Cabinet.
up and would not let him down; and
Hooding may bo. it is hardly more so leading to the belief that Mrs. Williams when Lucien remonstrated that it was
wrote
these
letters
was
that
it
was
in
rethe opposite nf underfeeding. There
out of his power to keep up such associaIn eases where a nasture may ho turn for the intrigues of many of the lead- tion and was
mortifying to his pride bewomen
in
t. t • d I y letting it go tin
Washington to secure the sides, the client had assured him it was
pastured for a ing
defeat ot Attorney-General Williams as
se l- m but I do not believe it is often an
not pride, but vanity, that was mortified,
Chief Justice on account ol their jealousy
n mieal method of
and that the way to be as wealthy as those
treating it.
ol Mrs Williams,and their determination
I'
he met was to keep their company and
and is 11• lie pastured instead ofhavthat if any effort of their own could pretheir cases; and he had thought, on
p '..o iu p gathered by the scythe or
vent it she should not occupy the position get
the whole, that perhaps his friend was
It
'•■!•, it 'ht il 1<1 be fed as it (jrcnr.<
of second lady in social rank in Washingw
t he prnlitalde to mow a field
right, and if he began to yield with an
ton
i-i'n
lay, the harvest would be too
ignoble motive, had nevertheless become
t“ pav for the lalior, hut cattle can
very fond of the ways of people to whom
'.he feed :i« it grows without much
Swapping Hats.
wealth had given every opportunity of
wliile the grass will be in its
Moses still continues to do honors of grace and culture, and who knew how to
nditiou. for the production the Robinson llousu at
treat life like a work of art
Moreover,
Buckport, with all it was not a little that ho was
has nothing yet been iound that excellence ami
petted by
that
genial
disposition
the sliovt, sweet, reecntly- were his
His house is various of these good pfeople. Certainly
twenty
years
ago.
ives .1 grass
If pastures are a
lavorite resort, ami his guests are cool motherly ladies made him at home with
.1
!. :-looked, or il they are turned into ami
and won his confidence and affechappy there these hot days. Moses them,
Parents
late in the spring, tin glass gets old is a bit of a
tion, notably Mrs. Barnetta.
the
some
times.
wag, by
way,
and tough and is rejected by the cattle unwith good rent-rolls of their own, as Mrs.
a
took
Recently, by mistake, strange guest
less
used to tell him, were not so
they are very hungry.
another guest’s hat, and went out.
Di- Barnetta,
It should be our aim to get from our
in the matter of rent-rolls as ot
insistent
the
rectly
remaining guest canto out of
pastures all they are capable of produe- the dining hall and picked up the remain- virtue and talent in their daughters’ husig. and we should also keep our cattle at ing hat which somewhat resembled his bands ; and he was invited here and
istmv in the very best possible condition,
own.
He complained to Moses that some there, and given to understand a great
these two things we must accomplish if one had made off with his
hat. Moses deal more than he choose to understand.
«i
would obtain the best, success with our asked his name which was
Proud as Lucifer, as it was previously
given. He
there is, in my then went outside
stated, lie was going to marry no heiress
pastures and our cattle,
and
soon
exploring,
of them all and be the thrall of her
wn town, one strip of good land.
It re- found the
with
that
stranger
unehape.au
minds me of your Vermont hill pastures, didn’t
money; he would not marry a rich woset
on
his
head.
Moses
exactly
easy
he could not marry a poor one.
the grass starts early in spring, and
stepped up to him and asked his name man,
usually grows all summer On this strip which was given. “All,” says Moses, When he married, ho was going to give,
good, natural pasture land are two “you are just the man 1 was looking for. not take, and at present he had nothing
to give.
1 he soil is There is a
farms, nljoining each other
Perhaps ho would have been a
gentleman in the house who
nobler person if he had not been quite so
uniform in character, one being no better wants to see
you,” In to the office they strenuous
in this matter of obligation;
than the other, hut the pastures have been went, where was still the
disappointed
managed fni a long time, very differently. guest number one. With great dignity but then, as Mrs. Barnetta said, he would
not have been Lucien Malvin, and Lucien
1 lie owner ot one ot the terms lias Moses
presented litem to each other with
Malvin was a very good fellow, after all,
taken in stock to pasture, and lias turned the formalities of the most formal introin as many animals as the pasture could
duction ; “Mr. A. allow me to introduce and there are few of us but have our
possibly carry. A little stock is turned in you to Mr. B. Mr. B„ Mr. A.” The gentle- faults.
It was among these people that ho hap•
■nrly in the spring, as soon as the feed men shook hands and passed the complistarts, and as the growth of the grass is ments of the
pened to meet Rosa Mercier. She had
morning,and then each wait- come
from a distant place, and was visitincreased, more is turned in, so that the ed to learn what of importance the other
his pleasantest acquaintance; and cerNoth- had to communicate. Neither had
grass is fed oil' as last as it grows.
ing
anying inns tip to seed, nothing gets hard thing to say, and the situation was becom- tainly the house was pleasanter still after
her sunshiny little presence dawned upon
and wiry, but the whole growth of the
Botli
looked
to
Moses
ing embarrassing.
it
It seemed as if, for instance, there
posture is consumed while in its very best for an explanation. With the utmost
condition. The turf is exceedingly thick
Moses said :“(ientlcman,l thought never had been any flowers in the house
gravity
before, although it had always been overand tine, every inch of the surface being 1 would introduce
you, thinking that, perompietelv covered by the best quality of haps, you iniylit like to swap hats." An ex- flowing ; it seemed as if there had been no
pasture grass. Tew lawns upon gentle- change of hats was made and a hearty music there, no light, or color, or cheer;
and now the place was too dangerously
men's grounds exceed this pasture in
laugh all around wound up the matter.
delightful for a young man who did not
beauty when it is in its best condition, [Commercial.
want to frequent.
She was such a lovely
llut. as might be expected under this syslittle thing; not exactly beautiful, that is,
tem ol management, it is not always in
Several months ago, a man residing on she would not have been beautiful in a
its best condition. Being so heavily stocksold his wife to
East street,
ed, it produces nothing that goes to waste. another man Alleghany,on the samo street picture, hut in flesh and blood, and in
residing
Lueien Malvin’s eyes, she was exceedingthat
of
grass
gets high for $2.0. The
Every pound
purchaser paid $5 down ly beautiful with her soft color, her clear,
enough to be bitten otl by the cattle is and took his purchase home on trial. The dark
gaze, and her bright hair, that broke
consumed, and so long as the weather is woman was
perfectly satisfied with her into a cloud of sunny rings about her
favorable to continuous growth the grass new
husband, and made herself so useful sweet face; such a
i<siks healthy and the feeding upon it. get that he
gentle gayety went
concluded he would keep her. He, with her wherever she
did, such a tender
Hut when the rains
a comfortable living.
therefore, on yesterday, called upon her grace of manner, too, in the intervals of
cease and the hot sun burns the earth for
former husband and paid over the remainher buoyant spirits; her voice was such a
weeks in succession so that little now
ing $20 in the presence of several witnes- warbling voice, her ways were such winsuffer.
is
the
animals
They
made,
growth
ses.
The woman’s relatives and all con- some
Lueien Malvin felt that he
ways.
are obliged to gnaw close and stick to it
cerned were perfectly satisfied with the must forswear her
presence unless he
about all the time. They barely obtain a whole transaction.
wanted to make life a burden to himself;
living, but not fat or growth is made, and
and he ceased going to Mrs. Barnetta's,
if the drought is long continued, they lose
At Cape Elizabeth on one morning Mr. where she was
staying, almost as suddenof
the
a
that
was
growth
previousportion
George Stone found a hole on his premises
ns day forsakes tho horizon in that
ly
the
this
in
under
made
Now,
the
been
spring.
had
The
ly
which
previous night.
dug
season when twilights are not.
system, the pasture is made to produce all lower portion of an oil lantern and a bottle dreary
But it he could shut himself out from
with quicksilver were lying near
tilled
of
it possibly can
partly
Every pound
grass
the excavation. A still closer scrutiny disclosed the Barnetta’s, he could not shut Miss
that grows is utilized.
a cavitv in the bottom, which had evidently
Rosa out from general society; and go
Close feeding has the same effect upon been
recently filled by a large kettle. Whether where he would he met her nlmost
nightgrass that close shearing has upon our treasures of pirates, or the spoils of a bank
hedges or ornamental trees. If let alone, robbery had been buried there no one could tell. ly, laughing gayly, singing sweetly, dancrun
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till he declared to himself that
going to last, ho must cease
going out at all. But that was a little too
much; lie did not know how positively to
deny himself the mere sight of her. Yet
things were growing very precarious
when he could not take a book but he
saw
that blushing gold-enringled face
slide in between the pages, when he
could not make out a writ without being
in danger of slipping her name into the
blanks, when he heard the delicious voice
murmuring in his cars when he walked,
and walked all night with the little spirit
when lie slept,
lie made a compromise
with himself—it was all lie could—and declared that at any rate he would not dance
with her again.
It was an idle effort. IIo might almost
as well have danced with her as have
stood looking at her quite unconscious of
his general air, and all the lover in his
glance. Mrs. Barnetta beckoned him to
her side; he stood there just as Rosa
came up from her promenade and left, the
arm of one cavalier to be carried off
by
another. "You are dancing Mr. Malvin?"
she said, "Oh. would von hold niv fan
and handkerchief?” lie followed them
with his eye again as the music crashed
into a dashing galop.
What right had that other man with Ins
clasp about this darling? Why did she
suffer it? What decency was there in the
society that commanded such sacrifice?
In his embrace—whirling wildly to this
wild music!
"You do hate him, don’t you?” said
Mrs. Barnetta, in his ear. "If looks could
slay—” He started. Was he carrying
his heart upon his sleeve for daws to pick
at? “() I don’t pity you a bit,” laughed
Mrs. Barnetta, low-toned
And putting
out her hand, she took Rosa's fan and
"
opened it as she talked.
Anybody,”
said she, “with such a power of making

ing lightly,
if this

was

in

a

moment!

And he could

the same to him as absolute ruin. Of
he must replace it; he could not
be indebted, through Ihe stupidity of his
servant, or through any other means, to
Miss Mercier in that sum. Without any
doubt she valued such a bit of lace; and
it
anything were needed to demonstrate
to him the wisdom of the course ho had
decided on, and the utter absurdity of
having dared for a single moment to look
with love on one ot these darling of tortune, it was the fact that her handkerchiefs alone were items of live hundred
dollars. What a shame ! what a wickedness ! what a preposterous folly!
How
could a
young man marry 1 He burned
with indignation then.
But to replace it: one third of the sum
he was saving to redeem his little property from mortgage—all the money he really
had in the world beyond that from his
daiiy expenses! It was the ruin of his
hopes, his ambition, his pride, that scorned so to be anybody’s debtor; it threw
him back iti the race how
long! But it
must be done.
He had it trille over $.000
in the national solvency bank.
He drew
his cheek for the necessary sum, and folded it away in his pocketbook, and then
went about his business till night-fall,
when he came back to his dreary rooms,
and made himself ready lor a call at Mrs.
Barnetta’s.
The night had never seemed so beautiful, the stars so large and keen far above
the earth, so remote and
cold—they typilied till the dear and happy things of life
forever removed from him His heart was
chilled and his face was white when lie
stood at last in Mrs. Barnetta’s drawingroom, and she floated forward to meet
him. He had not asked for Miss Mercier.
‘•It is a delicate errand, Mrs. Barnetta,”
said he, with a dreary attempt at smiling
“But the truth is that my maid, in tier officious kindness, lias done such damage to
a bit of Miss Mercier's
property that 1
must replace it.
And I have come to beg
you, out of your friendship for me, to
transact the affair, if such an article can
lie replaced here.
I believe these little
trifles are rather costly, and if you will
procure one”—and he laid the check he
had drawn that morning and the little
limp ragin Mrs. Barnetta’s hand—“as like
the original as possible, 1—”
Aly dear Air. Alalvlti, what in the
world are you talking of?” cried Mrs.
Barnetta. “Have you money to throw
about in this way ? Five hundred dollars
—what is it for ?”
“To replace Aliss Murder's handkerchief, if you will be so kind as to make

"I

—

I

beg

[Written

was

for tire

Notes.

The ladies are never tired of gazing at
the rich silks and laces which form such
prominent features iu the French section
of the Main building. If the French people, by their very elaborate display of
dress fabrics and accompaniments, have
innocently been the cause of a vast deal
of envy in tho hearts of American ladies,
they can hardly be blamed. It was their
aim and duty to make as bewildering a
show as possible, and their complete success is beyond all doubt.
It has been
strongly hinted that even the masculine
portion of humanity has expressed great
admiration, in secret, for the lustrous
silks and satins, handiwork of the Lyons
factories.
Well, no doubt of it; they
would make such captivating neckties
when cut up into narrow strips. The
manufacture of silk in f ranco was commenced as early as 1530, when immense
factories were established by merchants
of Florence and Lucca. In the season of
1874-5 the product of silk in France was
more than live times that of Spain, though
only about one-quarter that of Italy. Lacemaking in France is one of the principal
industries, as many as 250,000 persons
oemg

employed

u

workshops

9.

event to have the chief magistracy represented at Philadelphia on that day, even
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FRENCH FINERY.

course

to enjoy it
your pardon, Mrs. Barnetta,
but if you read me riddles, 1 must ask you
also to be their Sphinx.”
“Oh no; it was the function of the
Sphinx to propound the riddles, not to
solve them. And Mrs Barnetta laughed
her low, pleasant laugh. "You do not
come to us any more,” she said.
"And 1
used to be in your confidence before you
deserted me; I can imagine the reason.
I do not like to say that it is shabby treatment of an old friend. Of course 1 cannot
say that it is rude. But if you do not
dance with Miss Mercier this evening, I
shall he fearfully offended. 1 am not going to have my little treasure made unhappy for the sake of the safety of the
prince of ail good fellows himself”
Lucian changed color so suddenly that the purchase.”
“Like this?” said Airs. Barnetta, holdMrs. Barnetta put. out her hand in affright, half expecting to see him tall; but ing up the little limy rag by one corner.
“Like that,” said Lucian.
in a moment he was himself again.
“L)o you—1s Miss Mercier—’’ lie began,
“Oh, that is too good,” cried Airs. Baranil paused halfway,
netta, with a peal of laughter. “It is too
“As if I should say another word, and
good, it is too absurd ! What creatures
had not I already said altogether too men are! Did you imagine that this bit
much!" said Mrs. llarnetta. "There, she of finery was worth all that?—this little
has left dancing and gone tor an ice. scrid of grass-cloth and German lace? No
What do you think of round dances on wonder the young men don’t marry, then !
the whole?" And they were, to all ap- Aly dear Air. Alabin, this miserable handpearances deep in a discussion of the sub- kerchief cost exactly two dollars and a
ject when Rosa returned and swept her half, and was nearly worn out at that.
iate partner a courtesy, and took shelter Did you imagine, too, that my poor little
on the outer side of Airs, llarnetta.
Per- Uosa could wear live hundred-dollar handhaps she had seen the way Lucian’s eye kerchiefs, without a cent to her name ?”
“Without a cent to her name ?” cried
had followed her, and it had given her a
certain illumination that made her shrink. Lucian, springing to his feet.
.Just then tiie band began one of the
“Kxactly. Aha! is that the trouble?
Hungarian waltzes, a sweet and rapturous Now why didn't you come and talk it
over with mo in the way you used to do,
measure that set the blood itself to dancing in one’s veins. Why not? One last and save yourself all this vexation, and
dance, one last moment ot ecstasy, ere he save my little Rosa too? What an absurd
went out torever into loneliness. 1 • iredly boy you arc ! Another would have waited
he had crumpled the bit of lace into his to hear that she was an heiress; you wait
pocket, and was bending before little to hear that she is penniless. Well, she
Rosa, who seemed to have lost all her is, il that satislies you, except for what 1
light gayety, and put out her hand to shall leave my little god-daughter when l
him with a conscious burning blush upon die—which will not be at present. D. V.
her face that his heart reflected in a melt- And there she is in the next room now.
ing glow. And then there was no thought But, bless me—”
Lucian had not waited for the rest of
of pride, or ot negation, or forgetting;
He was already in the
the music was swinging them at its will; the invocation.
they circled in each others arms to its de- next room, and Rosa was already in his
licious and delirious movement—eternity arms.
would hardly have any bliss for lovers
Undiscovered Murdors,
beyond the bliss of that moment. Vet
only a moment was it, a few moments, a
The old saying, says the London Telebriel sweet space of half-conscious time;
graph, that “murder will out” is unexcepand then a faint recognition crept through tionable as a moral axiom, but unfortuits spell and warned Lucian of the poison
nately is not altogether substantiated by
in his honey, lie was in the act of surexperience. The number of undiscovered
to
seal
his
fate
and murders is far
render; he was about
larger than might be supthat of this dear girl; to take her away
posed. Those who will take the trouble
from her father’s wealth and her luxurious to search their
memory of the last eight
ease, and condemn her to the larking or nine years will recall several cases
All his uiture rebelcares of poverty.
where, beyond all question, a crime has
led ; he chose not to be swayed by this been
perpetrated, and yet no clew lias
horns
and
he
ot
would
melody
strings;
been lelt to guide justice on the proper
have no passion, neither music nor love, track, liut a few
years ago the mutilated
so master his soul as to become the eleremains of a woman were found Hunting
ment in which it swam, an exclusion of in the Thames, and there was no m niter
thought and fear, of sight and sound and of doubt that she had come to her death
all other emotion; and with this imperiby foul means. From that day to this,
ous determination he chose to break the
however, the mystery has remained unenchantment; the real world crept back solved
Twenty years since, or thereupon his senses, he heard the tune, be- abouts, a boy. the son ol respectable pacloud
that
this
wrapt him, breaking rents, who was standing near the Angel,
yond
again into its distinctive measure, and at Islington, was asked by an unknown
exerting his will, he controlled their man in a dog cart to hold his horse tor
steps and paused at last beside Airs, llar- him. The stranger gave him some pence,
netta, and with a low bow, and without a and ottered him a "lift” on his way home,
word, gave Rosa back into that lady’s which the lad accepted. The boy was
care, and passed into the crowd and out never seen again until, six months afterof the place and home to his lonely rooms. wards, bis
body was found in a ditch at
It was daybreak belore he sought reKilling, covered with wounds and bruises,
till
the
floor
then, hardly and in a condition which showed too clearpose, walking
knowing what he did or what he thought, ly that he had been starved to death. It
lie is unnecessary to
but intent upon conquering himself
multiply in detail this
would give the world for Kosa Meroier’s
catalogue. Builders of experience
ghastly
love, but he would not give his pride. To know that whenever any old rookery is
him that pride meant self-respect; to mar- swept away the workmen, in the course
ry her, the child of opulace meant either of their excavations for the new street,
to sell himself for a price, or to reduce her come across skeletons which
obviously
to trouble and weariness in which her have never had lawful burial
The truth,
He did not indeed, is that murder is not
love might soon wear out.
only a comdoubt that love now; without a sylla- moner, but also an easier crime than is
ble's speech, he felt sure of it. While it
generally supposed. It. may, no doubt, be
thrilled him wildly and deeply, it east a the ease that a great many of the so-called
sudden regret; he only hoped, and cursed "mysterious disappearances'’ are, in a cerlate that forced him to hope such a thing,
tain sense, fi-titious, and that the person
that presently the love would pass, and whose death by foul means is suspected
make
would
her
one
who
some
happier has simply to use a significant American
would claim her. At length with male- phrase “gone under.” On the other hand,
dictions in the act. he emptied his pockets the London police tell us that almost daily
of the gloves, handkerchiefs, and trifles in the river and elsewhere are found bodies
there, and went to bed, with the sun of persons who have obviously come to
coming through the curtains, and. worn their death by foul means, but about whom
out in body and mind, slept to the blessed no
inquiry whatever is made. Some few
and thorough oblivion of all the world.
years ago the corpse of a young girl, well
When he awoke it was late in the day. dressed and evidently of a superior posiAll his troubles rushed over him, but in a tion in life, was seen floating in the ReSue had been stunned with
moment alt his will to repel it rose too. gent's Canal.
lie dressed himself leisurely ; lie meant to a heavy blow and then thrown into the
call that night on Miss Mercier, restore water, and it was clear from her apparel
her handkerchief that he had forgotten to and from other indications that she must
give back after the dance, and in some in- have been living amongst people well-todirect way let her know that he intended do, at any rate, if not, perhaps, exactly
what is called respectable. An inquest
never to marry, and so seal his doom beyond hope. Ho went into the next room was held, an open verdict was returned,
when ho had completed his toilet, and and for some weeks an accurate descripafter attending to one or two affairs, tion of the unfortunate young woman and
looked for the handkerchief that he re- her dress, together with the very letters
membered to have taken from his pocket with which her clothes were marked, was
and to have tossed upon the table there. inserted in all the papers. Hundreds of
It was not on the table; it was nowhere people came to see the body, but nobody
in the room. In a panic, he rang the bell; identified it, although there can be no
and when it was answered, instituted an doubt that the unhappy creature was
inquiry concerning the thing. Vest in- known to persons who either knew, or
deed, Susan had seen it, and thought it guessed only too well, the cause of her
was so yellow and soiled she would take
disappearance. It is terrible to think that
it down and wash it. “Lors, sir, it was tilings of this kind should be possible; but
"Just that they are possible cannot for a moment
the dirtiest little rag,” she said,
straw-color. And I thought I’d give it a be questioned, and it is indeed doubtful
whether murder is not more common in
run through the tub and the bluing and
civilized communities than amongst those
make it fit to be seen.”
“Good heavens!” he cried, with a hor- barbarous nations where the elements of
rilied flash of remembrance of having life are simple, and where the miserable
somewhere heard that the yellower lace cares, desires, jealousies, suspicions and
hatreds that are bred of wealth and luxuwas, the more precious was it, and that it
never was washed on any account, except
ry are altogether unknown.
by people who did nothing else. “Let me
Last evening a woman crowded her
have it at once.” And in five minutes
afterward Susan stood beforo him holding way into city hall, took a man by the ear
up the little limp rag, and with a pang as ami waltzed him down the stairs with the
from the blow of something unknown remark, “If 1 catch you walking down
and dreadful, the conversation that he had Congress Street with that woman again ;
heard over the transom of the hotel door, I'll leave the print of my ten commandments on your lace or hers, you tako my
a year or two ago, swept back upon his
word for it.” The man made no resistance.
recollection.
Five hundred dollars ! And gone to grief [Portland Advertiser.
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place it than he could fly, without what
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home in its manufacture. Many admirable specimens are shown. <)i' all the
French laces the most noted is the point
d’Alencon, which has had a wide celebrity for more than two centuries, and lias
received the name of the queen of lace
Flowers and ferns are interwoven in it
with a high degree of accuracy. Its construction is so elaborate that it is seldom made m other than small pieces. At
the Paris Exhibition of 18(17 was a dress
of this lace, the production of Kayeux,
consisting of two flounces and trimmings, which any indulgent husband
could take home to his wile for only 85,000 francs, or $17,Odd. It required forty
women seven years to complete it.
The
nicest lace lias often been sold at $1,200
a pound, and lias been mentioned as bigii
Of braids and trimmings,
as $2,500.
satins, crapes and ribbons, there is such
a varied collection that an inspection ot
them is Hilly equal to one of Worth’s
spring openings. Gloves are in abundance. Jouvin’s and Alexandre’s having a
lull representation in all numbers ami
shades. I noticed some that would button
certainly half way up the arm. (Some
fellows might be so looiish as to torbiil
their girls wearing such.) As to giving
any idea of the style and quality of the
shawls in this department, it is wholly
out of the question; for this, hack numbers id tho New Century for Women
should be consulted.
Then, again, it is
well known how impossible an achievement it is to render an opinion on a
shawl, unless it’s in its natural place—
when the difficulties get narrowed down.
Tin; Paris sham jewelry is exhibited in
profusion. This looks as gaudy as the
more solid and substantial wares of Geneva, but the buying of any quantity id it
will effect the purse less. Then comes
the long lists of fancy articles, as neck-

when nearly every foreign nation made
efforts to have present at the ceremonies
their Consuls or Ministers of State.The
elegant and intricate carved work of the
Swiss peasantry is much admired. Leaves
and birds, very delicately cut and yet so
perfectly true to nature as to hardly appear possible to have been the work of
human hands, groups of men and animals
in all manner of fantastic shapes, and in
fact nearly every conceivable article of
usefulness or ornament appear as the result of their patient, skillful labor. To
glance at the full display in this line at
the Exposition is nearly equivalent to taking in the same class of curious articles in
the shop windows of Herne and Interlacken.
Bears are a specialty, and are made
to assume any position ami shape.
The
Swiss also represent an immense market
for the manufacture of fine gold jewelry
and watches, music boxes, silk handkerchiefs and other goods of like nature, in
all these having acquired a world-wide
celebrity for great ingenuity as well as
first class workmanship
Their exhibit
compares favorably with those of nations
making far greater pretensions to advancement and culture.
E
Wanted ;

A

Gentleman.

Written for the Jourm 1.

If tin advertiser ottered a reward for one of
these beings when found, the wheels of the

super-refinement

may

become—or lead to—weakness, an in the case
of the late Lord Amberly of England, who,
though a noble young mail with great abilities
und extra opportunities, failed of accomplishing much in the world, bce.ddse of hi- excessive
refinement and horror of coming in contact

with the uncouth.
Many worthy persons are greatly afraid of
what they call in vulgar parlance “putting on
airs.”
But it is to be observed that when
among strangers, where they feel that they are
judged solely by the figure* they cut, they an
extremely solicitous to appear to the best advantage. It would be well lor them to practise polite manners at borne, so that abroad
they could wear them easily, and not ns they
do like a new and uncomfortable garment.
It is well to dress as well a* one'* circumstances and business in iif'e will allow, remembering that other eyes besides one's own are
to be pleased, and that in a world made lovely
by nature, it is one'* duty to {preserve, as
much as possible, the arti*tie and poetic *ymmetries which form the beautiful. Nevertheless we are free to admit that a red flannel shirt
and homespun trousers may cover a gentleman.
The cowl does not make the monk,—
Cucullus non flicit rnonachum.
Indeed the
elements which go to make up the ideal man
are rather subtle, and it is difficult to analyze
them. The pres-nee however of the true gentleman is soinetl ing tangible, pleasing and unlike the atinospnere of other persons. It is
most salutary to pay some attention and observance to the polite customs of the age in
which we live. In this country it is not pleasant to see a man honor the reasonable table
manners more in the breach than in the observance.
It is not agreeable to dine with him who
bolts his food, 01 who endangers his esophagus
with u knife, or who goes through tin* whole
painful li*t of solecisms. Yet, a* a few intelligent men commit these errors, we cannot
claim that good table manners are the mine quo
non of a gent e man.
The greatest need of the present time is of
the gentleman in politics. It is a shame that
the politician does use the weapons of foul
slander against his opponents, and does prostitute his talents for the sake of vote* and inlluenct.
He is not a get Ionian, however fill! his
ediu ation, who sits of an evening on the piazza of a hotel in a promiscuous
company, and
joins in with the vulgar gossip of servants and
men of low degree.
A gentleman then i* a man complete in mind,
in manners and in all true grace, and he is more
than that also. Of such an one it can he said
in the poet Tennyson's words—
“And thus lie bore without abuse
1’he grand old imiue of gentleman,
Defamed by every charlatan
And soil'd with ull ignoble u c.”

public mail service would be Hogged by the
weight of letters struggling towaul him, sent
on their way by sHf-sutislicd individuals.
Tho Two Ways,
It
may or may not be strange, but it is a fact, that
The story of Margaret, the mother of
every man,—excepting of course tin clown and criminals which Dr, Klisha Harris told at
peasant,—thinks himself a gentleman, ilis a meeting of tin; New York State Charistandard is generally dreamy; it would ho ex- ties Aid Assoc i ation on the 10th of Decemceedingly diflieult for him to detine his ideal, ber, 1874. was a terrible tale. From this
and he has grave doubts about tin ability of abandoned child, led bv "charitable” perhis neighbors Smith, Jones and K< binson to sons eighty-live years ago in a village on
lill the bill of particulars, yet he is certain in a the upper Hudson, treated as a pauper,
and left uneducated, there descended six
vague way that he is himself a gentleman.
hundred and seventy-three children,grand
Venture to tell him frankly that he is not, and
children and great-grandchildren,ol whom
he will at once proceed to demonstrate the
two hundred were criminals of the dantruth of your asseveration to your cost in physigerous class, sentenced to long terms to
cal suffering. So though your opinion indeed
State Prison, most of the others being
has received support, the knowledge has been
idiots or paupers. This ease was someunpleasantly gained, and you arc careful not what ot an exceptional one perhaps, but
to repeat the experiment upon tin* next, man
its moral is not the less striking. A story
whom you meet. That ew .w man desires and directly opposed to this one is told by lb
expects to be considered bv the world a gentle- K. (!. Wines, but it pointed as it was intended to do, exactly the same moral as
man is a cheering sign; were it otherwise the
Dr. Harris’s tale. In one of tlie eapitals
case would indeed be lost, and it would be
hopeless, for the student of his kind to expect ol the C ontinents of Kurope some thirtythe ettbrt of self-culture from his t'Hiows. Arc live or forty years ago, a child was bom
who had the misfortune to have a profesthen true gentlemen rarely found? W<* humbsional thief for his father. Tims lie grew
ly believe so. A man may be a second Lord I
with thieving lor his trade. More than
Bacon, or In* may possess as much outw ard up
once he had been sentenced to the penigrace and beauty as Ai.onis, and yet not be a
tentiary tin short terms; terms too short
gentleman always. Lord Bacon w as endowed to do him
any good, but quite long enough
with an all embracing intellect, such as <i •<; to do him a
great deal ot harm At length
had never before bestowed upon any other
going trom bad to worse, he committed a
man,—he took all knowledge to be hN pro- graver larceny, and was condemned to a
vince,—yet he w’as a mean bribe-taker and a term ol several years. At the head of the
corrupt Judge. We are compelled, with M:»«
penitentiary was a gentleman wiio. in the
unlay, to regard liis character with mingled administration of his trust, has hut one
that ot
contempt ami admiration, with mingled aver- thought, one wish, one aim
sion and gratitude. And Adonis treate d that changing, by the blessing and the help ol
bad men into good ones lie at once
ties, handkerchiefs, feathers, perfumery, loveliest of all created young ladies, Venus, God.
commenced to work on tile youthful crimisoap, ornamental articles and tin- like, in with ungallantry; he lowered upon her sulNo day passed during all these long
which the French claim precedence, anil len and fretful looks, he chid her, lie frowned, nal.
of hope and fear, of prayer ami
veiy tew nations like to contest the point and tinallv lied incontinently from the field years
of anxiety and toil, in which he
watching,
with them.
without even taking liis mny-'.
did not visit the cell of the young prisoner
JEWELS OF ITALY.
A. man—more renowned for Ins wit than for
with words of tenderness and encourageOut ot' tlie many products requiring a habit of gently scanning his fcliovv-man as
ment, with counsels ot wisdom and with
skill and science, for which the people of Burns recommended in his addres- to the l ik*o
persuasions eloquent from their sincerity
tliis sunny clime have acquired an envi- (Juki—wrote from an obscure town in New and tearful earnestness
Drop by drop
able reputation, the single item of jew- England to the ’publishers of Wood’s I'miwi- water works
through the granite rock So
Races of Man, asking if that hook containizet.l
of
in
itself.
is
a
world
study
Every- ed an account of the uncivili/i >t natives of his looks and tones and words and acts of
elry
one is naturally interested in this class of
community, lie was evidently a sufferer from kindnc'S persisted in for years, despite inof
inspection his environment. But in New England, more gratitude and opposition, cannot fail,novel
goods, therefore the amount
they receive is great. Besides the very than in an\ land, gentlemen ought to be most do fail, to make in the end an impression
inviting aspect that jewels always pre- numerous, for the reason that here they are upon the hardest of human hearts. '1 lus
sent, whoreven seen, the exhibitors have not horn but made; birth ami blood count lor youth, though steeped in crime from Ids
little and one has no cause In n* to say like
shown extremely good taste in the style
Bassanio to Portia in the Merchant of \ enice— infancy, formed no exception to the rule.
of cases and manner of arrangement.
1 he medicine at length took elfeel; the
“1 freely told you, all the wealth I had
Wo lind the delicate red and pink coral
Kan in my veins, I was a gentlerna i.
euro was radical and complete.
He left
in full sets, brooches, cravat pins, braceA mail might here carry in his veins a wealth the prison
a
changed man; changed
These and the more of blond more pure than that of the Tudors,
lets and necklaces.
through and through, changed in heart,
and then forfeit in a half an hour all right to bo
common lava jewelry arc mostly contripurpose and lite.
New
uni
a gentleman.
In
the
considered
Lug!
butions from the shops of Naples, i rum
1-Di' some lime—n year nr more—he
under consideration are not always bred
species
Venice and Florence arc sent the beauti- like line trotters, although
good lineage is au worked at the trade he. had learned at
1 he advantage not to be despised, and is a valuable
ful mosaics, inlaid and stone sets
prison and ate hottest bread, lint there
making of mosaics is very line work, and corner-stone from which one may raise him- was something in him higher, nobler, diof Valentine'', praise
requires the most experienced workmen, self into a paragon worthy
viner than bodily toil, honi t able as that i>,
“Vet hath Sir Proteus, for that’s his naan-,
who are, as they should be, more liberand it burned to come out. lie felt an
Made use and fair advantage of his day -.
Ilian
other
class
of
laborers
His years, but young, but his experience old;
ally paid
any
irrepressible longing to do something for
His head umnellowM, but his judgment ripe,
in Italy.
Persons who have seen any
Christ, for humanity, lie ollered himseli
in a word, (for far behind his worth
And,
work of this kind will appreciate the difCome all the praises that I now bestow,)
—stating honestly his antecedents—to an
He is complete in feature, ami in mind,
ficulties of producing perfect likenesses
association organized for Christian work,
a
to
ad
M'ith
good grace grace gentleman.
from nature by placing together the mertiist to be suitably educated and then to
to
this
Now what i" necessary
gain
high do
'Their disest specks of colored stones.
missionary work wherever a lield might
of completeness,’ in feature, iu mind
standard
play of pure gold, diamond and cameo and in grace? Without enumerating the gen- open to him. lie was accepted and placed
is
extensive,
very
quite compre- lleniaii-Iike -pialities in the order of their im- at school. For several years he toiled at
jewelry
hensive and awfully expensive.
portance it may be said :— A gentleman should learning with the energy of a man strugiu* ns well educated a** his circumstances and
The Italians are almost as widely noted
gling tor Ills life, lie developed a genius
for their imitation gems as the French, ability will allow, though it is not necessary, tor
language, and took in Latin, Creek.
in order to hold the title, to be profound in
but I think the same law exists there as in
Greek and Latin root* or to wade with seven Hebrew and other more modern tongues
Paris to protect strangers against decep- league boots through the vast sea ot all human as a
sponge absorbs water. At '.be semition. This is, that all houses ottering for knowledge, lie should have the habit of read- nary be made the acquaintance of:, kindsale any thing in the line of imitation ing, but of reading with discrimination, re- red
spirit, between both a friendship was
the advice of the \\ ise old author
jewels, must post notices to that elt'ect, membering
De AutjuimtL-i,—"Read not to contradict, nor knit tike that ol David and Jonathan. I'hey
and any violation is attended by a very to believe,
Some
determined to work together on some
but to weigh and consider.
heavy line; thus persons may rely on get- books are to be tasted, others to he swallowed, heathen lield
they plunged into the
and
Readhe
chewed
some
few
to
digesied.
and
if
for
they pay
ting the strictly genuine,
heart of heathendom, divinely led to a
a
man. conference
a
full
maketh
ready
ing
it as such. Many of the lincst sets are
tribe whose soil had never been pressed
and writing an exact man. And theremarked as sold, but the fancy prices put mail,
fore if a man write little. In* had need have by foot nt missionary
on them, added to the duty, makes the exU he confer little, have a
file tribe selected was the Santhals in
a great memory;
pense but little, if any, less than Tilfany’s present wit; and if he read little, have much the interior of India in the mountains
to seem to know that he doth not.
Tliev threw themselves light in among
charges. 'The buyers’ names are attached cunning
Histories make men wise, poets witty, the
to the purchases in most instances, as a
ns it were,
part
mathematics subtle, natural philosophy deep, the people, and became,
law lias existed that no goods on exhibi- morals
They accompanied
grave, logic ami rhetoric able t<> eon- and parcel of them.
removed
till
after
the
10th
be
tion should
ten.I.”
them on their hunting excursions, to their
'I’lie gentleman should keep good coup any
of November. This has not been so underfunerals, tneir marriage festivities, their
can
\<
lit
more
than
he
himself
not
pr<
trusting
stood until recently, when the strong efreligious ceremonies, and also to the field
to the contaminating atmosphere of the ignoforts which have been made to authorize
If his business or polities or the forest when they Went to cut or
rant and vulgar.
the selling and immediate delivery of any
compel him from policy to mix' with the low- letch luel they studied their institution',
need
goods, have resulted successfully, and bred—who are alway s in the majority—he
mythology, traditions, habits ami charm
such a rule is now in ettect, conditionally. not take them to his bosom, so t > speak. By ter. thinking it necessary to know the peo
the attrition ot good society his own idiosynMINOR NOTES.
Indore they could accomcrasies will be healthfully toned down, and by pie thoroughly
Articles on exhibit to the value of over that contact he will gain essential polish and plish nuu'li for their benefit
They sat
$1,000 have already been stolen from the grace of manner. If lie cannot lind good com- with them on the iloor, ate as they did
for
lie
be
a
if
true
with their hands, and slept in their cowExhibition buildings.... No wonder at the pany. let him keep his own,
man it is the least troublesome of good-fellowgood opinion in which Doni l’edro is held ships. lie will gain by this iu dignity and houses— rough sheds in which they hudby all Americans. Ilis visits to the Cen- reserve, and it is not by anv means advis- dled together cows, sheep, goats ami even
tennial have borne fru’t in the shape of able for a man to wear bis heart upon his sleeve pigs. Hut as hunger is the best sauce, so
orders tor nearly $2,000,000 worth of our for daws to peek at. Let him also take the silent iatigue is the best opiate; and they slept
friendship of noble authors through tln ir books, there very soundly. Sometimes, at their
goods, mostly machinery, lie is bound tor
lias truly said.—-“These
as Lord Macaulay
and particularly when
tbit Brazil shall take a front rank among
friendships are exposed to no danger from the public gatherings,
the nations, it familiarity with our pro- occurrences by which other attachments are on tiie chase, they would not have less
*
*
*
That placid
than ten thousand Santhals to speak l"
ducts ami inventions shall tend to it.. .It weakened or dissolved.
is now thought that not only will the Ex- intercourse is disturbed by no jealousies or On these occasions they would go into the
These
are the old triends who are
resentments.
midst ot them and sing a hymn, which
hibition prove financially successful as renever seen with new faces, who are the same
gards meeting the running expenses, but in wealth and in poverty, in glory and obscur- they had been able to translate into the
a considerable surplus will be left over
ity. With the dead there m no rivalry. In the Santhnl language to their own tunes, for
from which a dividend will be declared dead there is no change. Plato is never sullen. the European tunes had no morning to
Demosthenes them,
Cervantes is never peluleiit.
l’liev did not know what a blessed
soon after the close.New York and MichDante never stays
never comes unseasonably.
igan have the finest of the State buildings. too long. No dillercnce of political opinion can spirit there was in those hymns. The
West Virginia is most hospitable to stran- alienate Cicero. No heresy can excite the hor- young men would carry them to their
sweethearts, who taught them to the other
gers, while Colorado, as the latest comer ror of Bossuet.”
A gentleman should he gentle hut not etteni- girls, and so the word of Hod ran round
has the fullest and most interesting excarall the villages.
hibit ot natural products.The chime- inate; he should he suave In manners and
allow himself to resent with
but he
As a result ol tliu labors ol these two
bells on Machinery llall have received riage; and may
downand
indignation
righteous
prompt
much praise. They are remarkably sweet right anger an injury, and he may check with men in eight years, a Christian population
toned and play a wide range of tunes. Be- a strong and merciless hand the impertinence of more than >ix thousand persons were
sides all the national airs, and many such of his fellow-beings. His manly self-love de- gathered together, and numbered '.'too
the other
doctrine of
communicants. Thirty churches were esold and new favorites as “Hold the Fort,” mands this. Thea smite does turning
not work well as
cheek also after
“In the Sweet Bye and Bye,” “The Wear- human nature is now constructed. Kor those tablished, and the people were provided
ing of the Green,” “My Maryland," etc. who are abused easiest are abused the most. with native teachers and preachers and
It is rather a strange circumstance that However it is an excellent plan for a gentle- the mission made self-supporting. More
the immense Krupp guns of Germany man to propitiate those about him when be can. than forty schools were established, and
This did the most perfect gentleman of any age the whole
stand immediately facing the French deplaced on a permanent basis
—James Crichton.—generally called the ••Adpartment. It is also noticeable as show- mirable Crichton.” This truly magnificent likely to endure.
All this remarkable work may be traced
ing the poor taste and boasting spirit of young man possessed extreme physical beauty
the Germans, that very many of their of face and form, perfect symmetry and great back to the work of one man, and he a
At the age ol seventeen years he criminal
youth, a born thief, who was
paintings in Memorial Hall are of noted strength.
could read and write twelve languages perfectsaved by the presistent efforts of a
battles won by them over the French
ly, and he had much skill also in painting, only
forces in the late Franeo-l’russian war. It drawing, riding, fencing, dancing, singing and good man who was placed over him as
seems as though more of harm might be
playing on musical instrum. its. Besides all jailor. Certainly, those who are laboring
done by exhibits of this style in creating this he possessed to a remarkable degree the to reform, and save the wayward should
■noblesse oblige. Oil one occasion after ans- take
courage. Even if a life-long effort
unpleasant feelings, than by the portraits wering with
accuracy, during an examination should save but
ot the pretty damsels in the French section of
one, witness what a glorito
him
all
the
by
hours,
put
questions
many
who were only so unfortunate as to be the learned men of his time, he turned to the ous work oven that one may accomplish !
sketched before they had fairly begun crowd of three thousand spectators and with
Compare the story of the young thief
their toilets, in encouraging immorality.... consummate grace ami brilliant eloquence ad- reformed, with that ot Margaret the waydressed them in an extemporaneous oration in
ward and itnreformed, neglected little
The Orango Free State of South Africa
praise of Ignorance. And this done so ingenihas a very tastily arranged corner where ously that he reconciled his audience to their girl who became the mother of criminals,
all the products of that far-away land may inferiority. In his death he was still the gen- and let the lesson sink deeply into your
be seen. It so happened that the king of tleman. Attacked at night by three assassins heart, and arouse you to the need of trybut upon discovering that
this country was in England a few weeks lie vanquished two,
ing to save those little waifs of humanity
the third was the son of the Duke—was his
ago concluding some negotiations con- own pupil—Crichton presented his own sword which are floating about every village in
cerning boundary lines, and sent to the to the young man and allowed him to stab him our land.
President of the United States his congrat- to tlio heart. Thus died at twenty-three years
All the waiters at Hie Profile House, save
ulations on the nations’ having reached of age admirable, truly admirable "Crichton !
It is to be feared that many persons have an three, are students from Harvard, Dartmouth,
its one hundredth birthday. But such
idea that refinement in a man means priggism. Williams or Amherst colleges, while in the
courtesy was thrown away on one who This is not true in the abstract. However it is kitchen there are girls from various normal
didn’t feel enough interest or pride in the necessary that one should keep his balance; schtols uud seminaries.
—
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New- ami
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(

negroes
! threats

Courier.!

louder Ilian

in their

ever

No

one

in

South Carolina juslilies the killing of the
negro prisoners, bat, with the evidence
before them, as we have briefly given it,
the public must admit that the whites
were acting in self-defence, in detennining to disarm the negroes. The armed
negroes were a standing danger to the
whites, whom the law did not protect.
They were forced to take such steps as
were necessary fertile protection ol themselves and families.

YL'Sl'.S.

:ii.iil.ivits submitted to Judge Mtticr at Aiken, on Thursday last, on behalf
ol the persons accused ol being concerned
in the Hamburg riot, throw a Hood of !
light, upon the affair, am! will, it is :
hoped, pul it before the country in its
true aspect.
The witnesses are citizens j
of good character and high standing.
In j
any tom! of justice their words would!j
outweigh the words of excited and alarm- I
oil negroes, who. in
many eases, are;
proved to have made extraordinary hlun- j
ders, if they did not luliy perjure them- i
selves
in nearly every ease, ;t is proved
that li.e persons charged with the killing |
I
at Hamburg, as principals or accessories,
i
were far from tlie place at the time that
the erime was committed. This will be
shown whenever they are brought to
trial. Our more immediate concern is
with the causes and origin of the affray,
as made
apparent by tbe testimony submitted for tiie defence on Thursday.
The light took place, it should ho remembered, on duly tS. The parties were
a br.ily of armed negroes, claiming to he
a militia company, and a number of white
citizens of South Carolina and Georgia.
John Coe, of Aiken, swears that Hoc.
Adams, in June last, told him he was organizing a militia company at Hamburg
Frank Taylor, colto kill the whites
ored, swears that he was told the same
thing by Adams at about the same time.
Both these witnesses are Radicals. Fidward Rumley swears that previous to the
light, on different occasions, armed bands
l ht

Gov.

Tildan's

Incomo

[ From the New York

Tax.

Sun.]

The Times asks to he shown “some pood
why the man who made the two foliowinp affirmations under oath should not he branded as a knave and a perjurer.**
On Dee. 20, 1803, Mr.
"In his answer to the
Tilden swore to o return, complaint in the Circuit
under oath, in irhieh he. Court of the United States,
said:—
in the suit of the St. Louis.
reason

‘“I hereby certify that Alton and' Terre Hunt*
the following is a true and Railroad Co. against himfaithful statement of the self and others, which angains, profits or income swer was filed recently,
of SamuelTilden of the Mr. Tilden swore under
city of New York and oath as follows
‘That for such services
county of New York, State
of New York, whether the defendant,
Tilden,
derived from any kind of made a charge of ten
property, rents, interests, thousand dollars against
second
dividends, salary, or from said
mortgage
any profession, trade, em- bondholders, and the said

ployment
from

or

any

vocation,

other

or

charges

source on

was

paid by

or

behalf of said s-cond

whatever, lroin 1st day mortgage bondholders on
.January to 31st day of the 17th of October, 1MVJ;
December, 18<>‘_\ both days * * * that the defendinclusive, and subject to ant, Tilden, for a part of
an income tax under the his services aforesaid, alExcise laws of the United so made a charge of the
States. Income from all like sum of ten thousand
dollars on account of prosources, sriis.’
fessional services rendered to the first mortgage
bondholders and the receivers, which was paid
to him by the said Azariah C. Magg * * and
which payment appears
under date of Nov. 7,
ia a statement annexed
t.t the lir«t report aforesaid, as huviug been leeoipted for by the said
iiJden, “on account of
professional services.”

ot negroes patrolled Hamburg, stealing
Other wucattle and destroying fences.

this.
T. F. Butler
I
-wears that on July ;id an officer and two
him
of
the
militia
halted
valenegro
I
iid tried to |iiek ;i quarrel with him.
Aaron Butler, colored, swears that on
Julv 4th Attaway boasted to him that the
and
n. iitia intended to kill the whites;
-is

were

against the whites.

corroborate

i

\V<* are happy to oblige the rimes so easily.
several negro women who were present We have merely had to procure and read tin*
-aid tlie men would shoot the whites and document from which it quotes. Indeed, it
would have been enough to read the earlier
Geo.
the women would cut their thioats.
part ot the very sentence which it quotes, in
Henderson, colored, swears that on the ilii* rigid hand column, above. The whole
sentence will give the 'rimes plenty of “good
-tine day he and another colored man
reasons" for not branding (lov. Tilden “a
were invited by Attaway to join the comI knave and a perjurer/’
pany lit; wa- getting tip to kill the whites.
Here is the part of the sentence which the
I‘hi> is evidence enough to the purposes Tunes unfortunately skipped—
of the organization m re organization ot
‘•And they further say, touching the statements
We now come to in said bill of complaint as to the services ot the dethe militia company.
Samuel ,J. Tilden, that lie had long prior to
fendant,
the overt act which led to the light on the
men. on July 1th, were
driving along the main road in Hamburg.
W lien they readied a jioinl where a well
and a ditch cover hall the road, tin y were
met o\ 1 toe. Adams' militia company, who
cursed and abused them, spread themselves across the road, and relused to al1"« them to pass.
They were detained
lilteeu minutes, when the militia broke
ranks, and the young men wore allowed
'The averment of the neto drive on.
groes that the two white men interfered
with them, and would not pass on, although they could have done so, is rebutted conclusively by the allidavits of the
tiling men themselves. They are men
of character and standing, and the eonduet of the negroes towards them was, as
we have shown, consistent with the apparent purpose of the armed negroes to
Prolbree a collision with the whites.
ceedings were taken against Adams and
his militia company for obstructing the
highway. The hearing took place on the
bill.
Adams was so insolent in court that
he was rebuked by Trial Justice Rivers
and placed under arrest, and the further
hearing was adjourned to July 8th.
w(i

vmiug

The Rev.

P.

Mealing

swears

that

1

men

there to

hurry

over

to

Hamburg,

and

At midnight
went on to Beach Island.
the same courier went back to Hamburg
with ten aimed negroes. These facts are
sworn to by Mr. It K. Carroll.
And more
inn ortant than all that goes before, Win.
J Flint, the watchman oil the C'harlotta,

Columbia and Augusta Railroad bridge,
swears that, on the morning of Hie 8th,
John Thomas, one of Adam's company,
passed him on the bridge, with a large
pistol in his hand; that he said that Adams
had been arrested,'but the "boys were not
going to allow him ‘to lie tried.1” The
deponent further overheard Hoc. Adams,
that alternoon, give orders to him iu the
armory to tire upon the Butlers as they
come around the corner from Prince Fiver's office. J. 11. Lamar swears, also, that
a few
days before tlie riot, lie heard two
negroes talking in the woods about meeting on Friday night in Hamburg, and lolling eacli other that they wanted every
man at his post.
Another link Tn the chain is the testimony as to the status of the militia company. Charles Harden, the colored assistant marshal ol Hamburg, swears tiiat
Fivers said that the company was not, a
regular militia company, and their arms
were taken without liis knowledge.
This
is corroborated on oath by Prince Rivers
himself, and by Stephen Whitman. Not
being a regularly organized militia company the surrender of their arms was demanded by the whites. Then tile negroes
swore that they would not surrender them,
but would die arms in hand. And lifteen
responsible white citizens swear that the
firing was begun by the negroes in the
armory, and that Mr. Merriwether had
been killed ,J.V tlie negroes before the
whites had tired a single shot.
What was tho temper of the negroes
alter the riot?
Mr. -J. H. Corley swears
that on July
9th Williams and other
negroes told him of the light, and said the
negroes intended to have revenge—they
would kill the whites in Ihe night, hide in
the day, and begin again the next night in
a different place.
On tho same day J. It.
Randolph met a hand ot armed negroes,
who said they intended to murder the
whites, burn their houses and have a
country of their own. There was much
other testimony of the same sort.
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For

when

being

a

would have been a heinous outrage which
less than the immediate occupa-

nothing

tion of the State by
coats would have
a

white

troops

man

were

regiment

a

avenged,

who

was

but

stepped

not called out.

of blue
it was

as

the

on

Uedtield says

HANSON T. GOVE.

cerned,

lie says that
the truth of the
business is the whites have now complete
control of the State and they will retain
••

Nothing short of the power of the
federal government can oust them, ami
then they mill remain ousfn! but a ahorl
time."
The reports of so-called outrages are in
almost every instance frauds, gotten up
tor party etl'ect.
Upon investigation they
utterly vanish. For instance, there is the
case

of Fiances

Thompson,

of

Memphis,

the negress who appeared in Vashburn's
report as “the victim ot sixteen successive ravishments" by white rullians in that
which negress turned out to be a
negro man keeping a disorderly house in
woman’s attire;
the case of Senator

city,

Twitched, of Louisiana, win*

was

represented to be the victim ot the White Liners ot tiie south, but who was afterwards

declared, by the unanimous report

ot

a

congressional investigating

committee, to
he a political dead-beat, who had brought
down upon himself the vengeance of a
fellow republican, by whom he was un-

escape from democratic assassins
of largo numbers of men who
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Reg. of Probate—A. A. FLETCHER.
Co. Commissioner—GOODING GRANT.
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the

case

were

re-

ported to tie murdered because they were
republicans, but who were afterwards
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Clerk of Courts—W. C. SMALL.

found
Hancock

by the Alabama investigating committee to lie in the best of health. These
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the Maine State Agricultural Society celebrates its majority, for on this occasion
it will hold its gist annual fair on the
l’resumpscot I’ark grounds in Dcoring.
'the society was incorporated April 4th,
is; 0.7, and lias gone on increasing in
strength and usefulness, so that at the

Humbug

of

the

industriously concocting and circulating
Trie report of the ma-

of the committee on Mississippi affairs, made by Mr. Boutwell, which represents the lives and liberticsof white and

jority

Bloody

black republicans in that state to he in
jeopardy, and which recommends the reduction ol the state to the

The curtain lias gone up, and by the
quality of the campaign that is being urged
in this state, we may see what it is to be
in the whole north. The issue is to be
again a sectional one—a campaign of hatred against the south—a revival of the
dead animosities that should have been
buried finally and forever in the last ditch
of the war. It is a manner of conducting

no

outbreaks between the

races

for

long time—and the Hamburg affair has
been grossly distorted for party effect, as
will be seen by the account which we publish to-day. in all the other states, under
Democratic local rule, peace anil prospera

the

on

ex

The reunion of the Methodist church
Stnmp.
Speaker Blaine’s the United States is full of significance

1'he train tlmt bore the

distinguished

ot !
to

growing

term of

reproach, and is applied to that
branch of the Government controlled by

out of the

The

slavery question.

northern Methodists had long looked with
disfavor upon slavery, and conscientiously believed that they should not endure
church relations with those who held men
in perpetual bondage. The southern Meth-

Letter.

York

New

!

New Yoke, Aug. 20th
l’oo many people suppose that because
the Uepubliean managers are conducting

speeches thus far has been “the ex-Con- those who observe the course of events.
federatc House.” This is intended as a Thirty years ago there was a schism,

their

that they are not linThis is a mistake. The1,

quietly,

canvass

much work.

ing

in

engaged

are now

maturing

of tin

one

greatest schemes of villainy that even //<■
have ever attempted. Everything, him.
ever, is

done with the utmost

being

odists, appealing to the Bible and the prac- ereey. They know that if their design
tices of the fathers, justified themselves in were to become known, defeat would
giving the benefits and blessings of the certain. Their speakers are either them,
alike to master and slave.
the separation of that

The re- selves kept in the dark about the tin.
religious meaning of the campaign, or they are
body into the Methodist church North and strut ted not to let one word drop wh;
South, peacefully, and with a lair division shall give a hint of what is brewing. \\

gospel
sult

was

of property.
The reunion of the churches, which has
been some time in progress, and may now

shall he editied with vindications of Tib!
and the Democratic party; old woundmade during the war, will be laid bar

be

and ruthlessly torn open, but no w.
will he allowed to drop which could .■
vey an idea of what a Hates Administi

regarded

as

a

certainty,

is

event of

an

the greatest significance, not only to all
Christians, but to all patriots. The dissolution of this great and powerful church
but

tion would mean.

few years the separation
ot the government and the civil war. Now
that the war is over and slavery no longer

preceded

expensive article. Ii is safe to presume, and that ho did not sympathize with the
therefore, that the postmasters shelled out. carpet baggers, or with their allies in the
waited for at the station by one
six pound cannon, a brass band, a two

parly

was

Governor Tilden evidently saw the bea
of the question when, in his letter
acceptance, he made that allusion to*

a

ing

subject,

and who asserts that

none

ot the

taken before the committee in a

legally admissablo manner would justify
the majority in making such a report as
they did.

To show upon what a fragile
Inundation the majority report stands, it
is

only

necessary to give an extract from
tlie cross-examination by Mr. Bayard of
one

ot the

witnesses,
ever

a

take

woman
an

oalh

—

before'-

A.

committee lent a too willing ear because
of their partisan zeal, a lew grave senators come before the nation and solemnly
annouce that the state of Mississippi is in
need of a republican form of government.
The hitherto discordant administration

Washington is turning its attention to
the sweet influences of haimony. it has
sent into Maine a sort of director general
of melody, one Nicholson, whose duty
at

and Wheeler club that
John Brown’s soul is marching on, and
sundry kindred anthems. On Saturday
this apostle of song appeared at Hay ford
Hall, but his lyre was so eclipsed by In-

taught

the

Hayes

that it seemed insignificant.
The Charleston Journal of Commerce,
It is evident that the administration has
after an elaborate review ol Mr. Tilden’s ity reign. Mississippi, having got rid of
founded a new professorship at the capigreat crusade of reform, concludes with her carpet bag Governor from Maine, is
tal, for the purpose of spreading its politithis exhibit:
tranquil. Louisiana keeps the peace and cal
This plain statement of facts which cangospel by the force of sound without
raises sugar and cotton. The cotton facnot be disputed, and which could bo forWhether it is endowed by funds
sense.
tories
of
are
Georgia
tified by countless details, if it were nerunning full, while derived from the
whiskey frauds, Belkthose of Maine are idle. Florida is develcessary, show's:
Indian ring, the Freedman’s Bank
1. That Mr. Tilden began the attack on
nap’s
oping her resources and attracting Norththe Tweed Ring.
or some other source, can
only be
ern people.
Texas is peaceful, save the steal,
11
That he began the attack when the
Suffice it to say that Nicholconjectured.
Ring was at the height of its power and Mexican border forays. Tennessee has son is hero, and the brethren are
being
was in complete control of every branch
had enough of war, and is engaged in the
drilled in one—two—three—sing !
of the city and State governments.
of
peaceful pursuits agriculture. There is
III. That, while enjoying one of the
literally nothing for the outrage mill to
and
most
lucrative
largest
A most remarkable phenomenon oelegal practices
in the country, lie gave up sixteen months grind into grists.
cured during the bring of the salute at
of his time to the work of destroying this
It is true that Alabama having recently
the depot grounds Saturday, when the
powerful combination.
gone Democratic by a large majority, in
IV. That be finally succeeded in turntrain containing Senator Blaine, Gov
the intention to share the advantages of
ing 40,000 Democratic voters against it
Connor, and Honest God lngersoll, rolled
and overthrew it.
peace and tranquility, the cry goes out
into the station. On the discharge of the
V. That his personal investigations fur- that there was intimidation and fraud in
nished almost every item of legal proof on the election. Hut it chances that the Cin- first cannon, three beautiful rings of smoke
which tlie suits against Tweed and his
were seen to curl up from the muzzle of
cinnati Commercial, a Republican paper,
guilty confederates were founded, and that
the gun, rise high in the air and float tolie arranged the machinery by which these sent a reporter to Alabama, with instrucward the distinguished party. The intersuits were brought.
tions to report faithfully the style of the
Reviewing the Aiken testimony, we lind
VI. That ho drove Tammany judges
pretation ot these remarkable rings are
That
campaign.
correspondent is a wellthat the militia company was confessedly
from the bench and perfected legislation
that they were symbolical of the whiskey
organized to threaten and intimidate, if by which official plunders might be pun known gentleman, 11. N. Redlield. He
and other rings from which the llepublican
not to kill the whites, that its officers and
saw just how the canvass was conducted
ished.
derives it funds to keep up
members were insolent and riotous, and
and the State carried, so, despite his par- party largely
bullied the whole neighborhood; that
The accompanying odor of
these
shows.
Thu Argus says that an Indian attempted to tisan prejudices, he proclaims that
threats were made on the morning ol the
everywas suggestive of that hell which
get on tlie in train on the Maine Central at
sulphur
4th against one of the two young men Morrill’s
was open, fair and honest, and that
Corner, but lie missed bis hold on the thing
lngersoll may yet be compelled to believe
who were halted and insulted that eve- railing and fell between tlie depot platform and the State was carried
by the Democrats,
head
on one of the boxes and
bis
in.
that
the
on
the
Gth
defied
cars,
striking
negroes
ning;
because the Democrats have an
the authority of the Court; that some ef- throwing his body on the track. Tlie wheels simply
ot the cur struck the hack of ids head, but for- undoubted
President Grant has contributed $1000
fort was made to concentrate a force of
majority of forty or fifty thoutunately instead of passing over and crushing
negroes in Hamburg on the Gth; that the it, pushed it off the rail, so that the man escap- sand. Now Redlield’s discovery is valu- toward the corruption fund to buy up
firing was begun by the negroes, and that ed with several deep cuts.
able in its way, but it is far from welcome voters in Maine and elsewhere. Some of
not a shot was fired by the whites until
There are as good horses drawing in carts as to the
party his paper is supporting, and the party managers are calling him mean
after young Merriwether had been killed in coaches; anu as good men are engaged in
they receive the announcement of his dis- because he didn’t give more.
by the negroes; that after the riot the humble employment as in the highest.

gersoll,

untierstanding

come

to his

as

only assessed the country [lost shirt. He is still shaking it. Whether he titled to consideration n> such, even j election we. must ;**
prepared to see
apiece, instead of the beg- would have been so bitter on the Demo- though he does revile Cod and the Bible. most insolent
made by the A
attempts
But
we
notice that Wheeler, the candidate
ga:ly tsij da, there might have been two cratic House if it bail not explored the
ministration party to coerce public m
camions, a four horse carriage, and a du- transactions in railroad stocks, must be for Vice-President, made a speech at St
ion, and the most villainous measures
Alb ms, Vermont, on the goth. in which
plication generally—resulting ot course left to conjecture.
the popular will put into
suppressing
lie
declared
as
followsin a doubling up ot the spontaneous enan*
ration.
Already
preparations Ini
Freecloin.TiiK cm;lieu, the school-house. the
Straws,
thusiasm of the occasion.
As money
town-house, these, my friends, form the very made for sending to the Ninth the n
makes that particular marc go, it might
Aii ingenious gentleman at KUsworth. cardinal principles of the Republican parly.
levied troops
That whole section
Will the Journal please arise and exas well have made her go twice as last
who is either a prophet or the son of a
In* placed under military dominatie
and lar, by striking a gait that had more prophet, has worked out the Presidential plain which is right? The pious Wheeler,
the ‘bloody shirt with money" Inn:
tun in it.
problem in a way as curious as it is satis- proclaiming that the church is a principle will la* carried on
throughout the \
or
the Kennebec
The gun that saluted the approaching factory. lb; numbers the letters of the al- id' Republicanism
1 tie i it!er part of the play need not 11
hat it is no disparagetrain appeared to lie well served—as it phabet, A being 1, 1> 2, and so on to Z, Journal in.'isiiiq
us niueh : the people have seen too in
ol Republican doctrine
made a good deal of noise, and nobody’s which is 2i). Then see how- many the ment to a teacl,
ldoody shirts lately to In* alarmed a1
arms were blown oil'.
It seemed proper combined numbers of the letters in the that be i~ a public blasphemer, and a risight of one or tw more, and money
enough to salute Gov. Connor, who was candidates names will make. This rule, bald contemner ol all Christianity and re- not buy them to aid in the perpetr.r
on the train, and by a stretch of etiquette,
applied to the election of 1S72, gives its ligion The Kennebec sage has the lloor. of further injury to their country.
Senator
ltlaine—but
what
had
Inexact result, thus
perhaps
'The South, however, has to In*
The very proper Belfast Journal i- shocked
r. s. <; it a \ t
gersoll to do with "seeking reputation in
.Morton's *111,0110
that the U ‘publican managers have rcijuested carefully watched.
tain had

..

..

—

■

o

—

the cannon’s mouth.” unless it might be
to exchange it lor his already terribly bad

21 lit 7 IS 1 11 20—ill all, HID
II. W 1 I, S o X
s
2:1 0 12 10 17> 14—in nil, luil

many Republicans throughout tin1 State including postmasters, to coutrihute to tin1 funds
necessary to circulate documents, pav lor
speaker- and other proper campaign purposes.
The filet is, we haven’t Reformer Tilden “|>;u
tad of money” and are obliged to pass round
the hut among the brethren. [Portland Pn

jorily

was

a

him

1

ra

of

disorder* ■!

a

-poke by the book,
one in matters id piety and veracity ?
200
knew how it was to he procured lick
IK (i It K 1: 1, K V
.When the guests were in the carriage,
that with the intention of preserving
a
7 la 1; 2 12 2 20—in ali, Ha
the raw recruits of the Haves iVc. Club
IS. (i. IS It O \V X
country trmn tin* danger of future link*
2
7 2 la 1(1 22 11—in all, Hi
Not exactly.
There’s nothing recent
were brought into a line ahead thereof,
disturbances. Congress hail placed in
that has really shocked us except I5oli lnas an escort, and in the form of a proces100
President’s hands an engine **t dcstr
geisoll's blasphemies. But we thought it tioli.
sion crawled slowly tip the hill, to the
The troops are not required
Total electoral vote,
000
that one of tiiosc circulars should so
music of tlm band. The procession seemlight the savages," but uniter Hon <
Now projecting this rulo into the future, funny
soon encounter a Tilden convert “among
ed to adjust itself like a mariner’s teles- we iind that the
cron’s recent order they may be m
alphabetical fate gives the brethren,’’ and wanted to
give the very useful b cope with other adv*
out.
to
a
thinlaughable
cope. drawing
to
as
follows—
Uncle
Samuel
victory
boys a chance to join in the laugh.
We
lies of the Administration
ness, and then closing up to an amusing
S. T 1 K 1) K X
SO
10 20 0 12 4 5 14—in all.
soon find them quartered at St. I.ou
it
arrived
at
the
However,
brevity.
T. Jl K X 1) It 1 V K S
file Democrats of Bangor are wide
1'Ik) South will submit
It must si
American House, and delivered the party
111
20 s a 14 4 1H 0 3 11 10—in all
awake. There was a splendid meeting at
nut,
llut will Hits North any longer
safely.
104
City llall on Monday evening, at which down and see a
Tin: speaking was expected to begin at
It. II A V K S
portion of the coin:
Marcelius
John
lie

agination,

*

IS H 1 2a a 10—ill all,
\Vr. W 11 K K I. K It
a 12 a IS—in all.
20 20 s

about two o'clock in the afternoon. About
that time the hand took its station near
the hall door, and played briskly some
patriotic airs. We calculate that these

harmony, in course of the
professors
blew
day,
through their brazen instruments an entire year's salary ot a country

Euiery, Esq., presided.

70

reviewing
This is

good,

the omen, and

the issues of the

He

day.

was

followed by Gov. Sam Bard ot Alabama,
who devoted an hour to reviewing the
speech which the ranting Ingersoll lias

000

very good. We'll accept
hurray for Uncle Samuel.

been repeating through the state.
postmaster in getting together the throng.
The Calais Times of a recent date,
The ladies came in crowds, while the men
The Journal reporter of our Republican
of tlio Democratic nomination
County Convention .states that Judge Rust
In pondering why this speaking
were scattering.
Idr Congress in the Fifth District, and of withdrew liis name alter the lir-t ballot 1..iwas thus, the feminine love of music came
!

there was the

I lieu

pale and interesting young (iovernor, with
his

.shattering wound—and
lilaine

heroism,

was

nomination. Female

curiosity, like slander
and death, loves a shining mark. But
what attracted them to the low clown and
bullbou, Ingersoll, who reviles alike Deity
It is hard to tell.

and decency?

something

There is

in the female mind that loves

of Probate, This is a mistak e Mr.
this paper in connection therewith, says— Judge
Rust was not in the t hmventiioi, and hi- name
The peculiar editonil course of the .Iminutl was led presented as a candidate, though a few
in the matter was partly due, it is said, to the votes were thrown for him.
Prog. Age.
fact that Mr. Simpson desired the nomination
All we really knew about the matter is
himself when it went into Waldo County.
“It is said” is very poor authority for that thirteen votes were thrown for \V M
Bust, and that B. M. Roberts immediately
any statement, and has been the anonymous source of a
deal that is foolish arose and withdrew the Judge’s name.

great

and false, to which the above extract from
the Times is no exception.
The editor ot
this paper did not desire the nomination,
lie never said or intimated to anyone that
lie desired it. On the contrary, lie declared

We interred that it

was

done bv authority.

I

it makes the editor oi the N. 1

rime.'

red hot to see the vile democratic papers
now copying this extract from his paper

of Oct. M, 1871: "Here we have—lli'tui
to the labors of Sttnittel./. Til'h n
full and
complete evidence that Wm. M. Tweed
ditfers only from a common thief in hav-

hundreds, and by letter
subject, that
personal abode of wickedness—to go under no circumstances would he accept
perilously near to the haunts of Satan, but it. When it is in order to discuss “pecuable at any time to draw back. They like liar editorial
ing stolen tens of thousands instead
courses,” something may he
tens of dollars."
to

at

contemplate,

to know how

distance,

some

he looks.

These

were

the

the

which suilieed to till the
hall with one-third men ami two thirds

probable

reasons

There

women.

proportion

of

was certainly a very small
voting materia! present

Then the band used up some more post
master’s salaries, within the hall
Collector Marshall called the ladies to order, and
moved Seth L. Mitliken for President, lie
introduced Coy. Connor, who spoke in a
digniiied and calm manner for fifteen
minutes,
the

discussing

campaign.

the

Then

Nicholson, the great

general

came

on

master

ot

issues of
the stage

harmony,

and administrat ion song writer from Washington. Nick tuned 11 is pipe to some song

of the .John Brown order.

played

out

Then the band

another postmaster’s

assess-

ment.

The next thing in order was the introduction ot lugersoll, the insulter of re-

ligion, and reviler ot sacred things. He is
physically a Daniel Lambert, sort of a
man, heavy, lloshy and rotund, with a face
correctly indexing a greater regard for
dinner than Deity, and a mouth with an
immense capacity tor stowage.
lugersoll
is bald-headed—one of those polished,
eggs, with a band ot hair
at the base of the skull. This billiard ball
be caressed and fondled a good deal, and
at every allusion to mind or intellect,

shining ostrich

would hit the top of his head a slap, which
sounded like a blow on the shaven buttock
of a market hog.
The speech itself was
low buffoonery and abuse, unrelieved by
a

single argument

in

rliyiue

or reason.

to

verbally

scores

—

said regarding the Times, which hasn't
yet found out which candidate Tor Congress it favors, but is apparently in terrible
travail with some conception which may
'.Ve shall all lie curinever see the light,
to know what name the child will
bear, if it ever shall be born.

ous

who

find in Bob. lngersoll—a man
lie as he (Inns, and don’t believe

can

Herald

recently

went

to

a

drunkard's

grave, and the editor calls upon the rumsellers to conn- forward and settle the un-

paid subscription bill. That’s

to an admission that recon-

rum

a

a case

where

and Tithmetiu won’t agree.

Our friends ot Knox County are in the
lield with their ticket, and an excellent
one it is.
They are full of zeal and eonlidenec that money and the granite quarries
cannot defeat them.

lights under the law. Now why should
Hayes he expected to accomplish that in
Grant lias tailed?

which the Re-

One of the subscribers to the Camden

failure; that nothing
has been gained by keeping the South
under bayonet rule; and that Grant during his two terms in the Presidential
chair, with the army at his back, lias not
succeeded in securing to the negro his

which

lucky combination

a

in a future state.

accept the statements of the Republican leaders and newspapers, the negroes
are not at this time so protected.
This is

degradation

touh

their Southern brethren have >o long
I
to submit at the bayonet’s point,
:
of
the
North
must
remember
people
what they

applied

permit

in

section

one

ilia

If tnev any

another

to

close their eyes to the

lo

indignities

,,|

no
South, they cannot afterward'
if they are made to endure the same,

deed, tliev may make up their minds :
it these Southern tactics are allowed
succeed now, the whole country wilt

long

lore

he under the

same

despoil,

That they are not prepared to thu
render their liberties is certain hen,
to

may expect

overwhelming

an

see

their 'determination

ol

pressio.ii
the bayonets

w

brought into rt-,iui-,■.
of the approaching

are

in the interests

<•.,

lion.
Hi

A 1

,1

UK SI-KAKKi:

KKU1:

Some

days have nmv elapsed sim <■
melancholy event took place, and yet
mention

eaiiiinl

emotion

l

Mr. Iv

itliout feelings o!,

u

or

w

as

a man

who

w,

himself so peculiarly around the lie
his friends, that Ids removal seems

I

u

t

They

mean

business

this year.

The Herald

could trust.

we

N

could he in re (irmly rt lied upon ilia:
late revered ispeakoi
Always truthl
reli i:ii,- i

alwas's

his

;

idgmenl

his ad\ ice

cm victim is.

\va«

atnl lino

invalu

■

alway ready for action, when his pin
cal strength permitted, and alway s an
s

placable foe
an injury to

anything

f>
lus

that Would

country, his

u
\

presence

strength. And we have
him. Deeply do we fetd our loss, Imt «
will not repine, seeing that he lias gar

a

tower of

the rest which ho had earned by bis
spent life, and into which s many
of us would lie glad to enter
WOUKUI n

i.k. wins

rm

When number of our

leaving

our

hour

an

in

shores to

ui x rin

workingmen
twenty

earn

■

a

>

Scotland, and

clamoring for
lowing their example,

others are

what has

in
in

our

hundreds
the chance of
need

we

This

country fallen

l

ask

1

ti.

Setli L. jMiliiken has taken the stump in
Maine. Ilia range, as appears bv his pubministrative reform
cannot he had if lished
appointments, is from Jefferson to
is
elected.
The
truth of the matHayes
Cherryfield—quite an extent of country.
ter is simply this, that the election of Seth can cover
it, only it will be thin—a
Hayes would lie the perpetuation of little thin.

convincing signs of the times. Our rub
have brought their land to such a
tion as not only to stop emigration

Grantism—

actually

concedes that “ollicial

only

honesty

and ad-

that and nothing

more.

Mr. Brackett, postmaster at Pittsfield,
We

rejoiced that the Democratic
State Committee are taking action to prevent tiie corrupt use of money at the commake Democrats indignant, and many Reing state election. It is well known that
publicans disgusted. Such exhibitions will a large corruption lurid has been raised
do the Democratic cause no harm.
by the Republicans for use in Maine, and
Blaine followed, and spoke an hour or
that they rely upon it to increase their
more,
llis speech was better considered,
vote in the state
A law of Congress, demore gentlemanly, and therefore more
for the south, but of application
signed
likely to be effective. There was someevery where, provides summary punishthing of the bloody shirt in it, a good deal ment for all forms of
hindrance, intimidaof arraignment of the Democratic party,
tion or bribery of voters at elections where

discharged his Democratic clerk, as lie
says lor talking politics when on duty. II
the polities had been of the postollice

ire

kind, there would have

been no trouble,

probably.
.John A. Kasson, the Jowa Congressman,
who got such a terrible scoring from lleuitt, of New York, is now shaking the
bloody shirt in Maine.
The Democrats of Cumberland

in

tide of

the

emigration

is

one

of

t‘i

most lamentable, and. at the same tim

1

to encourage our bone and
ew to return to the countries whence tli
T in- vast

came

resources

lying idle, and

at our hand

willing and ah.
to develop them are returning across ti,
sea for the
opportunity of earning twenti
cents an hour. Truly Grant’s Administn
tion will go down into history as one
are

men

the most remarkable the country lies cv
witnessed, and as a warning to future gei
editions not to permit its repetition
A

County

1

it seemed moil' necessary that we
have the counsel and eo operati-uis
those in whom

publicans

if we

1

eon-ei

something like, tearing awav apaitoi
selves.
Truly. ‘‘Death loves a shin
mark,” and lie seems to take a delight
hitting that mark ju.-t at tile most dl~.i
room the personal resemblances to
departvantageous time lor those that are hut
ed friends, and succeeded in catching the
Never was there a time u
touched.

It is

Gov. Tilden has promised to protect all citizens in their rights,
if elected ; and he will do it, too. Now

1

NV.il i:

outraged

continuance ot the

Portland doctors recently conspired against a female materialising spiritual medium, who produced in a dark

The Chicago Times thinks Iiob. lngersoll
should not permit himself to forger that an
honest lie is not the noblest work of man.

together fairly.

a

Some

up-

The Herald does not state the issues al-

struction has been

of

medium herself masquerading in the
clothes of a heavenly visitor. She owned

The real question on which this Presidential
election is to turn is whether official honesty
and administrative reform be more important
than the protection of negro rights in the
South. If the country regards the negro question as paramount it will elect Hayes; if it regards the reform question as paramount it will
elect Tilden. [New York Herald.

A

circus clown would have been just as effective, and raised the same laughs from
the unthinking. It had no effect., save to

to

who broached the

tantamount

bound and

Donworth, Esq Democratic candidate
for Congress delivered an elegant speech,
1*

00

Total electoral vote,

of

the ladies adore
also there, the man
of repute as an intellectual gladiator, and
the leader who just missed the Cincinnati

testimony

Senate and House. To

masters s!;j

condition of a territory, lias been proven
to be utterly unreliable by Senator Bayard, who made a minority report on the

political campaigns, which is not only unseems to be to attune the brethren to the
patriotic hut mean and cowardly. More
of radicalism, lie lias bis pocket
than that, it is false, having no reality up- praise
full of symphonies, solos, duets, psalms,
on which to stand.
The whites of the
ballads and chants
't his musical
south very well understand that with hymns,
emanation, as soon as he strikes a favormust
come
their
chance
of
peace
only
able spot,
to inquire into the conprosperity. To engage in riot and out- dition of begins
and rhythmical
party
psalmody
rage would be to invito ravage and ruin
If it is low; ne at once
Republicanism.
to their doors. Material
prosperity, which
summons all of the faithful who underthey so much need, they well understand
stand tlie scale and gamut, gathers in all
can come only from the union of
tranquil- the harmonious
harpers, the fiddlers, timand
ity
industry.
ers and filers, tells them they must “jine
And tranquility has reigned in the south.
With the exception of the riotous affray at in” and help to warble Ilayes into the
White House.
On Friday evening, lie
Hamburg, in South Carolina, there have
been

Blaine

The burden of

Democrats with a view to blinding the
ative from a tear that our cotemporary of
public to the reform it has inaugurated,
the Age may have a little bias in tire mat- to the
retrenchment it has carried out, deter.
spite the opposition of a Republican SenTo begin at Hie beginning, then, it is
ate, and to the exposure it has made of
surmised that Blaine, with his forecastcorruption in high places. Those who
ing glances about the Stale, decided that read or listen to Mr. Blaine's harangues
a spontaneous uprising of the people was
will perhaps be surprised to leant that no
needed in Waldo county—a demonstration
longer ago than the last session of the
of the working people in favor of a third
Forty-third Congress lie was courting the
term of (frantism under the name of favor
of the very men he now covers with
Ilaves, so that they might continue to re- unmerited
abuse; that he held aloof then
alize tlie plentiful lack of employment from the
extremists of his party; and that
which they are now having. IIow much Ills friends claimed
for him that it was
this general order had to do with Capt.
through the assistance he gave the DemBoarditmn’s recent circular to postmas- ocratic
minority—while in the Speaker’s
ters, we can't say, but doubtless some- chair that the infamous force bill was dething—for public halls, posters, brass feated. Then Mr. Blaine wished it to be
bands and that kind of enthusiasm, is an understood that be was “out” with Grant

in as reason No.

Upon such testimony as this, and upon
unfounded reports, to which some ot the

Shirt.

it becomes our duty us a faithful chronicler of local events, to say something concerning the radical gathering cf last Saturday, its progress, events and termination. This duty becomes the more imper-

continual

Q. Do you know the meaning of an oathf
A. No, sir.
«y Do you know what the consequences are
of swearing falselyi A. No, sir.

< o. Attorney—DENNIS A. MEAIIEl!.
<’o. Commissioner—CI1AHLKS M. DAVIS.
Treasurer—ALBERT W. HALE.

The

much credence in the bloody, heartrending tales which the radicals are now so

ty Did you
No, sir.

Lincoln County.
Senator— AI.FRED LEXXtLX.
.lutljtn of l'robate—S. \V. .JALKSOX.
Sherill—JAMES Ml l.I.KiAN.

present time it may be said not only to be
dcing a good work in the State, but in
calling, to a greater extent than ever be-

examples should be siitlieient to warn an
ordinarily reasonable person trom placing

tor party purposes.

Senators—JAMES It. TALBOT.
GILES M. WENTWORTH.
Sheri If—YV A R R E N HATHA W A Y.
Treasurer—RUFUS T. CRANE.
Co. Attorney—ARCH IRA LD M« NICHOL.
Judge of Probate-EPHRAIM K. SMART.
Reg. of Probate—PRESCOTT LAWRENCE.
Co. Commissioner—M El.BOURN E H. WILLEY.

A Queer Team—a Governor, n Senator, and nil Infidel Ranter.

to a thorough exists, civil reunion is followed by a healway in which, in other countries, the
position then, it ing ot the breach in the church, and a re- eial class in conjuntion with the army !
should be added that it was industriously establishment of all the relations of frater- been able to rule the people "even un
racy.
That is not the most unpleasant thing horse carriage, a state committee man, whispered about Washington that the nity. It is a very hopeful sign that bitter- universal
suffrage." Governor Hendrim
he has to say, though, and other things a county committee man, and a sort of Democrats might do worse than take ness is wearing out, and that wo shall
too, it would seem, had some forebodiir
lie tells must ring in the ears of the l!e- improvised and fragmentary Ilayes and Blaine for their Presidential candidate. soon lie, in spirit and feeling, once more of the evil when he said, "1
hope
It occurred to us that the But when it became evident that the De- a united people.
publican leaders of the North very much Wheeler Club
again to see the cruel and remoi-n
like their death knell,
lie has sense reception was rather stinted and contract- mocracy could not and would not go outproscription tor political opinions, wl
Tile Kennebec .Journal is getting things
has disgraced the Administration I'm
enough to see and honesty enough to ad- ed, whin it might as well have been broad side ot their own party, Blaine began to
mit that, tlie reign of intimidation in the and generous, ami in proportion to the wish tor the Republican nomination and badly mixed. It insists that the infidel
past eigh t \ ears
If the Cap- emulated Morton in shaking the blood}' Ingersoll is a good Republican and cn- !
South is over.
So far as Alabama is con- magnitude of the occasion.
There is Ho doin,; that at the coin

covered to have shot his own coat full of
bullet-holes, in order to prove his narrow

Waldo County.

part of anybody’s income.
The very documents which the 'Times quotes
and relies upon thus dispose of all the specilie
charges of the 'Times, dispose of everything that
has the appearance of proof or the semblance of

fore, the attention ol its older sisters. The
ollieers, at present, are lion, llulus Prince
ol Turner, president; lion. Samuel Wasson, East Surrey, secretary; W. F. Hubbard, Bangor, treasurer; Dr. S H. Tewksbury, Portland, and General \V. S. Tilton,
Togas, trustees at large; B. E. Hamilton,
Biudeford, Major Seward Dill, Phillips,
lion. Warren Percival, Vassallioro, W, F.
Wingate, Bangor, and Frank Buck, Orlaud
trustees lor the congressional districts.
East year the society decided to hold the
State fair, for the ensuing three years, at
Fresumpscot Park, Deering. The Bornological and Horticultural societies, the
Stock Breeder's Association and Maine
Dairymen’s Association, all united with
the State fair on that occasion, and the
liuest exhibition was given that Maine has
witnessed. But the receipts were less than
the expenditures. This year it was decided to hold the fair earlier than usual and
only the Stockbreeder’s Association voted
to co-operate.
It is rather early for a line
exhibition of fruits, and some think it too
early to hold the lair on every account,
while there are many who are of the opinion that the prospect ot fair weather counterbalances everything else. The Fresumpscot Park grounds are all that can he desired. They embrace .'SO acres, have numerous buildings for the cattle and horses,
a
large two-storied structure for the exhibition of carriages and farm implements,
the moist places have been well drained,
and there is an abundance of water of the
purest quality handy. Waste places have
been sown to grass, and the track is one
of the best in the country.

to it

doubtedly shot; the ease of United States
Marshal Perrin, of Alabama, who was dis-

Senators—GEOIH.E Wll ITE.

a

Point.ami, Me, Aug. 27.

Representatives to Congress.

1st Dist.—JOHN M. GOODWIN.
■Jd Dist.—S. C. BELCHER,
od Dist.—ISAAC REED, (shortterm.)
E. K. O’BRIEN, (long term.)
4111 Dist.—JOHN I\ DON WORTH.
;>th Dist.— WILLIAM H. Mc LELLAN.

peaches.
Not only that: in the report of the Committee
of Directors published in the Times the other
day, Aug. 10, it i.*> specifically stated that the
bonds in question remained in the hands of Mr.
Robert HuyarJ up to 31 arch 11, INTO. This is
eight years after the period when a portion of
them ought to be accounted for a** income, on
the assumption that they were divided.
Nor does it appear that they ever were, in
fact, up to thh time, actually disposed of, or
I hat they ever have been in a situation to form

State

approach

black man stepped on a white man's foot.
It the incident had been the other way it

it

Fok

IsfiT. IS.vS, ls.Y;>. isijO and DPI:
The Times also implies that Mr. Tilden received during the year 1802. and as a part of the
income of that year, S.'k>,(RN> of bond.** which In*
did not include in hi return. We say implies
that. It assumes Unit. It discusses the subject
on that assumption, makes charges on that assumption, though it shrinks from making a specilie and definite statement of what it assumes.
Now. on analyzing the documents on which
11 founds its charges, we lino that the report of
the company referred to in the bill of complaint, and expressing the opinion that a surplus of bonds may exist at some future time,
which alleged surplus is now in controversy,
was itself dated in 1804.
'This is two years
after the income return which tin* Times im-

Maine

the nearest

The Democratic majority of forty thousand
cannot he accounted for upon the hypothesis
of fraud, violence and intimidation. That the
attention.
the election, and neither
^STHorace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston, canvass was quiet, also
disunited by riots or outbreaks, is proof that
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
we must look further to account for the large
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
Democratic majority. Alabama is Democratic
date on the colored slips attached to the paper, it
upon a full fair vote, for the whiles outnumber
is tiu; only form of receipt now used. For instance,
the blacks forty-six thousand, and there are as
15 May 7t», means that the subscription is paid to that,
blacks who vote with the whites as there
date. When a new payment is made, the date will J many
lta.-e
are whites who vote with the blacks,
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
with such trilling excepREQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ARE lines are party lines,
This
are
to
tions
us
to
he
worth
enumeration.
in
arrears
requested
CORRECT. Subscribers
hardly
forward the sums due
has been true since the passage of the civilrights bill, which lost the Republicans from
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of eight to ten thousand white votes in North
which
to
must
the
Post
Ollice
state
and gave the State to the DemocAlabama,
changed,
papers

Did the learned proprietor of the Times compute, in his own payment of income tax for
18(12, his earnings for the previous years of

The

He positively denies that there was any
disturbance in the State on election day,

plainly—

tax.

1

investigation, nothing could lie
more inopportune and damaging than the
letters he is sending up from Alabama.

*y<jKO. 1'. KOWKLL & CO., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements lor this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt

which
paper,
quotes, it would not have confounded a year's
receipts with a year's taxable income. Nor
would the Times then have suppressed the fact
that the payment of these #20.000 was on ae••
unt of professional services 1 endured during
a long series of years prior to the lirst imposition of an income tax, and during a part only
of tin lirst year of the existence of the income

titli Altaway, after the proceedings
in the Trial Justice Court, walked up and
down the street, cursing the court and the

the riot which occurred he and Gen. Butler did all they could to restrain the mob
from violence; and lie swears positively
that lie did not lire a gun or a pistol, or
order the killing of a single man. < hi that
very day a colored courier rode lroni
Hamburg to Horse creek, told the colored

WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.

'I’erra

July

the only seven white men were present,
and but two of these were armed.
Ccd.
A. 1‘. Butler swears that he drove to AiKen
in a private carriage, and not at the head
ol a band of armed nn.11, and that during

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

EDITOR

dlscovorios with anything else
but pleasure. Coming right on the heels
of Spencer’s demand for a Senate com-

agreenblo

mittee of

JOHN C. TALBOT,

on

whites, declaring that he was ready for a
light, and so exciting the negro women
that they yelled out, “starlit now! start
it now !
\Ve want to hang on so some
while man's collar." T he same gentleman
swears that Doe. Adams said, “D-u
While 1 have a
Rivers and his court
company no one d-d negro or white
man shall rule me."
Prince Rivers corroborates Mr. Mealing'* statement eonconeorning the conduct ui Doc Adams
The same
and his arrest for contempt.
day Aaron f Tyler was cursed and threatened by the negroes in Hamburg; and Mr.
D. J>. Henderson swears that he was told
by cx-Speaker Lee, pending the trial that
Sparniek, the Radical .Judge of Probate,
said that a good thing, politically could
be made out of the 4th, and that Sparuiek
subsequently represented the Slate. It
should also lie noted that Jerry Whitlock,
colored, swears that on the 1th of July he
heard Altaway make threatening remarks
against Henry Dotson, who was riding by.
l'his Mr. Dotson is one of the two young
men who were halted and abused by Attaway's men in the evening.
Wo have now brought down the narrative to duly .8th, when the linal hearing of
1 lie
the ease was to have taken place.
whites who Knew then what the public
only know now, had every reason to exMr. Mealing
pect ail attack of some sort
swears, however, that at the opening ol

THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1876.

and at the time of the commencement of the fore- i
closure suit in said bill of complaint mentioned, been
m Indiana.
th«* counsel for the second mortgage bondholders, in
who-a behalf such suit was instituted, and that he
was counsel also for the trustees of said second
FOR GOVERNOR,
mortgage bondholders, and had been from some
time in the year TO?, to whom the railroads of the
I'erra Haute, Alton & St. Louis Railroad Company
wore surrendered, and who were subsequently made
receivers thereof; and was also the counsel tor said
OK EAST MAOIIIAS.
receivers, and that lie also acted as the principal
counsel lor the .-aid nrst mortgage bondholders, it;
eolation to the foreclosure proceedings hereinbefore
For Electors of President and Vice-President:
mentioned, and other proceedings connected therewith, and that such services had commenced prioi At Large—JOSEPH TITCOMB,
CHARLES W. ROBERTS.
to the year InV.i, and were rendered, from time to
time, during a period of upwards of three years
1st Dist.—UIOX BRADBURY.
thereafter.”
-M Dist.—GALEN C. MOSES.
::d Dist.—J. C- MANSON.
If the Times in its enthusiasm had thus only
4th
Dist.—HASTINGS STRICKLAND,
begun a tew lines earlier in its reading of the
oth Dist.—JAMES R. TALBOT.
Haute law suit
from
it

Mil.
I

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Train

Wrecker.

ai.o, N, V.. An. 27.—George Ad
mils, the young man who so sueeesstuil'
played the role of the hero in tin1 late avei
led railroad disaster at t airport, was l;i
night arrested. Alter the arrest he eon
fessed that lie alone misplaced the switch
which threw the train from the track i
I he l.akc Shore and .Michigan Southern
Railroad on Ilia 11th inst., whereby tin
engineer and lireinan were badly scalded

Hi

ki

have nominated for Sheriff Capt. Charles
proceedings of the Congressmen are to he chosen. We pubthe popular commander of the
Doering,
House of Representatives.
He thought
lish the law elsowliero, and the State Com- steamer Lewiston.
that body bad terribly abused the power
mittee's proclamation. Let our friends he
of the majority.
In New York the Republicans have
on the lookout for oll'enders.
Then the meeting rather quietly closed,
nominated ex-Gov. Morgan as their canthe ladies went home with their curiosity
There was a routing anti-Powers meet- didate for Governor. Kvarts didn't take
satisfied, and the speakers went to tea. At ing at Bangor on Tuesday evening, filling kindly to their advances.
8 o’clock a special train, hearing the party, the
and the engine wrecked. On the morn
City Hull to overflowing. It was
Hale and MeLellan are both electioneersteamed tip the line to the junction to meet conducted
ing of the ltitli inst., he drew the spikes
bolters
entirely by Republican
in Washington county.
Wo hope from the ties and the bolts from the lisli
ing
the night train, and the affair was over. from Powers, who
support Mr. Oak.
an
neither will forget that the district termin- joints, thereby throwing a train down
Who believes that the mind of one voter Speeches were made
embankment, wrecking the engine, three
by M. II. Angell, ates
at the St. Croix.
was changed, from morning to midnight?
Charles P. Brown, John B. Foster, A. (L
passenger coaches, baggage and postal
ear, fortunately only one person was in
Wakefield. There is a hard look ahead
is
the
Boston
Post—Bob
Ingersoll
Says
jured. Conductor Clemens on the Great
The Bangor Whig says that Hon. F. A. for Powers.
consistent. A man who prefers "Jupiter Western Railway, who afterwards died
Bike lias declared for Hayes and Wheeler,
llis last exploit was the attempt at Fairto Jehovah” would naturally prefer Mayes
A Tildcn and Hendricks club was orand presided at a Republican meeting in
port on the goth inst. Adams has already
to Tildou.
served in the Erie County Workhouse for
Calais on Tuesday. We shouldn't wonder. ganized in Bangor on Saturday, with exhas
written
a
larceny, lie plead in extenuation his on
McClellan
Gen.
B.
Frederick was never fully cured of radi- mayor Laughton as President, and F. II.
George
tentiou to notify the train in time to avert
calism. The disorder lingered, and he Taylor, Secretary. Speeches were made a letter appealing to his comrades of the an
accident, imping thereby to place the
was liable to the relapse which has overby Gen. Roberts, MarcoMus Emery and war to stand once more with him in the company under obligations to furnish him
and

a

review of the

taken him.

others.

j

country’s

cause

and support 'i'ilden.

with

a

situation

News, of tke City and

Fog-days
They’ve

cud next

!»oes your well hold out in these

being

Main street is
I ori-st lives

Commercial street,between High
and Union streets, is being widened and straightenThe sidewalk

here.

are

dry times?

owned and occupied by Alonzo Roberts, of Brooks, took lire Tuesday on the roof from
a spark, and
partially burned. Insured.

now.

ilii' -chr. S. .1. Cihuor* is

receiving

Congressman Hale was announced to speak in this
on Wednesday evening, but the Journal went
to press too early to give
any account of the meet-

deck at

a new

citv

.une’s wb.ai

1

The la’e llt.l!i< M. A. lVor had

insurance

1 he

shortening

winds have in them

bays and *•<»«»!

touch of autumn.
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Attention is culled to the notice “Rooms to let,”
by tit/ W. Gilbert, Belfast. Auction sale by Geo.
I Johnson. Caution
by James M. Andrews, Albion.
A Frenchman who was
formerly employed in
Bickford’s brickyard, reports that In* was robbed on
board steamer Cambridge on Tuesday night, by
-.

t.'ai:.
'in
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voung miss, fell from a
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Friend seined about

”00

barrels las! week.
hiOore
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have taken
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office,

our
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a
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putting a cellar

are

building.

U Idle in 111i!

city last week, (m Connor and lady j
guests of «V»I. 11 erse \. w do holds a position

,<

the Governor’s

:i

■"a

teaching

a

sla

I.ll>worth Vnu-rican has a good word tor Miss
A. Ilurgess, a Jlelfast young lady, who ha-

i

school at Lamoine.

re'uriied, and services !
I'niversalist church next
•:oli, at the usual morning hour.

h

Mr. (•oodenouah has

be resumed at the

n:

Pendleton lias sent
•die.'

the

to

Portland,

;

specimens

of

his In

enlennial State Fair which opend ue-day. Aug. O','ih.

on
<

apt. Perkins, urrived on Thursday
him-rick, Ireland. Site came in
hr day- on the passage.

Welaka,

direct from
.ast .old

was

bool

that city schools art*
agent report
.ded with pupils, and that among our most im■

bate

<

larger

wants are

coal loaded

school houses.

by .N. s. l’iper, in cross
Tuesday broke through the
ring and spilled the load into the river.
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Havford il all, at 4 o’clock Sunday af•! :•
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banana plant at the Belfast Savings Bank is
of prodigious growth.
Recently it sent out in

one
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leaf that mea>ured t
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Monday a
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[Revised

Letter

from

of our affairs. In
regard to all questions
ol linance and reform, we have the sure
criterion of his past to enable us to form

Buclxsport.

Correspondence cf the Journal.
The Democrats and Independents of Lueksport and Verona at their Caucus on Saturday,

positive convictions

Kldridge

is

a

farmer, and

now

Statutes of the

as

to liis future. In iiis

hands may be

safely left the task of awarding liberal justice to the South, while jealously guarding the rights of the North, and

nominated J. Wesley Kldridge as their candidate for Representative to the Legislature. Mr.
holds the otliee

t ie issues decided
by the great struggle
ended, 1 trust and believe, forever. When
elected. 1 believe that he will enter upon
the duties ol his high office with the single
purpose of serving his country f.ithfully,

Third Selectman. He is highly esteemed by the
citizens generally.
The Republicans held their caucus on Saturday evening, and after nominating N. J. Hill,
proceeded to his place business led by an individual who recently knocked down an inoffensive citizen because lie dared to hold opinions
that are not laid down by Liable. Hale A Co.

and with

no lower ambition than that of
every faculty to the glorious task
ol
rendering the nation prosperous at
homo, honored and respected abroad. I
would like to appeal to those who in civil
hie have hollered me with their friendship
and support, and especially add most earnestly to those men to whom 1 have never
appealed in vain—my comrades ol the
war, to ask them to stand once more with
me in our
country’s cause, in a civil con-

devoting

They gave three cheers for their nominee as the
next Representative*.
This counting the chickens before they are hatched has
always been
considered

a dangerous business.
There is no
what may happen to some of the eggs.
The individual who led the crowd, has trodden
on some of them
already. After the cheering,

arraigned before United knowing

be

can

United States, page
1073, chapter 7.1
Sec. 5506 Every person who, by any unlawful means, hinders, delays, prerent's or ob-

It grows

time table will go into effect
The morning train

new

this

States Comm issioners.

length

inches in

inches in width, exclusive of .stock.

ami 15

against

infamous crime apply to all elections
where members of Congress are to be
chosen, and that persons guilt}- of their

The

test now. as

Postmaster made a little speech eulogistic
of the candidate, and alluded
very feelingly to
the fact Unit the nominee had given up an only
son to the army.
This remark caused a smile
from the hoys who were at the front. The son
got back, however, and i> at present engaged
in holding the Custom House up. Only three
doors away is the place of business of our First
our

formerly

in

a

deadly struggle,

and support to the utmost the election of
Mr. Tiiilen to tiie Presidency. I believe
that the issues now at stake are similar to
those for which we fought—the honor and
well-being of the nation.

Sensible Advice.
You are asked every day through the columns
of newspapers and by your Druggist to use
something for Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint
that you know nothing about, you get discouraged spending money with but little success.
Now (ogive you satisfactory proof tlmtGui:i:N\s
August Flower will cure you of Dyspepsia
and Liver Complaint with all its effects, such
as Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Habitual < '.ixtiveness, palpitation of the Heart, licart-hurn.
Water brash, eomiug up of food after eating,
low spirits, Ac., we ask you to go to your Druggist, R. II. Moody, and "get a Sample Dottle of
Green's August Flower for 10 cents and try
it. or a Regular Size for 7<’> cents, two doses
will relieve you.
ti mos. 32 cow.
L> CoNSu.Mi’Tivrs.
The advertiser, ^retired
physician, having providcntally discovered, while a
in
Southern
Missionary
Asia, a very simple
vegetable remedy lor the speedy and permanent cure
of Consnmpti >i), A>thma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and
all throat and lung affections,—also a
positive ami
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty
to make it known 10 his suffering fellows. Actuated
by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of
charge) to all who desire it, the recipe lor preparing,
and lull directions lor successfully using, this
providentally discovered remedy. Those who wish to
avuil themselves of the benefits of this
discovery
without cost, can do so by return mail,
by addressing with stamp naming paper,
Du. CHARLES P. MARSHALL,
33 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N\ Y.
3ra50
Medical

At Mazalian, July 23d, ship Southern Chief, Hig
gins, Idg for Liverpool.
At Havana, Aug loth, brig If I) Stover, Fierce,

Branch Road.

jslrsy

unc.

JAMES W. CLARK’S

SU1 from St John, N 15, Aug 24th, ship John Clark,
Parks, Liverpool.
Ar nt Windsor, ,\ s. Aug 23d, schrs M. II. Mahoney, West cot t, and If T Townsend, from Castine,
(and both cld for Philadelphia.)

1,0. 13. PHEKIX ROW,
You

Sl’OKKN.

tin,) every thing necessary to your
comfort in the shape of

can

Aug 20th, 50 miles

of

Bueksport,

S of Hatteras, bark W II flein,
from New Y ork for Brunswick, <»a.

CIIAUTKKS OK HIM WMMK.

BQOTS.SHOES & RUBBERS.

Compiled specially for the Journal.
Sell Eveline of this port, has taken 200 tons of ic**,
lienee to Palatka, Florida, at $3.oo; hark David
Babcock, of Stockton, 4>o tons, New York to An;werp, general cargo, jlI.Oih*; brig Percis Ilinckh v. of
Cherryfield,251 tons, New York to Cienfuegos, $lS( ",
Spanish gold; schr Juliet, of Clu rryiiehl, 1*m» tons,
New 1 ork to Port Spain. $1,375 gold, and back with
salt, 0 ets: ship Eliza McNeil, of I homaston, 1..W1
tons, New York to San Francisco, general cargo,
private terms, about $11 per ton, dead weight enpu
city; schr William Deming, « aiais, 17" tons. New
York to Jamaica, $1,050 gold; >chr Etta Mav, of
Calais, 152 tons, New York to Nassau, N. P. $550
gold; ship Sabino, of Bath, s,uoo bbls. refined oil,
New Y ork to Antwerp or Bremen, 4s.
I0d.; schr
Darius Eddy, of Bangor, 141 tons, from Picbmondto
Bio (irande do Sul and back to New Y'. rkor Boston,
$2 gold per bbl. and port charges, and loo bbls Bosin
on deck. $1.10; new ship l’hilena Winslow, of Portland, 2.117 tons, deals Portland to Liverpool, about
7’. shillings; new hark Edith Davis, of Portland.
Boston to Valparaiso, lump sum, private, barks
Brunswick and T l.Sweatt, of Portland, coal, Pictou
to Portland, $1.75.

structs, or combines and confederates with
others to hinder, delay, prevent or obstruct any
will leave at 7 :‘J0, or twenty minutes earlier than citizen from
doing any act required to be done
The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite
heretofore. The afternoon train will leave at five to qualify him to vote, or from voting at ally
the Grand Central Depot, has oner 350 elegantly
minutes before 1, or fifteen minutes earlier than the election in any state, territory, district, muniThe
of
the
Schurz.
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all imSong
cipality, or other territorial subdivision, shall
VESSELS SOLD.
present time.
he lined not less than five hundred dollars,
provements. European plan. Carriage hire is
!•
New Kennebunk Slop Mary 1‘ Munton,
name
lop—Flop—Flop,
Hie wife of our neighbor, William 15. Swan, died
as
or be imprisoned not less than one month or
is
taken
to
and
from
the
saved,
baggage
From Grant to Greely und back;
depot changed to Philetia Winslow,) 2,117 tons, ready for
Selectman, a gentleman who has given three
free. The restaurants supplied with the best. sea, lias been sold for about $U5,000, and wijfltail
more than one year, or be punished by botli
hike “base ball” returned by a skillful “short
on Monday, after a
and
illness.
stop”
lingering
painful
°r lUigalii Dalgetty back.
Guests can live better for less money at the from Portland.
sons to the army ; one ot them laid down his life
such line and imprisonment.
Mrs. Swan was a lady of great
amiability of charac•Schr Eothen, 102 tons, built at Calais, in ls«>o. has
Grand Union than at any other tirst-ela’ss hotel.
Sec. 5">07 Every person who prevents hin- for the cause. And yet this same nominee has
Rant -Haul—Rant,
ter. a most devoted wife and mother, and one who
for the Seal iishery, at $5,000.
ders, controls or intimidates another from exStages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to all been sold
For Reform un i Wheeler and Hayes;
endeavored
to cast ridicule upon Mr. Hey wood,
will be greatly lamented by her friends, as well as
Brig Nellie Antrim, 215 tons, built at Millbridge,
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot.
ercising, or ill exercising the right ol suit rage,
The people are fools, thev will sw allow the cant,
in is. >4, has been sold at auction for $2,S50.
and
missed in society.
She was daughter of Capt. to whom that right is guaranteed
1 vr
l go for the thing that
opposed him at all times; but at each elecby the iifpays.
teenth amendment to the Constitution of the tion Mr.
James Gammans.
MEMORANDA.
Jleywood has been elected by an inFlop—Flop—Flop,
United States, by means of kkihery, or threats
In the dirty work that pays;
Kockiand, Aug 24. Scbr Hero, of Boston, lost
creased majoritv. S.» much lor the popularity
By reference to our advertising columns, it will be of depriving such persons of
or occollision
with schr New /eland Sunday
employment
Cant, stealing and fraud will never stop
bowsprit by
seen that the citizens of
P M.
.Searsport have tendered a cupation, or of ejecting such persons from a of the nominee.
For Schurz and Wheeler and Hayes.
25.
rented
This forenoon an unknown
concert
to
lands
or
Kockiand,
Miss Abby R. Clark, on
other property, or by
Aug
house,
Conundrum: It' four or live hundred copies
complimentary
.Montv 11.lk.
The Democrats ol‘ Montville are
Turn—Turn—Turn,
schr, lumber laden, was seen ashore at Long Point,
Tuesday evening next. Miss Clark has passed the threats of refusing to renew leases or contracts ol the N. \ Times come by express is it
To the side where the butter is spread,
re4ue.sU' 1 to meet in Caucus at While’s School Spruce Head.
proper
for labor, or by threats of violence to himself
House, on Saturday, Sept. Jd, at M o’clock ].. m., to
summer iu Searsport and has made hosts of friends,
And preach it to folks who never learn
The barkentine building at Joseph Oakes Sc Son’s
to distribute them through the Post Cilice? Our
or family, shall be punished as
choose a candidate for Representative to the
It is then who are taxed for the bread.
provided in the
Legis- yard in lircwi r. Me., is now ready to be iaunclu d.
who wi.-h to testify their appreciation of her kind
lature
lor lie class composed of Montville, Fre< dom,
section.
Postmaster has staled to a number of Demopreceding
but she will not he until the first of September Tin
services, which she has rendered them nil many ocSearsrnont and Liberty.
Spout—Spout—Spout,
Tims the laws of the United States subject crats and
pt;u okim.i:.
masts are in and the riggers are at work. She ha>
Independents that, whicIiOViM part>
for Robeson auu Celkuup and Hayes,
ca inns.
Miss Clark’s talents as a singer need no
been coppered.
municipal officers to heavy penalties who Vm- won in
For the rogues that are in, afraid to go out,
this
election
we
would
an
honest
At East Die ring, Me., Master Oeorgt Kussell, has
get
THE
REGISTRATION OF VOTERS.
praise ; and we bespeak for her a full house, and STRUOT
YTOUSE PAINTING, PAPERING
And face the coining days.
nearly completed and will launch in a few weeks, a
1
mau
in
the
and
(1
reach
the
case
ot
Presidential
done
officers
of
cities
and
chair,
and
that
he
conin
the
best
hey
manner.
raining
hope our citizens will also help to make the concert
tin'O men, who ofiice hold,
*hip of about 1250 tons. She i.~ owned hv the
towns whose duty it is to prepare the list ok
Fainting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and
sidered Mi. Tildeu an honest man, and did not
:i Hiccess
by lending their presence on that occasion.
Stick to them like chestnut burrs,
sitting Looms, ti specialty. Orders solicited and builder, .1 S Winslow & Co. and others of Portland,
votkks.
Me.,
and will be commanded by Lapt .John Chase,
wish tofr-eanv slander or mud throwing in this
'N ill be promptly attended to.
your frauds with faces bold,
Satisfaction as to
Coyer
I'm. iH.Niisi- in Convention.
1.
When they leave oil', or strike oil' the
late of hanjue Blanch How.
For this is the <oug of Carl Schurz.
price and work assured by
names of persons known to be voters.
campaign. Now this N:. y. Times contains
Schr
Hl..\ ilio teeth ol' peonle are in good
Orion, at New York from this port, was leak
M. A. CULLNAN,
When they refuse to In* in session suffi- more slander to the square inch than
ing badly', but was hauled out, temporitrialy repair
Corner of Miller and Cross Sts.
any j acondition, and the nerves thereof serene
Now that Hen Rutler has announced himself
i-ii. and was loading coal for Boston, 2Sth inst.
cient time to give the voters an opportunity to
lb7<>.
Belfast,
May
10,
.‘twi.>s
thP
side
“a
0f that place that l»ob
per published
widow,” and (lie owner of the yacht Ameranil .|iiii t, they are apt to smile at the
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miles away, lie received every kindness and attention. Mr. Farhm, proprietor of the hotel writes a
most feeling and sympathizing letter to Mr. Bean’s
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knot and unfastens before

safely ashore.
experience of two Union street
Just at night fall they
women Tuesday evening.
were observed to approach Sanford's wharf bearing
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reaching the water,

Mrs. Wilkinson

This latter

was

the

burglars. Among the articles taken were a
pair of sea glasses, a lot of child’s clothing belonging to Ben. Wells, embroidered clothing of Mrs.
Pierce, &c. There is no due to the burglar-. A re-

By their movements the
most casual observer could have told what that
basket contained, and their errand. Arriv ing at the

ward of

He appeared to be the least concerned
crowd, knowing undoubtedly that a woman
never yet succeeded in drowning a cat.
A rock was
procured and fastened, and the whole tenderly con
signed to Davy .Jones’ locker. Of course the women
ran away without learning the result of their work.
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The house

on

South Miller street,

near

the

muck, owned by John (j. IJrooks and occupied
Foss, was entirely destroyed by lire
Sunday ut midnight. The lire department did all in
their power to save the building, but the llames had
made too much headway. Kngino Iso. X played from
do Muck pond. Most of the furniture was saved,
origin of the tire unknown. The house was insured
■

>

«John

for $950.
I he

procession that filed up the hill a few minutes
afterwards consisted of two women, discouraged
and disgusted, and an awfully wet and demoralized
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by Mr. Amos Lam* of Prospect, were
Thorndike was recently burned. It was occupied
Sunday morning. It appears that the house first I
by Wellington Shiblcs. The furniture was partly
took lire at midnight on the roof, which was extin- j saved.
Small insurance.
gushed and a watch kept till three o’clock, when
verything was considered safe, they retired. At
four o’clock it was again on lire and destroyed. InHow InRersoll Appeared.
sur'd for $1500. The lire was supposed to have
originated from sparks on the roof, and might have
An intelligent anil cultivated gentlecome from a forest lire near by.
mau, who listened to ilio Hepubliean
<

I'll how n

I'Kom

A

Masthkak.

Mr.

Alonzo

Friend, of Brooklin, who for the past week has
been M ining porgies in the bay, was severely injured
on Monday forenoon by being thrown from the masthead of

a porgy bout.
The boat is what is styled a
Newport porgy bout, with one mast about 40 feet in
height. Mr. Friend was on the mast-head watching
for the fi.-li to school, being then in the bay below
the monument. An unexpected squall struck the

breaking tin* mast otT in the step. The vibraof the mast threw Mr. Friend clear and he
struck the water, face downward, with great vio*
leuce, some twenty live feet ahead of the boat. The
mast afterwards fell into the water. JVlr. Friend was

tout
tion

picked

up and taken

on

He

shore where medical assist-

badly bruised about

the

ance was

procured.

shoulders

and face, but sutiered most from internal
He was taken home on Tuesday.

was

injuries.
Tin* Camp-meeting at Wesleyan Grove, Northport,
dosed on Saturday last. It has been a very successful session as regards attendance. About 10,(RM) people were present on Thursday, and tin* crowd all
through the week was large. There were within
the enclosure 27Scanvas tents and 70 permanent cottages, making in all 348 habitations. The grounds
have been improved during the year, two large wells
dug, and the society is in excellent linancial condition. Owing to the long continued drought there
was a scarcity of drinking water, loads of which
were hauled to the grounds and sold.
It is thought
with the new wells this difficulty will not be experienced again. The following are the society officers chosen for the ensuing year .—President, Reuben A. Rich, of Winterport; Secretary, Rev. Albert
Church, of Orrington; Treasurer, Hon. Hiram Ruggles, of Carmel; Trustees, Hiram Kuggles, David
Brown of Hampden, Horace Muzzy of Searsmont,
Irvin Calderwood of Belfast, E. M. Tibbets of Dexter, Jonathan Burbank of Bangor, and S. Gould of
Rockland.

Tamagua, have, been sentenced

Here it is—

in vND 1Ioti:i.
Indianapolis, Aug. 21st, lsTtl.
Dear Sir—1 have now finished a tour of six
comities in Indiana, and feeling that any reliable information from this State will interest
you, i write.
hi the first place the canvass is well conducted, the people are enthusiastic and determined,
and the old war spirit thoroughly aroused, and
it iL were not for one thing we could rest certain of victory in October. There is an independent party in tins State, confined, it is true,
In a few counties, but formidable, and it will
defeat General Harrison. There is blit one way
to overcome this movement. The leaders of the
independents are poor, needy and in debt. They
must be lectured to; documents he placed in
their hands that they utavbe convinced of their

I

bloody-shirt campaign with money, and
Indiana is safe! A financial campaign and no
money, and we arc beaten.
The National Committee has done nothing for
Indiana. Alone they arc fighting this battle,
and bravely; but unless the National Committee wakes up and does its duly to you, to the
party and the country, defeat is certain in October.
I never, in all my life, l'elt so certain that 1
was doing my duty as in this contest, and my
desire for success, my dear sir. is my only excuse for writing you.
Vonr friend,
J. Kilpatrick.
To 1!. li. Hayes, Governor, Ac.
Nice programme this ! If the bloody
shirt he shaken vigorously and men are
up, the State can he saved. This
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Morison Building,
Belfast, Aug.w<*.

Searsport.
$1.50. 2.50. 3.50. 4.00 & 6.00
Just
halt what they
yours ago.
1876.

Auction

which,

i ic postoSh«*e in \\ interp'U t v. as utered on 1 liars
■ta;. night bv a burglar, lit succeeded Ml securing
about fifteen dollar- worth of coppers, small change
and stump, from the

located.

Iron Ware!
CALL
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member.
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I

apt.

of last

now

WILLIAM F. MAYO
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now-

Jobbing

and
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!.

Bros.,

prepared to do all kinds ol‘ work, both light and
heavy, in Carriage and Sleigh making.

Complimentary Concert
Searsport Band,

heavy.

or

LADIES' BOOTS. SERGE OR KID.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Miss Abby R. Clark,

Light

speeches
lowing

Saturday, sends us the tblexpressive of his feelings—

on

as

Oil Saturday afternoon, at the ltcpublican
meeting, when “Colonel” ingorsoll of Illinois
was introduced he pulled off one coal and put
<m another of lighter material, with the air of a
prize-lighter about to enter the ring; the movement was applauded, for it seemed to preface
an entertainment as lively as that given by a
professional bruiser. The scene that followed
was a pitiable one; thereon the stage sat the
young man who governs our State, the exSpeaker of the House of l\ S. Congress, and a
collection of the “faithful” from this vicinity,
all giving countenance and indorsement by
their presence to the ravings of the foulestmouthed blackguard who ever spoke upon a
public platform. This lngcrsoll's manners
match his words; he lias the bull dog style of
bravado of a desperado from lted Gulch or
.Sandy Bar; his voice is harsh, hoarse and repulsive,! and (indicates the mental fibre of tho
man.Jtincapable of argument apparently, be
made his speech merely a collection of base
epithets and baseless calumnies, strung together without continuity or logical sequence.
Screaming of “Liberty” he profanes the word,
while he all the time desires to continue and
erpetuate the tyranny of one part of our
country over another. What grotesque affectation is this! What fanaticism! Yelling for
free thought, lie means the kind which left the
Communists of France the license to murder
ministers of God and destroy property under
the bloody red fiag. This Ingersoli is one of
those whom But ko called with cutting irony,
“the ablest architects of ruin.” The Beptiblican party must be in a desperate strait to
hold their grasp on the money bags when they
bring a Western desperado like tins one to try
to convert with his barbaric yawp ttic civilized
gentlemen of the East. It is CHsy to understand
that this Yahoo is the author of publications
which in blasphemy make the writings of
Thomas Payne seem as tame as milk and water beside a glass of Jersey forty-rod whiskey.

Lincoln

County

on

Hnnd.

DaMAIUSCOTTA, Aug. i'btll.
Lincoln County Democratic Convention
assembled this forenoon at Lincoln llall.
L W. Farley of Newcastle, was chosen
president. Albert \V. llall, ol Wiscasset,
Tlie following nominations
Secretary.
were made:
Senator—Alfred Lennox, Wiscasset.
Judge of Probate—S. W. Jackson, Waldoboro.
Sheriff—James Mulligan, Nobleboro.
Dennis A. Mealier, WliiteAttorney
lield.
Commissioner—Charles M. Davis, Jefferson.
Treasurer—Albert W. Hall, Wiscasset.
In the afternoon the following gentlemen addressed the convention: L. K. O’
llriuii, Thomaston: Col. Isaac II. Wright,
Massachusetts; lion. Isaac Reed, Waldolioro: Alfred Lenox Wiscasset; Dennis
A. Mealier, Whitefield.
The Damariscotta band were in attendance
Previous to the assembling of the
convention a Tilden and Hendricks Hag
was raised across Main street.
—

What

the

Democrats
For.

are

Fighting

The issues upon us are not war issues,
but peace issues.
The practical questions
all the time are—
1st. Letter met in cilice.
2d. Honest and intelligent administration.
.‘Id. The war is over.
4th. Ollicial rogues must be punished.
5th. No military interference in elections.
Oth. Less taxes and more economy.
7th. The earliest practical resumption
of

specie payments.

Government salaries and pay to
conform to salaries paid lor competent
like services out of public life.
nth. Less federal centralization and
more respect for the rights of the
people.
10th. Let the common schools alone.
11th. No federal interference with re8th.

ligious faith,

sects or

organizations.

12th. One term for the President, and a
six year’s service if the Constitution is
amended.
This is substantially what the Democrats are lighting lor, and their candidates. if elected, will insist upon these reforms. [N. Y. Express.
The

Lincoln

News,

an

independent

newspaper published at Waldoboro, has
the following just notice ol the Democratic nominee for Elaine's unexpired term—
lion. Isaac Reed was born in Waldoboro,
where be has always resided and is sixty-live
years of age. He has litled many positions of
trust and honor in his native town, having
served as moderator of its annual meetings for
an unbroken succession of years.
He represented the town in the Legislature six years
and was in the Maine Senate four years, having
received his last election unanimously. He was
a member of the thirty-second
Congress from
this district and the Whig candidate for Governor in 1851 and 1855.
lie was Treasurer of
the State in 185(1. For seven years he was a
trustee of the Maine Insane Hospital. He has
always wielded a large political influence in his
town and county. His business has been that
of ship builder, in which ho has acquired a

competence.

The Grand

Exposition is drawing well,
financially. Fifty thousand people n day
are now attending.

to

death.

all forms of Nervous Diseases are for sale at
S. A. Howes A Co., and druggists generally,
dohn \V. Perkins A Co., Portland, wholesale
2 w. !).
agents for Maine. Dr. C. I! Drake.

Maine clergyman recently omitted a prayer-meeting in order to give the intide! Ing<*r>oSi
a chance to speak in his leetuiv-room.
Piety
is not so rigid as it used to !*<•. [Boston Post.
A

All persons afflicted with Kidney Disease,'
Pain in the Back, ami all ITinarv Diseases,
1 )ial>eh\s, (i ravel. Drop>y, Nervous Debility. In

The Portland ICTorm Clul> are making arrangements for the convention of reform clubs
of the State, on the orb and 6th of September,
which promises to eclipse any ever before held.

either

Tin* Whig savs the potato business is becoming quite a. tratlic in Bangor and vicinity. The
Katahdin took 1600 barrels from Bangor to
Boston last Wednesday, and left a large number for the Cambridge.
In Bangor, on Monday, a carriage containing
Mr. Geo. P. Spaulding and wife, of Brewer,
was overturned
by the runaway horse- of a
hack, and Mrs. Spaulding so badl y injured that
she died in a few minute-.

On Wednesday morning the 23d in<t.. a little
son of Dexter lialen (toll-gather at the Warren
toll bridge) fell from tie* bridge a distance ot 20
feet, striking ni»oii a piece of timber which so

severely fractured tin* skull that little hope of
recovery is entertained.

son of Joseph TowneofSaeo
shocking accident which will prove
engaged with his father in re1110 v ing a chimney, when it toppled over and
buried him beneath tiie ruins. One leg was

years'old

A ten
met with

fatal,

a

lie

was

broken and his skull crushed in.

shipments of fresh beef to England by
steamers in refrigerators continue unexpectedly successful, the meat arriving in good condition, fresh and tender as if killed two days
The English cattle merchants are
before.
amazed. The American beef was bought up
at less than half tin* price charged for English
beef.
TI10

The American says that on Friday, Mr. Geo.
E. Saunders, a young man 2.‘i years of age,
while at work at the edger in the mill of Robert
Gerry, at Ellsworth, was fatally injured by a
sharp piece of a board three inches wide, living
from the saw, striking his leg and penetrating
his thigh and groin to the depth of seven inches.
It is supposed that he bled to death internally.

Lkt K\ tatybody ItKAD the invaluable medical and physiological treatise published by the
IVabod\ Medical Institute, Boston. “The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,” will, when
carefully perused, convince* the most skeptical
reader that it is coinparuti\ ely easy to avoid the
ills which beset the \oung and thoughtless, ami
*fchat the weakened force.- of manhood mav 1 *•
re-established—that, happiness and usefulness
may be restored to those whose constitutions
have been prematurely uoken down. “Sexual
Physiology of Woman,' one of the publications
of the Institute, is tilled with matter of vital importance to females. And in this day, when
are permanently broken down, the
so many
work oil “Diseases of he Nerves and Nervous
Maladies.” is a timely me. The author of these
popular works has recently been presented with
a (fold Medal by the National Medical Association. The advertisem »nt of the Institute, headed with a true likeness of the great benefactor,
George Peabody, may be found in another
; column.
Mrs. Manchester,
The celebrated physician so long and favorably
known, will visit Rockland, Sept. 1st, and can

The ‘‘black fellows” in Australia are rapidly
dying away. Trucanini, the last Tasmanian
aboriginal, died a few months ago, and even in
New Zealand, the far nobler Maori, who nourished during the centuries of cannibalism and
internecine warfare, is disappearing under the
mysterious influences of the white-man's pres-

be consulted at the Thorndike House for ten
Mrs. M’s success during the last
fourteen years in the State of Maine, has been

days only.

unprecedented.

A large number of persons
tie red for years from numerous
chronic diseases, have been cured, by her, after
Inhaving been given up by other physicians
valids should not fail to consult her at once.
She can show hundreds of testimonials, from
who

ence.

The lirst shipment of cattle tl rough by rail
direct from Chicago t> Lewiston arrived in
Lewiston on Tuesday bv the GrandjTrunk Railroad. They were about, six days on the way.
and Hie cost of forwarding was about £Sf> per
car.
The whole expense, including care and
feeding, was about $10 per bead. The cattle
were taken out and fed and watered every
twenty-four hours, and allowed once or twice
a rest of twelve hours on the way. They shrank
about sixty pounds a head, and came out in
good condition.

McClellan's

have

su

persons in the highest standing that she has
cured after having been given up to die.
Think for Yourself.
Thousands lead miserable lives, guttering
from dyspepsia, a discorded stomach and liver,

producing biliousness, heartburn, costiveness,
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after eating and often ending in fatal

attacks of fever. They know they ahe sick,
vet get little
sympathy. The unfailing remedy,
which is yearly restoring thousands, is DaCosta*s Radical Cure sold by \Yr. O. Poor A Son,
sole agents for Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent
for Orland. R. B. Stover, agent for Bueksport.
A 2oe. bottle will convince you of its merits.
Dou'l delay another hour after reading this,
hut go and get a bottle, and your relief is as
certain as you live. YVri11 you do it, or will you
continue to sutler? Think for yourself.
Professor Parker’s Pleasant YYrorm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No
physic required. Costs 23 cents. Try it. tl‘49

Views.

Nf.iv Youk, Aug. go. General George
B. McClellan lias written from Coburg.
Canada, to a friend in this city, in which
he gives his views on the political .situation. He says he lias the highest respect
for the personal character and intelligence
of the Republican candidate for the presidency, and believes him to he an upright
gentleman, Imt thinks it quite impossible
that lie can change the organization and
policy of his party. The leaders who control and shape ils policy would be the
same after his election as now, and it is
idle to hope for any change in them or under them. In Mr. Tilden, says the General, I am eonlident that we have a candidate possessing all the requisites that the
exigencies of the times demand. In a long
career he has given the surest proofs of
ability and integrity. It is a very easy
tiling to preach reform to an opponent,
but a very different affair to carry it out
in one’s own party. This Mr. Tilden lias
had the rare courage and ability to do.
Against great obstacles, lie commenced
and carried through the herculean task ol
lighting corruption and pursuing the plunderers in his own party, and it is almost
superfluous to say that the courage, energy, untiring perseverance and acumen ho
displayed in three memorable contests
prove that ho possesses in a most eminent
degree the qualities so much needed in
our Chief Magistrate in the present crisis

take III N r\s Bi.medv.

A? Sense of Weariness
is often felt by persons who cannot locate any
particular disease. If they work, it becomes
labor; if they walk, they soon tire: mental efforts become a burden, and even j »> s are dimmed by the shadow of this weakness which is
cast, over their lives,
iteeour.se is had sometimes to stimulants of a dangerous character.
The advice, of physicians to refrain from active
labor products no happy results. Win ? The
system is debilitated and needs to he built tip
properly. Pfkfyian Syutp will do this von
thing. Like the electric current, it permeate*
the entire system, and harmonizing with the
corporeal fui etions, it raises up the enfeebled
and brings the color to the cheek again, and
hope to lli«‘ despondent, it does its work
promptly and well. Bold by all druggists.

to

The New York Central, in view of the ivc«*nt
dastardly attempt by tramps to wreck a railroad train to St. bonis, has placed special police guards all along its line for its protection.
Orders have been given to arre>t all tramps
found walking on its track.

once

Pills, Potions uud Pungencies.

he. discharged trom the
Treasury Department hv the 101 h of October, a
been
issued to all of the Treasury
circular has
employes, informing them that as many as
choose to resign now can have their pay continued till that date.
are

should at

'Micro is not a medical man whodenys the cflicac, -.1 sulphur us a radical remedy in the
larger portion of skin diseases which prevail
in cities: and there is not a medical man who
does not endorse (it.KNN's Sl'M’iiru Soap as
the best way of applying it. Sold everywhere.

Babcock will he tried on the third Tuesday
in September, on the indictment found against
him as an accomplice in the safe burglary conspiracy. Emery Storrs, of Chicago, and Win.
A. Cook, of Washington, will he his counsel.
clerks

sex

Amkhican' IJoise, Boston, This hotel has
been so long and so well kept, that like good
w ood w ine it “needs no bush,” and yet we can’t
help speaking a word in its favor. It has been
established over a quarter of a century, and become renowned all over Europe and America,
for its unexceptionable qualities as a tirst-elass
hotel, where both comfort and economy arc
combined. These are facts worth knowing to
those who expect to visit Boston this season.
Prices have recently been reduced to $‘3.00,
$'3.70 and $4.00 per day.

The Journal savs that the Industrial School
for Girls at Hallowed is brim-full and running
There are thirty girls at the institution
over.
and two or three art* out on trial, liable to he*
returned.

As IP.)

Booms to Let.

Drake’s Liver Pills. Dr. Drake's Nervous Pills

MARRIED.

,«»r

Mr. Geo. Pimngton of Black Strap, near
Portland, was badly gored by a hull one day
last week while putting a ring in the animal’s
nose,
it is doubtful whether lie recovers.

Caked Breasts,

!

Rheumatism, Sciatica, Swellings, Sprains, Slid' Joints, Hums,
Scalds, Poisonous Rites, and all tlesli, bone and
muscle ailments, can be absolutely cured by
the Centaur Liniments. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Yellow Liniment is for spavined, galled, and lame horses
and animals.

Mothers can secure health for their children and rest for themselves by the use of Custom, a perfect substitute for Castor Oil. It is
absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take
as honey.
For Wind-Colic, Sour Stomach.
Worms or Constipation, for young or old, there
is nothing in existence like it. It is certain, it
is speedy, it is cheap.
3m 2

FoBTA P»LK and ple*asant rooms to let by
/ the 'ubscribcr in his house near tin* Umt ot‘
Spring She at. Lxce Ihi r iew of the- haih< r,— good
\\ uter privile ges, ami all accommodation'.
11 IV. "
e.ll.lll'l: I
Idieptire of
Belfast, Aug. 'Jt*, IsPit

C")M

In Monroe, Aug. sfiith, by Rev. .). Walker, Mr.
•John Sanborn, dr., and MissSmah S. Webber, both
of Monroe.
In Cir. Lincolnville, Aug. 37th, by F. B. Dunton,
Fstj., Mark Sylvester, Ks«p, ot Lincolns ii!e, ami Mi*'.
Hmimi L. Sprague of Belmont.
In Rockland, Aug. 10th, Mr. brink A. l*n ret- of
Brospoet, and Mrs. Clara II. Bickering ol In r i •!<•
In <louldsboro, Aug. loth, Mr. Da\ itl W ear.-ami
Miss Lienor Myrick, both ofc.
In (lonhlsboro, Aug. 01>t, Mr. R. II. Bickford and
Miss Cclestia A. Smallitlge, both of li.

1 > l K 1 ).
Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Xume and Aye
must bepaidfor.j
lu this city, Aug. 17th, Nicholas 15 son oi'' Gi.r
ham II. ami Sarah C. Dean, a .<d •. 1 war- ami

Caution,
II r II KBKAS, my wife*, Amanda U. Andrew -, Ini'
ii-ti my ta el ami hoaiet without just cause, tid? \
is to notify all pci >oiis from harboring or trusting
In r on inv accemid, as I shall pa*. no ebbs ol her
J.\MK> M. A.NDKLUs.
contracting.
ab• i• m, Aug. el, !>;•*.
iu‘i«

hiisii

iNvrmiui*
IN

THE

SALE

OF

>

months.
In this city, Aug. JSth, I.ilia May, ( hii st daught. v
of Orange II. and Susan 1'.. Venner, aged 15 wars,
J moot hs and J3 day s.
In Non lijiort, Aug. Mh, Fannie A., daughter of
< »scar and Fllen
Chapman, aged J3 ears and 1 month.

CarpetingS

loving child on earth,
darling angel in heaven.
In Liberty, Aug. 15th, Kev. Win. Lewis,
aged >7

88

MAIN

8 dH’ombis !

4
TORCHES,

FIREWORKS,

Chinese Lanterns, Flags, and every variety
of Campaign Goods.
Hubs and individuals supplied direel, nr through
rs' jtrir< ■:
Olir Agent'). :it munut\u•(u
11 luinin;ttions of squares and buildings execut* <1

promptly

and at i.nw run t s.
1- lags for Hag raising' at best possible prices.
Print --ion- supplied with lire works a ml exm-riem
Cml men to manage them. Si te! for price li-t.

HYDE cfe CO.
Successor*to H

Y Ml

& DuVi amH

l

ri

t

AUGUSTA,

Retd

OF

AH Wool E\.

Supers,

a

I’.W li

School for

Family

Abbott

Farmington,

Little Blue,
A. II. ARROI f

Mi:
opening of the
ubov

as

Regular Double Warps,
Double C otton C hains.

Hemp Carpetings,
Straw

PORTS.

Ar ut Portland, Aug 2Gth, schr Walter F Parker,
Daniels, Delaware City.
Arat New York, Aug 22d, sehrs Florida, Swett,
Jacksonville; 24th, Jachiu, Getchell, this port.
Cld from do 25th, bark Sagadahoc, Powers, Ha
vana; 20th. brig 11 11 Wright, Meyers, Palermo.
Ar at Providence, HI, Aug 22d, brig Manzanilla,
Walls, Philadelphia.
C'lU from do, 22d, sclir Wave, Mitchell, Marinas.
Ar at Petersburg, Vrt., Aug 2Uih, schr J W Hall,
Jr, <iinn, this port.
Cld from Georgetown, S C, Aug 10th, schr Lizzie
Lane, West, Seaisport.
Sid from Seabeck, Aug 23d, hark Oregon, Edwards,
San Francisco.
Arat Wilmington, N C, sclir Willie Luce, Spear,
Camden, Maine.
FORE ION

PORTS.

Sid from Queenstown, Aug 13th, schr Fred A
Carle, Condon, Inverness.
Cld from Loudon, Aug 21st, barkentine Fred Eugene, Young, United States.
Arat Cardiff, Aug 14th,
ships Frank Pendleton,
Nicholson, London; McXear, Taylor, do.
Sid from Liverpool, Aug 25th, ship Coromlelet,
Stetson, United States.
Passed Gibraltar, Aug 5th, schr Mary Jenuess, of
Bangor, hound east.
Sid from Cadiz, Aug 23d, bark Emma F Herriinan,
Whittier, north of Hutteras.
Sid from Manila, June 20th, brig Ned White,
Thumbs, New York.
Passed St. Helena, July 27th, ships Phineas Pendleton, Pendleton, Bombay for ^London; William
McGilvery, Nichols, do lor Dunkirk.
At Kio Janeiro, July 31st, barks Helen Angier,
Staples, from Baltimore; Clara E McGilvery, Dunbar, from Brunswick, Ga.

at

t.'u*

To Let.
ONE half of the I Isos. ,i. f arrow house,
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ReiVast, Aug.

nii-nt tenement.
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mirv.
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A
VN1 llllOV.'- t-> 1 ! in the house <.\v n«
by tie Mib-criher mi >pring 'tro t, near the
u!
Portland steamboat 'a
People looking lbr a
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to
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the t<uhj
the dogs.”

are a simple and cheap cure
id l.l 1A
Ilie effect is vv.in

l lirovv
dy to be trusted.
ml for circular to In. .1
N. Y
lw<5
'*

rctui
>•

Non-Resident Taxes.
County of Waldo,

frill F, following ii<t of taxes on real estate of non
1 resident owners in the town of Mockton, tor the
year 1n75, in hills committed to I rue (ireer, Collect
or of said town, on the first day of dune, 1875, lias
been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid
on the third da> of .March,
by Ids eeriificate «>t
that dale, ami now remain unpaid, and notice iand interest and
hereby given that if said tax*
dial ges are not paid into the treasury of said town
within eighteen months from the date of tIn- com
mitment of said bills, so much of the real
t
taxed as will he sullieienf to nay the amount dm
therefor, including interest amt charge-, will, with
out further notice, be -old at public auction, at the
store ot C.
Roberts, iti said town, on Saturday,
the thirtieth day of December, A. 1 >. l>;*i, at two
o’clock in the afternoon.

Mattings,

RUGS!

Campground.
Aug 24th, sell Volant, Smith, Yinalhaven.
Aug 20tli, schs James Bliss, Hatch, Savannah;
Sea F'lower, Knowlton, Round Pond; Railroad
Webster, Castine.
Aug 28th, sells Mary Jane, l»r, Anthony, Windsor,
N S; James Holmes, Ryder, New Yark; Mary Far
row, McCarty, Baltimore Eveline, White, Palutku,
Fla; yacht htinie, Talworth, Bucksport.
DOMESTIC

barge

v\

In the town of Stockton, in tin*
for the year 1875.

dm, of Belfast,

Aug 23d, schs F'orest Queen, Bobbins, Bangor;

l.l re-umeib.-.

Boys.

Me.

nex

e.

Karr, sP.” Broadway,

—

Tyro, Hart, do; S P Hull, Cliipmau, Savannah;
Henry Whitney, Shepard, Cast ne; F S Wilson,
Patterson, Bangor; Win F' Washington, Towle,

1870.

pin.’, P* -nma i-litp. and Fuglish biauche-*
specialty. For circular and full particular
Atliin— D.M.WAITT, Principal.

SUPERFINES,

Boston.

-, Rockland.
Aug .doth, schr Flora fomlcii.
F'reneh, New York.
SAILED.

Aug. 29,

F. ducat ion.

BELFAST.

Aug 27th, sells Charley Bucki, d.m, of Belfast, Foss,
Bath, to load for Savannah; ,1 W Brown, Kane.
Salem: A W Ellis. Ferguson, Boston; Fannie and
Edith, Bartlett, do; Florence B Hall, of .lorn-sport,
Keen, Alexandria, Va; T 11 Livingston, 3m, of Belfast, .McDonald, Salem,
Aug 2t»th, schs Cameo, (uniniighaui, Boston; Nellie, Perry, do; Oliver, McKenzie, Bangor; Onward,

MAINE.

advantages for :!<■•..:ii ing Pract ical Rii'in-s

ELECTRIC BELTS-

ARRIVED.
Aug. 23d schs E S Wilson, Patterson, Uockport;
Wm F Washington, Towle, Pool’s Island.
Aug 2-1 Mi, schs Welaka, dm, (of Belfast,) Perkins,
Limerick, 1.; M W Drew, French, I liomaston and
Georgetown, DC; Mary .Jane, l>r., Anthony, Wind
sor, N S; Lafayette, Crockett, lishing grounds;
sloop Meridian, Turner, isle au Hunt.
Aug 25th, schs Sea Flower, Knowlton, Bangor;
Mary Farrow, McCarty, do for Baltimore; Itailroad,
of Castiue, Webster, Portl. ml; Revenue Cutter
Dobbin, Abby, Castinc.
Aug2f)tli, schs Malabar, Welsh, Portland; Lillian,
Byan, Boston; D K Arey, Luce, do; Mary, Magee,
Port .Johnson; A llayford, Pendleton, Port John
son and Salem; Hattie McG, Buck, dm, of Georgetown, Bucksville, S ( ;
yacht Euuie, Talworth,

V i1!. \(

Rook-lvi

TAPESTRIES,

PORT

1.1:, 11

i'tnu l.ul>orut<i ■>,.

>r

School Year opens

days.

NE WN.

r I

52 (JHAUNCY STREET, BOSBON,

GIRIGO HUSINtSS COLLEGE,

riugton.
In Kockland. Aug. 17th, Georgia L., daughter ol'
Alonzo and Fdith Saunders, aged J weeks.
We ha\ejust received a M’LKN 1 'f I» assortIn Kockland, Aug. IStli, Allied K
s.ui <-f Charles
ment of the
cry I. A TINT 1>INICNS in
1. and Annie H. Spear, aged J years and
da*.-.
I11 Kocklam
.Aug. Jen, fturah F. wife oi c F.
flipper, and daughter of W. A Feck, aged In years,
0 months and 1:1 day s.
I11 Kockland, Aug. 10th, Frankie, son of Daniel
and Persia Demerrett, aged s months and 14 days.
lu Koeklaml, Aug. eld, Artliur C-, sou of .1. W.
and X. K. sleeper, aged 1 year, 3 mos. and 14 day-.
At Vinalhaven, Aug. Jlst, Mary, daughter of' I'.We have given great attention to tin* selecand Ann O’.Veil, aged
years and 5 months.
tion of tlie-e Cnods, and have consulted the
In IJangor, Aug. 1sth, Mary M., wife of Ansel
taster
of many of our patrons in the selection
54
Lennan, aged
years.
In l'homaston, Aug. ldth, Josephine L. Sumner. ! of them.
It i*> a well known fact that a large
J4
and
in
months.
aged
years
and lir.st class Mock of Carpetings ha\ e never
lu Tliomaston, Aug. H:h, Adelaide Monro**, aged
he.-n kept in Uell'ast, and the trade ha\
ln*en
3J years,
months and J7 days.
obliged to make their pureha-i
abroad, aIn l'homaston, Aug. 3 1st, Sarah !•., wife of J. L.
heretofore, desirable patterns could not be obJohnson, aged 51 years.
tained from the stocks on hand. At tin -olieiIn l nion, Aug. 17ih, ilelcn M., youngest daughter
of inanv ot our patrons, we ha\e been
tation
of Arthur M. and Lillie IL Wingaie, aged ti weeks.
In Lllsworth, Aug. isth, George 17. Saunders, aged
induced to add Carpeting.- to our Slock, and
JJ years and 7 months.
having met with .-itch goon sueecs.- in the -ah
In Kllsworth. Aug. 10th, Sarah A. Hunker, aged
of them, wt* have b *en cm- >:iraged to make
75 years and I mouth.
a
very largo purchase, and have now in stock
In Penobscot, Aug. lJth, Pauline, wife of ( apt.
on exhibition, a splendid assortment of
Abram Perkins, aged 40 years.
I11 Fast Greenwich, K. I., Aug. Htli, Gimsie,
youngest daughter of Albert S. and Clara A. D*di
ver, formerly of ft. W. Harbor, aged l year, 0 mos.

Sil 1P

STREET.

AT

yearln Frankfort, July 10th, ot diphtheria, David AI
111 ond, aged -t years, li months and hi da vs ;
Aug. Mh,
Alvin T., aged 10 years ami 4 days; Aug. lltli, Hat
tie, aged 7 years, 1 month and 1J day.-, children of
David W. and Sarah Kingsbury.
In Lynn, Mass., Aug. J>th, cielia Ulnnehe, daugli
ter ot Augustus ami Maria Hilton, aged 4 mouths.
In Weu011 a, Mich., Aug. Jlst, Henrv White, naed
JO mouths, infant son of Mr. and .Mrs. n. II. Nor

and JO

—

WADLIN& MERRILL’S

7 w*»

A
A

a r

—

OIL

Cotton

CLOTHS,

Felting,
Carpet Lining,

Stockton,

1

$1,'U»00 400 200 Ft.Mm l l.CmO 5o.oo
1

1 1-2
‘>00 50

550

..

550

1.40

.'.os

TKI F. DKF.F.N,
Treasurer of tin- town of Stockton.
1870.
:tw8*
August,

NOTICE!

Enamel CloihsforTabteCovers
The Patterns of Tapestry and Wool Carpetare Piuvatk Pvttkijns, the AGBXCY
of which we have for Belfast.
In order to guarantee quality and Boston
prices on these goods, we have adopted the
Cash System.

1

1
W assaiim
keag Hotel
Co., or Fort
Ft.Hotel < o.
Sit m’l Dale or
unknown.

M. R. COOPER’S

New Lumber Yard

ings

Foot of Main

Street,

m ar

Depot.

undersigned lias on hund and is constantly
X receiving supplies of Lumber, Shingles, Laths

rrniK

and all other kinds of Building Material which Insell at prices the very lowe st, as below
Hemlock Timber, pe r M.,
$ 10.fi0
Boards,
$10.00 to 10.50
$0.50 to P.oo
Spruce Joist,

can

Terms

on

Carpets Strictly Cash.

'•

Geo. W. Burkett
School

<

Co.

Notice.

School Committee will be
High School-room on Saturday, Sept. 2d. at 2 o'clock P. M., for the purpose ot
examining all who expect to teach during the Fall.
Applications for Certificates to be made at no other
Pkk Order of S. S. Committee.
lime.
2w8
Belfast, Aug. 24, 1870.

Superintending
rpiIK
X. in session at the

l'lank,
Boards,

Oe-dar Shingles,
$1.25,
(iood Spruce Shingles, per M.,

Spruce Clapboards,
Gutters, per loot,

$s.oo

00 to

10 oo

1.50, 1.75 and 1.00
$1.5i
$12.00 togl.oo
4c to 10c

I have in stock. Ash Lumber (.Planed and Joint
e*d,) Hard Pine Flooring, Ced|ir Posts, 0, ?\ lo and
K* it., Laths, Cement, Lime, Hair, etc., which can
be-sold at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.
M. U. COOPER.
8tf
Belfast, August, li>70.

The Fringed Gentian.

The

Grasshopper Plague

In Colorado.

1m you remember where the gentian lifted
Its cup of fringed blue among the grasses,
’-Mid trees between who-e leavestlie sunshine sifted,
And drenched its bloom in tremulous, broken
masses'

A private letter to the Boston Traveller
from Platteville, Colorado, tells a sad
story of the ravages of the pest ot the far
West—the grasshopper. The writer, unWind waves \v< re chasing waves acro.-s the clover;
der date of August 2d, says:
"■ e idly wandered between sun and shadow,
That terrible scourge, the ‘hopper.’
Listened tin- quail’s dear piping in the cover.
Ami watched the flickering lark athwart the meahas come in all his majesty and irresistidow.
ble power. 1 will give you a faint idea
’Twas summer, by the murmur of the river,
of how he works. Our neighbors from
<’ool lap-ing on its shelving, pebbly edges—
so to
100 miles down tlie Platte are in
One heard it in the aspen’s ceaseless quiver
mortal fear of the
1 fiends, who, at
And in the sleepy whisper of the sedges.
times, swoop down upon our frontiersSentinel birches stood in silver armor,
A web ot trailing vines, with blossoms weighted,
men with stn-h barbarous and relentless
The wild grapes blushing
Hampered our feet.
fury, not satisfied with simply killing
warmer,
Swung t your dear cheek from the vines they their victims, but de’ight in most unfreighted.
heard of mutilations of their bodies, espeAnd there we found it, lifting its blue splendor,
cially of women and children. But we,
A turquoi-.- cup brimmed lull with liquid summer,
who dry up nearer the mountains, and
it.- fiing. d iip hedged round with leafage tender.
cultivate our fields and gardens with the
As it to guard it from a careless comer.
aid of the little water that can be coaxed
It stood -o pure, so wrapt in sweet perfection,
out of the rivers and streams, while feelGilding the gold ot that most goiaen hour,
Its hue the -ummer sky's complete reflection—
ing secure from molestation from the red
Here,’’ .-aid vou, “are the crowning day and devils, had
begun to hope that we might
flower.”
escape the ravages of a toe hut little infeAnd so you crowned me with a dainty neatness,
rior to them,
i refer to that Egyptian
Weaving a crown of gentian. Homeward wending,
i -aid, “Lie this you crowned me in completeness;
plague, the locust, called here the grass—

1

That

shall last

crown

long after this has ending.”

1 Was long ago. The flowery crown has faded,
Your lace 1- sadder, and your walk less springing.
My whitening temples, and my footsteps jaded,
Arc token- of the changes time is bringing.
Anil now a wintry sun gleam- from the southward,
And deud leaves waver down through wintry
spaces,
Backward we send regretful glances youthward,
And memory lives her life in loved old places.
But here ’tis summer stili.
In bright eyes round me
1 he gentian blooms. And ever happy hearted,
1 wear the cherished crown wherewith you crowned
rue,
Your husband, in the dear old days departed.
M.
V. 1 >., in the Galaxy.
[A.

The

Old

Couple.

J stal'd* in a sunny meadow,
1 m hou-e -o mossy and brown,
With it- cumbrous old stone chimney.
And the gray roof sloping down.

i lie cowslips spring in the marshes,
And the ro't s bloom on the hill ;
And beside the brook in the pastures
flie herds go feeding at will.
1 he children have gone and left them;
l’liej -it in the sun alone,
And the oid wife's ears are failing,
And she harks to the well-known tone
li.it won her heart in her girlhood,
l hat lias soothed her in many ii care,
Au*l praises her now for the brightness
Her old face used to wear.
Mie thinks again of lo r bridal—
How, dressed in her robe of white,
sin stood by ber gay young lover
In the morning’s rosy light.
*

And the

girlhood dreams,

once

tied,

vanished,

<
me back in ber winter time,
Till her B ble pulses tremble
With lb*- thrill of spring time prime.

Am: looking forth lrom the window,
.•she think* how tile trees have grown
Since, clad in her bridal whiteness,
She crossed the old door stone.

Though

dimmed her eye’s bright azure,
And dimmed her hair’s young gold,
The love in her girlhood plighted
Has liev. r grown dim or old.

raspberry bushes, strawberry patch, pie
plant, horse radish, bU small trees, a thousand melons, an abundance of sweet corn,

They sat in tiieir place in sunshine,
t ill the day was almost done;
And then, at its close, an ungel
stole

over

the threshold

stone.

He folded their hands together—
lie touched their eyelid* with balm;
Ami their last breath llouted upward,
Like the close of a solemn psalm.
Juke a bridal pair they traversed
l lie unseen mystic road
That b ads to the beautiful city,
“Whose builder and maker is God.”

Jewels of

Thought

and Devotion.

in every church through this broad Christian land,
Whether in towns or silent fields it be,
A vision fair, yet sad, 1 seem t*»
see;
One at the altar ever seem- to stund,
And spread* on either side His wounded hand,
Inviting all with grave benignity
1 u come and take the gilis of mercy free,
in tones the heart of man must understand.
T et i* the place deserted! Yeur by year,
And w eek by week come crowds as if to pray,
i lit word of God sounds ever in tiieir ear—
They listen, and arise and haste away !
All hear that gracious voice—how few obey;
\\ hat crowds depart! How few are gathered here!

The day of fettered limbs and gagged tongues
gone by. Men will not be ruled by men as
they have been. The children of the future will
call n.) man master. T hey will think out their
own
faith* and consecrate t heir own lives,
[liev. \\ II. H. Murray.
Is

lie i* the hot gentleman that i> the son of
his own deserts and not the degenerated heir
of another's virtues.
[Victor Hugo.
What M-ctiis to he generosity is often no more
than disguised ambition, which overlooks a
small interest iu or.ler to gratify a great one.
[ Ueuchefolieail Id.
There are few ot us, even the most candid,
that do not keep some inner niche, where \\ e
retire alone with our chosen oracle, our single
memory or our hidden hope.
The impression* on the imaginations make
the great days of life; the hook, the landscape,
or the personality which did not
stay on the
surface of the eye ami ear. but penetrated to
the inward sense, agitate* us and is not forgot-

ten.

Outside of the nursery the beginning of literthe prayers of the people, and they are
always by inns, poetic—the mind allowing itself
range, and therewith i* ever a corresponding
tioeitum in the style, whieh becomes lyrical.

ature is

Hvents or things are only the fulfilment of
the prediction of the faculties.
Heller men
ivv heavens and
earth-; saw noble instrument* of noble souls.
We *ee railroads, mills,
and bank-, and we pily the poverty of these
dreaming Huddhists.
Thc'aet of imagination is ever attended by
pure delight. Jt infuses a certain volatility and
intoxication into all nature. It lias a 'flute
whic h sets the* atoms of our frame iu a dance.
Our indeterminate size i- a delicious secret
which it reveals to us.
Nature is the true idealist.

When she

serves

best, when, on rare Mays, she speaks to the
imagination, we feel that tin- huge heaven and
us

hut

web drawn around us; that the
are hut the painted
vicissitudes of the soul.

earth

are

a

light, skies, and mountains
Oftinie* 1

have* seen, says Oliver Wendell
Holmes, a tall ship glide by against the tide
with a hundred strong arms pulling it. Her
'ails unfilled, her streamers were drooping,
she had neither side wheel nor stern
wheel;
still she moved on stately, iu serene
triumph,
a* if with her own life.
Hut 1 knew tliat on
tie* other side of the ship, hidden beneath the
great hulk that swam so majestically, there
was a little* toiling
steaming with a heart of
tire and arms of iron that was tugging it bravely on; and I knew that if the little steamtug
untwined her arms and left the ship it would
wallow and roll about and drift hither and
thither and go off with the refluent tide, no
man knows whither.
And so I have known
more than one genius high decked, full
freighted, wide sailed, gay petitioned, that but for the
bare foiling arms and brave, warm beating
heart of the faithful little wife that nestled
closely in his shadow and clung to him so that
no wind or wave could
part them, would soon
have gone down with !lie stream and been
heard of no more.

Asiatic

Cholera.

Hr. Bommfont, in a communication upon the Asiatic cholera, read before the
Academy ot Medicine at Paris, enunciates
the

following general propositions: First,

this disease can not originate spontaneously in an}' other country than India, but

must reach other

regions by- transportaby the germs of the disease, ator some other
currents,
mospheric
vehicle;
second, all hygenie methods to avert this
must
be
initiated
and maintained
plague
in the country of its origin ; third, that it
tion

have doubtless read about them,
but reading of them will convey no more
vivid or accurate an idea of the terror
and devastation they spread over the
country than does the Bible account of
purgatory to a Sioux Indian. This morning we were proud and happy in the possession of a beautiful garden, filled with
everything that will grow in this high
and dry climate, from all of which we
anticipated much comfort. But how sad
and disappointed are the hones of the
wicked, espceeially in Colorado. After
ten o’clock in the morning our attention
was called to a rumbling, dismal sound,
as of many earthquakes, and immediately
the air was darkened, the sun hidden
from view by myriads
thousands of
bushels—of these terrible insects, which
in a lew moments began to settle down
upon the gardens and bolds in every direction
For an hour or two, all hands,
men, women and children, sallied forth,
armed with every conceivable weapon,
But
to light the hoppers off our garden.
all in vain. While we men were driving
off one thousand billions, four times as
many more would settle down behind us,
over arid ail around us, until in litter despair, we were glad to beat an inglorious
retreat to the iiou.se.
They filled and
covered everything. The vegetation, the
earth, fences, stables, house and all,
were literally black or brown with them,
amt in the ditches and hollows, they
lay, or crawled, from two to four inches
deep.
By night our beautiful garden
of nearly two acres was as barren and
gloomy a looking spot as the eye ever
rested upon, and we felt as though
we
had had a funeral.
For months
we had worked, early and late, carrying
water of the amount of thousands of pails
lull, to nurse and encourage the growth
of our trees, fruit arid vegetables, but in
about as many hours all was gone. Over
1UU large thrifty trees, I'OiJ blackberry and
lou

—

1 In- tree- fold their green arms around it,
l he tree* a century old
And the winds go chanting through them,
And the sunbeams drop tin ir gold.

>h the morning is rosy as ever,
tint the rose from her cheek has
And tlu sunshine still is golden,
But it falls on a silvered head.

hopper.

or

is not the dead bodies of animals abandoned on the soil by caravans of pilgrims
or the number of human bodies thrown
into the Ganges that produce the eruptions of the Asiatic cholera, as these
practices have prevailed for ages, while appearances of epidemic or Asiatic cholera
in Europe, Africa or America date
only
from the beginning of the present century ; fourth, other causes, therefore,
must exist, for the frequent movement of
this disease, and it is in India that these

bushels of tomatoes, half grown, ail asparagus bed, lettuce, beets, trcri/thing
taken and nothing left. And all this does
not begin to convey an adequate idea of
the gloom and alarm these insects spread
over the land.
They came this time from
the northeast, and were traveling to the
Within twenty miles of us
southwest.
many hundreds, and probably thousands
of acres of corn and oats were devoured
in a single day. Most of the wheat, which
is by far file safest crop in the country,
was too far advanced to afford the animals
much comfort, as they prefer the tender
blade.
The young hoppers destroyed some of
the crops early in the spring, and many
ranchmen planted a second time.
After
the great llood which deluged the country
about six or eight weeks ago. it was
thought the young hoppers had been mostly washed away, and perhaps they were.
But while they exist anywhere on earth,
they are liable to come to us. A journey
of a thousands miles, with fair wind, is a
trilling matter with them.
While writing, L learn that one field ol
corn and oats, over forty acres, are almost
gone and still going. So we are in sorrow.'
Cattle

[From

Kiut; of the

Fork World, j
of .Mr. Hill', tire “Cuttle

The experience

King ol Hie Plains,” whose great ranche
in northern Colorado includes hundreds
of square miles of bottom and upland
ranges, is typical ot tin* whole. During
the severe winter ol 1*71-72 there were
deep snows that remained a long time,
and the storms were incessant. In the
midst of them Mr. Hill' visited his ranche
and found his cattle dying and scattered
i by thousands,
in spite of all he could
do, less than had oi them were recovered, and those had strayed at spring time
into two different States and lour different territories.
More than $2U,O00 were
expended in efforts to iind them. At last,
in the spring of 1871, bOOO undiscovered
head were charged to proiit and loss.
Could these have been sold the previous
Fall they would have brought at least
$1* a head, a total of $110,000. Vet the
Cattle King, and many cattle princes beside him, make money from cattle
raising
on the
plains, for they learn much by experience, and the demand is great enough
to warrant all their risks.
Mr. lliff has
now more than 20,000 head of cattlo of
all ages, sizes and conditions. Nearly
liye thousand calves were branded on his
ranche last year, and lie sold about the
same number of four-vear-old steers nnd
fat cows. At tho average selling price ol
$02 a head, net, 4000 head brought him
$128,000. lie employs from twelve to
thirty-live men to take care of his immense herds in summer,
liy the introduction of thoroughbred Durham hulls the
herds are rapidly graded up, and he estimates the increase, outside of purchases
and sales, to be about 70 per cent, per
year. Desides tin; cattle raised on bis
rauche lie deals largely in Texas and Indian cattle, and last season advertised for
20,000 head ot Texas cattle to he delivered during the driving months ot 1870. II
helloes nut obtain this number from Texas lie expects to
supply the deliciency
with Oregon and Montana cattle, which
are beginning to come East.
The Laramie Plains, higher up, among the mountains, are a paradise lor stock, especially
sheep, and away over the mountains
towards the Pacilie there are stock randies that throw even Hill’s in the shade,
in the Humboldt Valley, some live hundred and tif'ty miles east from San Francisco, one cattle farm, Hunpliy & Hildreth, have 20,000 acres fenced in. it is
seven miles across from their eastern to
their western tence.
The fences, made
of redwood posts and Oregon pine boards,
cost about $900 a mile, and there are
twenty miles of them. The firm own 40,000 head of cattle, which are
mostly shipped to San Francisco. The stock is all of
ard
some
of
the
best bloodgood quality,
ed animals in the country are annually purchased to improve the grades.
The snow here seldom falls deep, does not
stay long, and the grass makes its appearance early in the
spring. Grass, though,
does not seem essential to the
well-being
of some of the fattest cattle on the continent. Further down the Humboldt
Valley,
where nothing else but sage-brush, greasewood and alkali-dust is to be seen, the
Central Pacilie trains have to slacken
speed to avoid maiming heavy herds, for
which the green grease-wood bush is alleged to furnish abundant provender.

turies in an endemic and stationary condition iu India, and why it has recently
emerged though the atmospheric conditions and the manners and customs of the
Hindoos and pilgrims apparently remain

unchanged.

of such a ease ?”

“Think ?” answered the
girl immediately. “Why, il he was poor,
1 should think that he was
doing just right
in keeping still about it!”
The <iuestion was dopped right there.
A
Pennsylvania camp-meeting was recently
broken up by six poor little skunks. The devil
in various guises.

comes

The Irishman put it neatly who said
that his doctor gave him so much medicine that he was sick a long time after he
got well.

A wag presented an Elizabeth (N. J.) saloon
keeper with a pair of steel engravings of Sankey and Moody, representing them to be correct portraits of Hayes and Wheeler. They
now adorn his walls.

Sleeping-Car.

Centaur

In tlie libel suit of the .Sun Francisco Bulletin vs
the Alta it came out that the failure of the Bank of
California was the result ol a defalcation by the late
1 're.-idoii Ralston.

A

■

Head, Nerv-

Headache. Neuralgia. Earache. Deafness, Ulcerated
Sore Throat, Sore Throat.
Swollen Tonsils, TicklingCough, Bronchitis,
and Bleeding of the

ous

Lungs cured by
SANFORD’S RADICAL

■Belfast, July 20,

particle

every

of

woody

fibre is

rejected,

it is

Is

the honor of the

Cantor Oil.

general agents that this medicine
has and will accomplish all that is claimed for it.

ft

for his

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
by Lemine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land

CAN BE FOUND AT

with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
From 0 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the
premisee. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.
DAN’i. HA It ADEN.
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1876.
tfiit

J. 0. THOMPSON & SON’S

practice,

ABB IE E. KELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For
terms inquire at
Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—tf21

G.

—AT-

O

weil-known maker of Yale’s
Mammoth Tent.

Gentlemen,—l have suffered teu years from the
forms ol An tk Catarrh, or Cold in thi:
II fad, that ever atllicted mortal man. Whenever I
took a fresh cold it would settle in my head, causing
the most violent sneezing, accompanied with excessive discharges from my eyes and nose. For
days and days my suffering would be intense, and
finally settling in my loins and bowels, would render
my life miserable for a month.
Never, during all
iny suffering, was I able to obtain even temporary
relief from any medicine I ever tried. Three weeks
ago, while suffering from the worst attack 1 ever
had, 1 procured a bottle of Sanford’s Radcai.
Cl RK FOR Catarrh. The relief from the first
dose was so gratifying that I would willingly have
given one hundred dollars to obtain it. A few doses
completely cured me. My head has since been perfectly free from mucous accumulations, my breathing easy, and not a symptom of trouble about my
back and bowels has presented itself. Its effect in
my case lias been truly remarkable.
I’. M. YALH,
Very respectfully,
Sail and Awning Maker, g .South Market Street.
worst

W

adapted

to

as a

reliable

remedy

II AMEN BLOCK,

will

BELFAST,

POKTLAND,

Tobaccos, Teas,

MAINE.

The

undersigned

is desirous of
stock of

Wholesale

Hemlock Boards,
Spruce Boards, good quality,
Kxtra quality,
Hemlock and Spruce Lumber all sizes and
lengths up to 40 feet,
Two inch Spruce plank,
Spruce Juice, random,
Cedar Shingles,

-OFFICE

Alden’s

keep Anything

8 00
lu Go

'*

anti Convkyan(
Communications

O.

H'5

1376.

MACHINIST!
1876.

DKALKU IX ALI. KINDS OK

Sewing

Read & Remember!
added to my Stock ROND’S BUTTER
(’RAUKERS, Soda and Fancy Pilot Bread, Snaps
of all kinds, Lemon Biscuit, Oat Meal Biscuit and
Bunds fresh from Bond’s Backers, Boston. Also
a large* sortinent of
1 i.-hing Tackle, Hooks and
Lines, &c.
Also I have just received and shall keep constantly on hand a Large and Well-Selected Stock of

Ill

Co., of 40 Dey Street, Xevv York, are
preparers of Castoria, after l>r. Pitcher’s

just

FOREIGN

::m2

Machine Attachments.

*** Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Repairing. Shot Guns Repaired and Bored to shout
close.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, 1870—tf

for all
A VE

tTeead7

g-.

A. HAYFORD.

of Gentlemen who
merits :

Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No Searsport,
Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
J. 'V. Black, Deputy Sheriff,
J. M. Halo & Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop of Liv. Stable Stockton,

J. F. MUSES i C0lt
BUCKSPORT,

KMKUV SAffVKP.,

Prepared By

Cl Ri:, and to my great surprise was immediately relieved. After using one bottle I Hud 1 am
nearly if not quite permanently cured.
Most respectfully yours,
H. N. DEXTER.
*

Pure Cider A: Cider
BY Till'.

From

old Cape Ann Druggist.
Gentlemen,—1 am happy to inform you that Sanford’s Radical Ctrl is the best
remedy for Catarrh J have ever sold. It gives universal satisfacan

tion. 1 have not found a case that it did not relieve
at once, and in many cases a cure is performed
by
the use of one bottle, it must soon lead all others
in the market. Please send me another supply.
ANDREW LEE.
Respectfully yours,
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS &
ROTTER, Boston, General Agents.

and

Apothecary

tf!5

for

WUSE SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER,
Colds, Chills, and Simple Fevers.
A wC»

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
A.

SALE

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

Proprietors.
MAINE.

2mos2*

SANBORN

Vinegar

Ql'AMIT Y FOR FAMILY USE.

>

Mill!*: THAN (IV■ million copies sold.

18

Gold Medal Awarded to the Anthor by the
“National Medical Association,”
March 31st, 1876.

Spice

Compounds.

1 he cost ot all kinds of Spices can be reduced from
4.* to OO percent, by the use of our
Compounds.
Sample package lbr one kind of Spice, with full directions tor using, sent on receipt of

Conn.

Spice Co.,

IIhi IM,

Hartford. Ct.

!

1

This Book also contains More than Fifty
Prescriptions for the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more than
the price of the book.
Also, unother valuable medical work treating exon MENTAL AND NERVOUS DlSEAs.
ES; more than 200 royal octavo pages, twenty el»*
gant engravings, bound insubstantial muslin. Price
only $2.00. Barely enough to pay for printing.
“The Book for young and middle-aged men to
readjust now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation. The author has returned from Europe in
excellent health, and is again the Chief
Consulting
Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Jour-

deranges

the

dose of

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

ill correct the acidity, relieve the pain,
carry off the
oilending cause, and save sometimes a long spell of
illness. Its effects are gentle and thorough, and its
general use would prevent much suffering.
w

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

WESTERN LANDS
HOMESTEADS.
If you want reliable

information, where and how to
get a cheap FAK.1I,or government IIMin4*1 teit<1
free.. Bend your address to S. J. GILMOKE, Land
Commissioner, Lawrence, Kansas, and receive gratis
a copy of Til* Kun.it. l'ncilic Ilome.i.uit.

MARINE INSURANCE BROKER,

AI A
II

PERCENT,
I bll

net

for the money lender.

In-

paid semi annually in N. V. Exchange. Security 3 to O times the loan
in land alone, exclusive ot the buildings. No in
vestment safer. No payments more promptly met.
Best of references given. Send stamp for particuterest

lars.

II. M.

MB. JOUNi'rO.I, negotiator of
MS. Paul, Miuneaota.

Mortgage JLoaoa,

PATENT SINKS,

NOTICE.

G>eo. DeProux
(Formerly with A. B. Mathews, Furniture Dealer, No. 70 Main .Street,)
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that he is now located on

Manufactured by the Miller Iron Co. of Providence,
It-1., are the best for the protection of houses against |
Church
Next door to the
offensive odors or any obstructions in the trap, or I
waste pipe. Send for testimonials from Practical j
Where he is prepared to do all kinds of
and
Price-List.
Plumbers,
Also Manufacturers of Ornamental Iron Work for
Lawns, Gardens, Parks, Cemeteries, &c.
Also, Milers’ Patent Grinders, for Milling Castings
1NG AT SHORT NOTICE.
In Foundries, &c.
And Prices to suit the times. I shall make Cornice
«i*Illu«trated Catalogue sent free.

Court House.

St.,

Furniture

Repairing & Upholster-

and Drapery Work a
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, I feel confident I shall be able to
please all who may favor me with a call. I shall be
pleased to show samples and patterns at anytime;
also Lace Drapery put up in the latest styles.
Lambrequins in Cretone or Worsted Goods cut
and made to order.

specialty.

MIND READING. PSYCHOMANCY. FASCharming, Mesmerism.
Marriage Guide* Showing how either sex
fascinate and gaiu the love and affection of any
person they choose instantly. 400 pages. By mail
1U cination. Soul

and
may

50 cts.

Hunt &

Co., 130 S. 7th St., Pliila.

Hair and Tooth Brushes!
COMBS OF ALL KINDS.

Large

Lot

Selling Low

at

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE.

in

SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS
Worsted Work mounted neatly and at low prices.

j*^“Work taken from houses aud returned without
extra expense.
Hoping to see all my old friends, and ns many new
ones as will favor me with a call at my new place.
I remain, Respectfully,
GEO. DePROUX.
Umos49
Belfast, June 8, 1870.

Barton Street.

to

Buy

Piano for Sale !
KXCKLLKX T

PIANO,
in line order.
Will be
VNanil the
Journal Mice.

Apply

OF (i(il)D MAKF.
sold at a bargain.

<

at

tf’.t

Paints, Oils & Varnishes
PURE LEAD AND OIL

BOBBES,

Belfast, June 5, 1870.

Special
As I

Notice.

closing out mv Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by not** or account, are hereby notified that their accounts must
be settled immediately, or they will he placed in the
hands of other parties for collection.
II. II. FOUBKS.
4‘Jtf
Belfast, June 5, 1870.
am

Room
|

T

where.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Bolfast, Mo.
;wtr

EHfFCpm

,

-and-

BORDERS
VERY LOW AT

SAMI' LL Y. UL

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

>
TJ

PULL

VXTE
*■'

having a supply of VESTS

are now
ean

furnish

our

hands with

work.
Tallies OW'NG for MACHINES can
now have work.
MONROE hands who
aro ready to work, will
please notify us.
GEO. A. CJU1MBY & CO.
Belfast. June 15. 1875.
tf50

( ORA !

CORA !!

\ BUSH ELS PHIME YELLO\V COBN
just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.
The Corn is of excellent quality. For sule LOW.
In store at Lane’s Wharf.
ALBERT CARTER.
tfO
Belfast, A tig. 9, 1870.
HO/
I O*

Last Call!
-O-

have unsettled accounts of long
PERSONS
cost.
standing will please call, settle, and
who

save

B. F.

Belfast, Aug. 17,

1870.

7tf

WELLS.

Season,
s f K A M F. K

PIONEER
Capr, \V. r Faknswm
until further notice, on and after
KMr
as
follow
Leave Belfast to « a‘l.iy, July
and llrooksville, on 1 ae>dav at
n'-lock A M
U ednesday at
..’dock A. M. and
1* .M
i
day at :: I*. M.; on Friday at a \. M
Satu
«■ jntinues to \ inalhuv -a
at a A. .M
lo t timing l.< :t\
Brook" ilk
Wa-r-on’s W1
lor Belfast, mi M■ n.Jav at
astine .J :• I
on
1*. .M
fuesduy at : I*. M., ( astine at
1*
..n 1
Wednesday at 1*. M.. f’astine at
day at 7 Ki M. M i'astine at A. M. and ■'
on Friday at
i’ M
astine t
1
1* M
ing.it Bwh r's Harbor, I•>!■ -h.tr each wav
ing the o 1*. M. trips.
-i»udu;~ .fexi-nr-'-i
late arrival of Boston Mounters in,.•. have 1
as late as in ~.o a. M.
Fai:i
I-mm Belfast to Brook" iih
or < a-tno
$1.00; from Belfast to l-h-A,
r.
turn,
ets,; front I>Ie>hon» to Brook'Ville
turn, th> ets., From Lsh-shoro to t‘a>tim c*r rI"<'ts.
From Brook -\ die to astine or r* : -rn,
«^"Freight tak< ti at lair But*
" m. " as.-on, \gt
Bro *k" .Ihlino
y >
herd, Agt'- < a-tir.'
I'.-i.j U> o r. \jt l'le d
Howard Omant, Ag;
Belfatt!
Steatner will extend th< Miturdav morning tr
t'arver's Harh.ir. \ inalhaven, returning tin t
ing Mouda>, leasing \ inalhuv. -it at : o'clock A
and connecting with Steamer May ti-J i ,»
lor Bangor and all landings on tie- rivet
run

s

>

,,

!
□1 i
-H
m

Miioliood: How Lost. How Restor.
Iii-t [uiMi-ilii-.l, :i n.*\v
liti• m ..t
( iilv«*n«Hr* <
xa »
-n t»;•
uli -l cu r. w r
IlM-.lil'illf
(M
M'l.llM A roKUII.l
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary S.-nuual 1
Iwi'nn.M
Mental and Physical lueapuut
pediments to .Marriage. etc.; a!-o, .-n-i mi
Kimi.i-.u-y and Fits, induced by s»• t indu: on
sexual extravagance, \c.
xc
#© Price, in a-eaied eiiw lope, oil!
I in- celebrated author, in ticI
dm
clearly demonstrat. irma a thirty year-' -uc>
that
the
con
nc.
practice,
tu
alarming
abu-e may !>e radically cur- 1 without tin d m.,
u-e of internal medicine or tin
upplication <-t
uce
knife; pointing out a mod. ot' cm- it
er
certain, and eifectual, by means ox w hich
terer, no matter what hi- condition nia bcure him-elf cheaph prh alt 1 v, and
a,/t•■.,/ y,
ttd I In- Lecture -hoiild l>. in the a m
.a
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under
al, in a plain envelop. t. n
on receipt ot'
c. ntdress, p,,4f
>i tu
stamps. Address the Pub i-hers,
•••

NNKLS, late of Stockton,

I*

-.

MfR’S WINDOW GIA5S.B0TTLES SC.

Non-Resident Taxes.

PHILADELPHIA

--

!

j

I» the town of Palermo, in the
the year 1875.

rnill; following list of ta xes

('ounty of Wuhto, for

real estate of non
_A. resident owners in the town of Palermo, for
the year 1875, ill bills committed to S. 15. Jone», Col
lector of 1 axes of said town on the fourteenth day
of June, 1875, has been returned by him to me as
unpaid, on the ninth day of June, l8iV>, by his certificate of that date, and now remains unpaid, and
notice is hereby given that if the said taxes and in
interest and charges are not paid into the treasury
of saiii town within eighteen months from the day
of commitment of said bills, so much of the real
estate as will be sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges will, without further notice, be sold at public auction at the
Post Office in said town, on the ninth day of Decent
her, 1870, at one o’clock in the afternoon.
Names of owners, description.
No.
Jackson Kitchen, or unknown, (or
homestead.
John (ireeley, or unknown, for the
Phineas Curtis place.
William
or unknown, for
the Lafayeth Worthing place.
II. Harmond, Lot
Heirs of Nehemiah Turner for part
Lot.
Heirs of Nehemiah furnerfor part
Lot.C. A. Rust for Lots No. 110 and 120
Mary Hall for part of the Kmery
Hall place
Stillman Erskine, or unknown, for
half the Abial W. Erskine farm

Benjamin

Campbell,

or

AMKItICAK

Lot. Yul. Tax.

$225 $0.08
loo

2.70

117

0(H) l»i.20
1<mj 2.70

HI

100

2.70

HO

75
loo

2.03
2.70

100

2.70

570 15.30

unknown,

for homestead
luO 2 70
Josiah Read for Isaac Lewis Meadow Lot.
20
54
Heirs of Erustus Murr for part of
W. J. Turner Meadow Lot
25
08
James Soule, or unknown, for part
of homestead
110 2.07
JOHN P. PERKINS,
Treasurer of Palermo.
3w8*
Palermo, August 15, 1870.

PrtOBATE NOTICES

CLEMENTS, Administratrix of the
W. Clements late of Waldo,
Waldo, deceased, having presented her second and final account of Administration
on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, priuted at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of September next, and shew cause if any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
WM M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

hr Inventions, Trade Marks
No. 76 State

41 Ann st., New ^

or

Mcsisns,

AATER
years,continues

practice of upwards of

to secure

:;c*

Patents in the United

able terms, with despatch. Researches made to d«
termine the validity and utility of Patents of I m en
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims <>t
any pateut furnished by'remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
j\o Agency in the t 'nited States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining 1‘atents or ascertaining the
of int entions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.

Chartered by

TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of
licialintercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
ComVr of Patents.”
hesitation in

assuring

inventors that

Safo

97

Canes!

A Good Assortment of ( nut's and Light Walking Sticks ill
TIERVEY’S JEWELRY Storo.

Keeping

I.egislutur« ol Me

I UK

of Valuables

Exchange

Street.

PORTLAND.
i>IRKf rolls

AVI) Ml AUKHOI.MRRS

11. ,1. Libby,
.John Mussey,
F. K. Swan,
,JucoJ> Mel.••Han,
William K. Could, 1 ‘ItiHip 11. Hrowu,
William (L Davis, William Hammond,
W. II Anderson, blank Noy<
1.. D. M. Sweat,
A. W. Coombs,
Abner Coburn, Skowhegau,
Anson l*. Morrill, Keadtield,
do-, ph Dane, Kennebunk.

(

..

L. D. M. SWEAT, rresiihi.:
A. W. COOMBS. Secretar>

Hv For circulars or inlormation address
A. W. COOMliS, Secretary, Fortin
tf>

able consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late ComVr of Patent.**.’

Canes!

uct of the
i.sr.s.

and the Kkn I'Ai. of Sai s In its I iki- l*u
Hi itui.AR-l’unof N \i i.is!

they cannotemploy a man more competent and trust,
worthtf and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and favor"Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me over TH 1 RTY
applications for Patents, having be* n successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads un to recommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the mo.-t faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at
ry
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART."
Boston. Jan 1 187ft.
lvri?.

mi

FOR

patentability

no

lt.-x

! PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO

States; also in Great Britain, France, and other for
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign
inents.und till papers for Patents executed on reason

“I have

Po.-t nflic

m k

1y

St..opposite Kilby St.,Boston

extensive

an

CALL

A.T

Belfast Hardware Ston
lb-fore purchasing your goods,
there you w.
find lieneral II A KDW A KbT, FAI.N1>, (HI
and VAKXIsllb.S, NAILS, (i LA>S, an
b A KM I TU’S TOOLS, constantly t»n hand m
for sale at LOWbTST 1’ltlClTS. Don’t lorp
the place, ANHlbTK’S, No. 1 Fhenix Kow
tl4-»
April L*0 1875.

To tho

Poople

of

Searsport.

II AYK taken tin- Agency ol the Bki.kasi- >1
lti.K Woiiks, « lark & F ernald, Proprietor*. I‘
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any
script ion can do so ot' me as cheap uw they cun lu
unv where in this State.
A T. QUIMm
tfll
Searsport.Sept. Id, lt>7$.

I

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR

:tinos:t

A.

ALBERT

September

IWThNTS

OF PATENTS

SOLICITOR

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. D. 187ft.
B. FERGUSON, Administrator of the
Estate of Jonathan Ferguson, late of Belfast,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final account of Administration for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give no
tice to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal priuted at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
next, at ten of the clock beTuesday of
fore noon, ana show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be ullowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest :~B. P. Field. Register.

KOKKIGN

H. BODY

R

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
August, A. I). 187(5.
Estate of Almou
RACHEL
in said ountv of

AND

F. RRUGMAN &. SON

on

(

ami

Change of Time During the Eicursioi,

dike 10.10.

!

in said County, of Waldo, deceased, intestate, for
the payment of the said deceased’s just debts, charges
of administration and incidental charges; said real
estate consists of the ri al estate of said deceased in
Stockton, consisting of the homestead of said d»
ceased.
LYDIA RCNNKLS,
:»w8
Administratrix.
August 21, 187G.

DOWN

VOTTR VEST”!

Line :

Leave Burnham at a ."A.M. Fnity
In
Hr»iks h 17. At rive at lit fast
A. M.
Leave Burnham at
I'. M.
I'nitv than,
dike o.tc. Brooks
U.
Arrive at Belfast 7.no,

|

Sale.

40

”

m

I rains now h ave Belfast at 7.M A. M.
Bn
'"•Id.
Ihorndike sjn,
Fnity v5o. Arriving
Buruham o :<• A. M
Leave Belfast at J.h'. I’. M
Brooks t.
It
dike o.o.i. l nirv
1...
Arriving at Durtihum m
1* M.
liF. ITILMNdi,

n
x
m

I\TPDD{1 flI

....

!

lU i i vsi ami Fasti

Main Central Jtoilrow 1

S ^ * Illti UULi

lluzzcy,

Papers

arriving

>

X, MAS FRY & SONS Ready Made Colors for
Painting interior and exterior of Houses, Barns
Fences, kc. Call and see before purchasing elseJ.

WILL

long

at

» l-‘* o’clock, or on arrival of Steamer <
Richmond from Cortland, for Peer l-h >. W
Bar Harbors Mr. Ih-.rt .and Winter Harbor
Returning, leaves Winter ilurhor ver\ \\ **u
u-Miay ami Friday iiiorniiict at -i Ml
••"clock. touching ms ubov e. arrivine .it R.,ek:
at about II o'clock,
connecting with Si■ »^
« itv t.i
Riehim oil lor Portland
M ill ha\e Connie .-ial Wliart. R».< klaiei.
Saturday niorniiie at a l«? o'clock
arrival of Steamer as above for i Mworti, ton- !
at Peer l.-le.
Returning', leave- Li-worth
very Momt...
nioriiiiie
at j.,IO o'clock
'ouelniii: ai 1
in Rockland at about II o'clock
Lie,
connecting with Steamer city of Richmond
P
land.
The Steamer ( it A m.r.s Hoi ,H i«>.s has h> i.
cently refilled ami furnished w ii h a _\ FAY p,. n ]
and new .Machinery, making her every way
class steamer.
For further particular-, inouir of
CVIU'S Ml RIM\ A.\ 1 (.en’l Ajrent,
Portland, May 5th.
Railroad Whart

«

be sold at public auction bv virtue of a
licence from the Court of Probate for the
County of Waldo, on Saturday, the ,50th day of September, A. 1L lf>7(», at one of the clock in the afternoon, at the homestead of tin* late Samuel V. Kun
nels, in Stockton, the real estate of

II. 81. lOKKI^V
Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
out his entire Stock of HOOTS ami SHOES at
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the
wearer the benefit of the LOW i’UICFS for CASH
and CASHJO.NLY; as I propose to close up my
business very soon no credit will be given.
My stock consists of all the various styles ot l ADIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ A7/J. CLOTH,
and KID COXED BOOTS, also SLIPPERS, BUT
TO.V SHOES, also MEN’S and BOY’S CALF
BOOTS, ALEXIS 11O0T, also CALF STRAP
BUCKLE SHOES, also Common KIR, THICK,
and SPLIT SHOES, for common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
finally, call and examine the QUALITY ami ERL
CITS, and you will he sure to buy. As I propose to
all coon BA RCA IXS as
as they LAST,
if I am able to attend to business. IKin’t forget the

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
Will leave Portland ever
Monday IVi>«luc<.
tlay ami Friday cicnintfti at IO o'clock
tor Rockland, Camden, Bell a-', Soar-pur, mi
point, Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and Bam
Returning, 1. av os Bangor e\ ci v tl outlay V» #*«i.
iifMlav ami I riday niorulii^t .u ili o'cll,

Will

This firm confidently assure the masters and own
of ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of shipwork, for bothw ooden and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give
satislactii n.
tf.tti

is ut

Tlomltit

e\n

I -Z o'clock.

Agent of the Boston Marine Insurance Company,
For Searsport and Yutnity, und Agent for tlie
sale of PITCH PINE LI MBER and UMBER, jor
Ship Orders, Bridges, &c. From VY. I. Bi KS’
Mills at Bucksville, S. t'.
7m4,J*
Searsport, Me., April *Jf», 1870.

Buyers of

No. 13 Main Street.

through'- j
|
j
I

-^“Catalogue

place

Pi. Pi.

life.”—Philadelphia Enquirer.

An ov«r«loifi of Dinner often

WORKS:

Boots & Shoes
Tile

4

at

Steamboat

(With late Hon. Win. McGilvery for past ten years'

HOUSE.

Administrator's

place,

nal.
“The Science of Lift* is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”—Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
of these valuable works, published by the Peabody
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of

system, brings on flatulency and wind colic, and sub
jects the patient to great bodily suffering. A siugle

(ireat inducement to

give

clusively

“It should be read by the young, the middle-aged
and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
The first anil only Medal ever conferred
upon any
Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the an
thorof these works, March .list, 1870. The
presen
tation was noticed at the time of its occurrence bv
the* Boston Press, and the leading journals
out the country. This magnificent Medal is of solid
gold, set with more than one hundred India dinmonds of rare brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of
its materials, and size, this is decidedly the most
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
purpose whatever. It is well worth the inspection
of Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June ;{<j,
1870.
seut on receipt of 0c. for postage.
Either ol' the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch St„ Boston, Mass., opp. He
vere House.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring
skill, secrecy and experience. Ofllce* hours, y a. m.
to Or. m.
!y3

Belfast, Me.
High St.,
tfl

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers

JUST

I JKWrST< >.\.
CHAS. DEF.RING.
'V111 lcavt- P o r I I a n «i
Tliiirmtui Evening* at
lO o'c lock t■ >r Knckiui.
»• a>tiin I >i
l»r\\
I-I*-,
><>uth W st unit Har il
Mt. Drsi-r?
M illl.riU

HENRY H. GRANT,

ers

published by the PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITUTE, a new edition of the celebrated
medical work entitled tin* “SCIENCE OF LIFE;
or, SELF-PRESERVATION.” It treats upon Manhood, how lost, how regained and perpetuated;
cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality,
Impotentcy, :
Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrlnea.or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal), Nervous and
Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Gloomy Forebodings, Mental Depression, Lose of energy, Haggard
Countenance, Confusion of Mind and Loss of .Mem j
ory, Impure State of the Blood, and all diseases !
arising from the Kkkoks of } outii or the indiscre-

CAPT.

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

D.

HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO

of'

Ucto J&Dcrtistmtnts.

Pro’p.

tgeni,
Belfast, Me

&#-Best Five Cent Cigars
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,
in the City.
Masl, Spar & Blockmakers,
JOINERS, & C
Wko. (;. Wells,
OFFICE : 11 " Utrrloo Komi.

Revere House.

tions or excesses of mature years.
It tells you a'1 about the Morale of Generative
Physiology, the Physiology of Marriage, of Wedlock and Offspring, Physical Contrasts, Tin* Morality,
Empiricism, Perversion of Marriage, Conjugal Precept and Friendly Counsel, Physical Inlirmitv, Its
Causes and Cure, Relations Between the JSexes,
Proofs of the Expansion of Vice, The Miseries
Imprudence, Ancient Ignorance and Errors, Mkans
of Cukk, Cure of Body and Mind.
Tuff, l'ui.v
l’l.FS of Tkfatmkn r, Address to Patients and Invalid Readers, The Author's Principles. The price
ot this hook is only $1.00.

•'

RICHARD H. MOODY.
Druggist

where he will be ghul to welcome them. The house
is ueur the depot, well fitted and otiers every inducement lor a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the house. (Jive
me a call.
JOSKPll SANBOKN, JK.
tf48
Belfast, June 1, 1875.

No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston,

Positive Corroboration of Above.
This may certify that we have known Mr. Dexter
for four years, and know his statement to be true in
every particular. We know that he has been a great
sufferer, that he has tried many remedies without
relief, until we advised him to'take the Radical
Cfrk. This preparation has performed many cures,
and give universal satisfaction.
GOULD KUOS.,
Very respectfully,
Druggists, lit! rieasaut Street.

A

&c.

vi.

(Opposite

••

SEAliSPORT, M I-;.

Announces to his many friends that in* lias
returned and again taken possession of the
well known

Pickles,

JELLIES, NUTS, FIGS, RAISINS,

STKAM KU

■

ROBINSON HOUSE

AND DOMESTIC

Sardines,

Gentlemen,—l have been troubled with Catarrh
for over twenty years, and have suffered from the
effects of this obnoxious disease. At times 1 have
been unable to keep anything on my stomach from
its effects.
After trying various remedies, 1 was
induced by Mr. Gould to try your Sanford’s Kadi

Mt. Desert, Machias,

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON
CAPT. ORIS B INGRAHAM,
Will leave Commercial W harf, Rockland.
Tucfttlay anti Tlturwtlay uiortii tie »

OTHERS.

Belfast, F« b. JJ, 1S?<>,

Sanborn House.

ach.”

testify

*•

MANY

IO

anti Macmasport.
Returning, iea\<Maehmsj «»rt,

ANIMALS.

names

FOR

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Iinplements, Paints, Oils, (.lass, Sec. No. 5J Main
Street, Belfast, Me.
tfJ4

to dimensions with all the necessary lumber to
complete the building.

—

IN

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

cut

Belfast, Aug. :i, 1870,

Carle & Morison,)

DEALERS

PICKETS AND HAY BOARDS.
> to U M
$lt> 00
Hay Hoops on hand,
Hardwood Boards from 1 to 1 .14 inch; Cedar Posts
from 0 to lu feet; House Gutters, 0 to 10 cents per
foot; Floor boards, plained and jointed; Nice Yard
Boards, plained and shippers, SOLI) A1 COST.
I can also furnish, on short notice, Hemlock frames

an

to

INSIDE LINE

morning

SORES ON ALL

extraordinary

to

cot

MORISON &

[(Successors

duplicate.

Jonesport

llavford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,
Belfast. Me.
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent,
•»
Harrison llavford, Farimr,
1*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S.d. Dean, l’rop. of Livery Stable, Rockland

IN-

in.;.
Prompt attention given
thn&L
by mail.

j

Ellsworth and Bangor.

A.

BELFAST, MAINE.
Particular attention given to Collecting

10 50
8 oo
0 75
1
1 75
“.‘.‘00
'-’O0 Barrels Cement,.1 50
80
Lime,.

his Stom-

on

Burns'

15.00
14 00

...

All freight must be accompanied by Rill of Lading
in
All freight hills must he paid on deh.
*ry of goods.
DANIEL LAN1 Agent
Relfast, May 25, 1*76,

SCRATCHES

AND

Block, Main Street,

3.65

CURES

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.,
not

1

OINTMENT

Attorney! Counsellor at Law,

$10 50

$2 50

ARABIAN

F. A. G-REER,

At the old stand formerly occupied by M. It.
COOPKK & CO., and now oilers to the public for CASH Great Bargains for 00 days.

will

turning,

LOWELL,

Agents for

DOMESTIC

Johnson,

Centennial Tickets via Fall River

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

AND

J. P.

Boston every Monday
at 2. T. M.
leave Rostov every Monday
and Friday at 5 1-2 1*. M.

and Stonington,
Via, Norwich,

with the

Capt.

Belfast for

Tuesday, 1 hursday
FARE TO BOSTON,

Globe Mills Standard Spices-

closing out his

Lumber. Lime, Cement. Sand.&c.

K«

Molasses and

Daily

Roix,

" ill leave

M K.

Coffees.
Coffees Roasted
Patent Roaster.

STEAM KR

Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday,

SPECIALTIES.

it ness the

0mos41

pfrffeeL

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,
R.

Capt. Wm.

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
Nos. 175 A 177 Commercial Street,

receive

W- P. THOMPSON.

J. II. Hose &

reeeipe.

him

to

STEAM Eli

Mchell, Champlin & Co„

HORSE-FLESH!

Belfast, Me,

WAl! business entrusted
roiupt attention.

llie Route! Four Trips

tin

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.

Particular attention given to making andinserting
artitidal teeth.
tf*6

AND OTHER ILLS OF

at Law!

Two Steamers

and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer.
He has the country right for the use of

Boyle.

Lumber!
Attorney 1 Counsellor at Law,
Lumber!!

disorders of the stomach and bowels of children. It
is certain, agreeable, absolutely harmless, and cheap.
It should be used for wind colic, sour stomach,
worms, costiveness, croup, &c., then children can
have sleep and mothers may rest.
the sole

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

to its

all ages, but is especially recom-

mended to mother*

E. K.

WALLACE,

Attorney

40

Oil.

It is

formerly occupied by

GEO. E

PRICES !

cathartic, pleasant to the taste «nd
griping.
Dr. Samuel Pitcher, Hyanuis, Mass., succeeded in
combining, without the use of alchohol, a purgativ e
agent as pleasant to take a* honey and
which possesses all the desirable properties of Castor

at Law!

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office

L

JOHNSON,

Attorney

EXTREM ELY

effective

the

E.

ARRANGEMENT for Hit SEASON *[1816.

improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in

MISS

SOLD

BOSTQI AND LOWELL!

of

Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets, lias all the latest
I>r.

Musical Notice.

AND WILL BE

free from

From

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

fimos.'l?

in all cases, for
an ol 1 Phy-

own

Rent.

condition.

»

St., New York.

produce,

or

HOMESTEAD of the lute
JL John Hamden situated on
Church Street, is now offered for
sale to close the estate.
■'
The property consists of over 5,000
ieet of Land, lot* feet on Church Street, and more
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good

Furniture Store

Castora is the result of

sician’s effort to

tf:>

1876.

rpHE

York, January, 1874.

pleasant and perfect substitute,

—for—

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD.

small ham

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale!

USUALLY KEPT IN A

Castoria.

en-

unlike every other before the public, and those
who have tried all other remedies are assured on

tirely

a

with an Acre and a half
of laud for sale or rent. One
of the new houses on Belmont
Terms easy. Enquire of
r Avenue.
-GEO. G. WELLS.
Feb. 29, 187fi.
tf 15

Belfast,

Laboratory of J. 15. Rose & Co.,

The only sate and always reliable remedy for the
immediate relief and permanent cure of every symptom and stage of Catarrh. It is a medicine pure as
distilled water and is obtained entirely by distillation of certain herbs and plants whereby the essential medicinal principle is alone obtained, while

has

HOUSE

EVERYTHING

Moxt(jommarv, A;.a., Aug. 17, 1874.

4b L)ev

Streets;

For Sale

ii nmy.

“(>ENrr.EMEX,—I have used over one gross of
Centaur Liniment, yellow wrapper, on the
mules ot my plantation, besides dozens of the family
Liniment for my negroes.
I want to purchase it at
the wholesale price, and will thank you to ship me
by Savannah steamer one gross of each kind. Messrs.
A. T. Stewart & Co. will pay your bill on presentation.
James Darkow.”
“Respectfully,
The best patrons of this Liniment are Farriers and
Veterinary Surgeons. It heals Calls, Wounds and
Poll-evil, removes Swellings,and is worth million*
of dollar* to Farmers, .Livery-men, Stock growers, Sheep-raisers, and those having horses or cattle.
What a Farrier cannot do for
the Centaur
Liniment will do at a trilling cost.
These Liniments are warranted by the proprietors,
and a bottle will be given to any Farrier or Physician who desires to test them. Sold everywhere.

CUR'.

and Park

■in connection, also cistern, good
water, lruit trees, etc. Ihe house has been
fitted to accommodate two families, and has all conveniences for such. Person wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at No. 50 Court

Large Decline in Prices of

“Every owner of horses should give the C'entai r
Liniment a trial. We consider it tin* best article
used iti our stables.
“II. MARSH, Supt. Admits Ex. Stables, N.Y'.
“K. PLLTZ, Supt. L\ S. Lx. Stables, N. Y.
“ALBKRi S. ODIN, Supt. Nat. Ex. Stables,N.Y'."

in the

TWO

wen or

ever

Ringing Noises

DENTISTRY! Sanford’s Steamship Co.,

STORY HOUSE with
quarter of an an acre of land.
Centrally located, corner of Court

horses and animals, it has performed more wonderful cure* of Spavin, Strain, Wind galls,
Scratches, Sweeny, and general Lameness, than all
other remedies in existence. Read what the great
Expressmen say of it:
‘•New

House for Sale.

We Have Heard of it!!

Family.

Plains,

the fievv

a

Liniments!

“Could
The

are to be
investigated; fifth, secondary
‘•Suppose, lJelle,” said a poor but honest
epidemics may perhaps lie developed in
points already inlecled, but with very rare Chicago youth to a Prairie avenue girl,
exceptions they never assume the exact one day this week, “suppose that a young
features of genuine cholera, and they will man loved you dearly—very dearly—but
generally fade out and disappear until re was afraid to ask you to marry him—mayinlbrced by a new eruption from the origi- be because he was very timid or felt too
nal starting-point. Therefore the special poor, orsoinething—whatwould you think

points to be be considered are the questions why cholera has remained for cen-

Shot in

A Union Pacific express train, between
Ogden and Omaha, on Saturday was
thrown into sudden confusion and alarm
by a lot of desperate men who were seeking a victim. Ogallala is a famous cattle
point on the Union Pacific, arid there arc
usually a large number of cattle dealers
there. A lively dealer in card games went
through his cattle compatriots for about
$10,000. He refused to give up his hardearned wages and succeeded, after much
strategy, in skipping the town. A train White, for the Human
passed Ogallala about two o’clock in tlie
morning, and on this train tlie hero of the Yellow, for Horses & Animals.
deal and chip made his escape. The enraged cattle men. however, were determined to get their money back. They
immediately telegraphed ahead ol the
train to friends in Alkali, the next station.
These Liniments are simply the wonder of the
When tlie train arrived at Alkali the cat- world. Their effects are little less than marvellous,
there are some things which they will not do.
yet
tle men of that place boarded the train
They will not cure cancer or mend broken bones,
and were not long in finding the little jok- but they will always allay pain. They have straighter
fingers, cured chronic rheumatism of inanv
pretending to be fast asleep in a berth ened
vears standing, and taken the pain from terrible
in the middle of the Pullman.
The trouble burns and
scalds, which has never been done by any
then commenced, and a lively time was other article.
The White Liniment is for the human fambad for a few minutes
reThe gambler
ily. It will drive Rheumatism, Sciatica and Neuralfused to go with the cattle men, and they gia from the system; cure Lumbago, Chillblains,
insisted that lie should. A tight ensued, Palsy, Itch, and most Cutaneous Eruptions; it extracts frost from frozen hands and feet, and the
in the midst of which several shots were
poidon of bite* and Hting** of venomous rep
fired. The passengers became panic-strick- tiles; it subdues swellings, and alleviates pain of
every kind.
en and rushed out of the car, through winFor sprains or bruises it is the most potent
dows as well as doors, as the bullets whist- ever discovered. The Centaur Liniment isremedy
used
led through the air. Women screamed with great efficacy for Sore Throat, Toothache,
Earache, and Weak Back. The
and fainted,children would not be comfort- Caked Brea*tii,
following is but a sample of numerous testimonials
ed, and, take it all in all, the scene was a
“Indiana Home, Jeff. Co., Ind., May gs,
“I think it my duty to inform you that 1 have sui
Irightt'ul one. The cattle men finally drag- fered
much with swollen feet and chords.
I nave
ged out their victim, tied him to a mule not been
free from these
in eight years.
and started away with him. The passen- Now I am perfectly well, swellings
thanks to the Centaur
gers returned to tlie ear. One young lady Liniment. The Liniment ought to be applied warm.
Benjamin Brown.”
continued screaming in a terrible way.
The proof is in the trial. It is reliable, it is handv,
She insisted that she was wounded in the it is cheap,
and every family should have* it.
the sick and bed ridden, the halt and lame, to
leg. Medical attendance was summoned theTo wounded
and sore, we say, “Come and be
from the station, and an examination re- healed.”
vealed that a pin in tlie young lady’s stockTo the poor and distressed who have spent their
for worthless medicines, a bottle of Centau
ing was cruelly sticking into her. The money
Liniment will be given without charge.
fate of the gambler was not ascertained.
Tlie Pullman ear was pretty freely perfo- The Yellow Centaur Liniment
is adapted to the tough muscles, cords and fiesh of
rated bv the bullets.

Belfast

Savings Bank.

REMOVED to their

new
are
same on

in Custom House Square,
HAVE
the
ceive

deposits, placing

Banking

Hoorn

to re
prepared
interest on the

days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed 011 same, the tirst Mondays of June
first

and December.

Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 I*. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCE, Prest.
John II. Quimby, Treas.
Belfast June

8th 1874.

tf

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store

American

Hotel-

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietor*
J. 1).

Tuckkh.

B. F.

Tuckkk.

(’ouches to convey passengers to and from the car*
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery aud Boarding Stable connected witii th«
House.

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tf!3

